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I. IIICRODUCT'ION AND APPROACTI

This report is pursuant to Article IV, Paragraph 12b of

Modification 13 to Contract No 282-78-0183-DN. It is the third

of four documents, designed as a whole, to provide the Office of

Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP) with a comprehen-

sive assessment and comparison of the nature and extent of gen-

era/ population, employee and schbol fitness programs.

This study was conceived as an alternative to the collec-

tion of primary data about employee and community programs and
the associated extent of participation; such an effort was
originally designed but then was disallowed by the Office of
Management an Budget. The general intent of the replacement

investigation is to describe and analyze from existing sources

information which can enhance ODPHP's ability to direct its

preventive health strategy in pursuit of the physical fitness and

exercise aims set forth in Promoting Health/Preventing Disease-4-

Objectives for the Nation.1 The focus on community and esiRloyee

fitness programs traces back to an earlier phase of this contract

that identified various categories of physical fitness programs

and activities supported by the President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports. These categories were reviewed by ODPHP in

the context of the.fitness and exercise aspect of its prevention

activities, and several were chosen for further assessment.

This report was preceded by an initial study product which

described the process and results of Granville's search 'for

sources of information.4 It'muste.be noted that the search for

fitness and exercise information was oriented towards Lientifi-

cation of those sources which might permit, constiuctian of a

profile of existing programs, i.e., a body of information Which

most closely approached a comprehensive inventory. In.that con,.

text, first priority in the search and review process was ac-

corded to broad-based data representative of the' nation. That

type of information most commonly exists. in, surveys, although

of sources such as books and journal articles were not



ignored. As seemingij relevant and likely, sources were found,

the materials were relewed to determihe their utility for the
purpose of this study.

As the review of 4the data was undertaken, Gran-.

ville developed major:. categories of information. Several of
these. categories (eiployee,.community, and schoOl' fitness pro -

.grams) were. obvious from the stated intent of the study. How-
Never, Granville's early observation -that there, was much more
information available about the pertinent behaviors and attitudes
of the general population than aboutthe various types of com-

es

,

m - programs led to 'their formal inclusion as an area of
st .s, Since, as will become clearer as'this repOrt progresses,
tliere have been*. problems in the conceptualization' and use of
terms in this area, it- may be helpful to clarify Granville's
focus. When the dearth of fitness 'p.rogram information was
realized, Granvillel shifted its focus to leisure time physical
activity participation, behaviors, attitudes and perceptions.

However, within this :broad category, 'most of the available infor-
mation pertained to sports and exercise. activities. Granville
did not seek information on physical activities for either.daily

living activities (e.g., exercise involved in going to and from
Work) or on the job activities.' Thus, for the purposes of this

report, the term physical activity will refer to leisure time and
voluntary activities. Other terms, e.g:, physical fitness,
'sports, exercise, will be used as they are normally conceptual -
ized in common parlance. .

After the major categories were identified, Granville and
brlou agreed that further definiton could be added to the study
by delineating aset of research questions to guide further ef-
forts. These questions are listed below:

)

What surveyt on physical fitness, physical acti-
vity, sports and exercise exist and whatsurveys
are planned?

What informatkon is available in the categories
of general population, schools, employees and



communities from national and subnational sur-
veys?

What is the adequacy and soundness of the recent
and currently available surveys?

to

To what extent do the surveys show similar or
dissimilar results?

For each category of information, is it possible
to identify trends?

What are the best data. among the available op-
tions?

re What data are required to fill informational
gaps?

Whit recommendations can be made for future data
collection _instruments concerning physical fit-
ness, physical activity, sportd and exercise and
related programs?

On the basis of these questions, Granville proceeded to

review the materials obtained from earlier identified report

on sources. The review resulted in preparation of an interim re-

port which included examination of and commentary on the methodo-

logical aspects of the various surveys and studies to the extent

that data were available. This review had the aims of identi-

fying those sources which presented broad-based (and primarily

national level) estimates of individual and program activities;

determining the quality:and limitations of the research designs

employed, and determining the need for acquisition of more infor-

mation about sampling, construction of measures, and data collec-

tion techniques to provide a complete foundation for further

assessments.

The review leading to the interim report also included ex-

traction of pertinent data items to identify and compare, the re-**
sults of the various surveys andistudies. For each of the major

categories of information, it was necessary to divelop, sub-

categories of pertinent issues,in order to present the relevant

data: In. presenting the data, Granville commented on the simi-

larities and dissimilarities in the data, with reference to some



of the design or contextual features of the surveys as they might

have accounted for variation in the estimate s, and noted appa-

rently strong or weak approaches to the particular issues. In

other words, the interim report represented a first examination

of the various sources which had been identified earlier.

Sources found lacking iein quality or.relevance were weeded out,

items requiring more information were identified, the study team

gained a sense of the range of and basis for existing estimates,

and a pathway to further assessment activities was more clearly
marked.

The revision of the interim report and its conversion into

this final report included several stet's. First, telephone fol-

low -ups were made with several of the survey organizations to

gather information about design, sampling and administration pro-

cedures which had not been supplied in the original reports.

This allowed final judgments to be made about the adequacy'of the

procedures utilized in'those surveys.'

Second, following consultation with ODIMP4staff regarding

the issues of greatest interest to them, the final reviews and

analyses of the data were 4undertaken. Data presented in the
interim report were closely-examined to determine whether con-

vergeiice existed or not. In some cases, only general statements

could be made about convergence, or its absence, due to dif-
.

ferences in questionnaire design, contextual aspects, or metho-

dological factors. For key issues, estimates of behavior and

attitudes were broken down by particular subgroups (age, sex,

income) wherever such disaggregations were feasible. Each of the

chapters on generaA population, employees and schools data con-

tainse.summary of the findings from the secondary data sources.

Third, the final step consisted of the description of
findings and development of xecommendations. For each of the
target groups, the overall availability and usefulness of the

data 'were discussed in terms of sampling procedures, information

gaps, and deficiipcies. The ultimate result of the analysis is a

prescriptive set of recommendations - for ODPEP.regarding the col-

8



lection of information for its program development and monitoring

and surveillance activities. This includes a, proposed version of

a general population questionnaire,. with- recommendations concern-
,

ing baiic questions, supplementary questions and associated demo-

graphic information.

In addition, Granville has included appendices containing

information on extant Canadian surveys, on existing state sur-

veys, and on surveys that will provide. physical activity and in

data the nea future.

a

S.
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II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

44,

This chapter identifies the generic approach used to exam-

ine the various data regarding physical fitness, leisure-time

A physical activity, sports, and exercise in, the general popula-

tion, employees and schools. The general desire was to determine

the extent to which the available data were convergent. In addi-

tion, this chapter describes the data collection search process

and then provides a methodological review of the identified data

sources and surveys.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

It was thought originally that the technique of meta-

analysis might be appropiiate to the evaluation of available
data. Metaranalysis, as developed by Glass and others,112
requires the collection of a body of research which speaks

directly to a particular substantive issue and which provides

statistical data amenable to mathematical integration with
similai data. However, the variety of purposes of physical
fitness and activity studies, as well as the even somewhat more

. restricted variety of methods utilized, did not lend themselves

to the rigorous kind of review called for by the.mata-analysis

technique. ,

'Upon.further perusal of this document, the reader will see

that the nature and type of data collected on physical fitness`

and physical activity lend themselves best to low level models of

meta-evaluation (sei Cook and Grutier,3 especially model two).

Given the data limitations, it appeared more prudent to view the

current effort from the perspective that it cauld.best provide. 0

broad integrative review of available studies.

'Several tasks in perfotming and reporting the repults of

integrative reviews were laid out by Jackson4 41980). These in-



cluded a clear delineation of research questions, the search pro-
4

cam used to collect information; and thee mitBods.used to repre-

sent and analyzes the date% In Chapter I, the-research questions

which directed this study have already been identified. Subse-

quent sections of this "chapter descrjbe the data collection

search process and. review the methodological approaches 42sed by

the various data sources. As it turns out, the general popula-

)tion surveys receive the majority Of the attention since they

used much more rigoroui sampling methodologies than did employee

fitness program or school physical activity studies and hence are

more clearly generalizable. Data reprevntation and analysis is

presented in Chapters III to V for the general population, em-

ployees and schools, respectively.

DATA COLLECiiION APPROACH

In the search for general population, employee and scho&
physical fitness and physical activity information, a variety,of

approaches were used to insure the collection of the most com-
,

pieta set of physical activity information possible. First,

through Granville's previoUs work for ODPRP on fitness and sports

topics, a number of pertinent documents had been. obtained or

reviewed., Two examples. of relevant work included a recent

comparative assessment of fitness and sports promotion in the

U.S. i Canada and Australia and the design of community and

employee fitness program surveys.

Second, based on prior work in the field, Granville had

contacted or was aware of the major organizations having-a-pri-

mary interest in T& subject of physicalt fitness (e.g., the

president's CouncAl on Physical Fitness.and Sports). These or-

ganizations were contacted to obtain whatever additional docu-

ments 'they were aware of which contained physical fitness and

physical activity data not already on hand, and to learn oflother

organizations and individuals that might have useful information.

Leads obtained this fashion were followed up until all identi-

fied organizations had been contacted.

- 7 11
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Third, in an, networking. procedure 'similar to the activi-

ties described above, other sources of information were sought

from organizations and indfliiduals"with more peripheral or less
well-known interests in physiCal fitness, physical activity,

sports exercise, and 'other forms of physical recreation. These

included private companies as well as Organizations and

".adsociations with more generic interests in health, employees or

vschools (e.g., Fitness Systems; Inf, the* American Public Realti
.

Association, and the American Health FoundatiOn),, Appendix A
contains a list of all-sources contacted for information.'

The fourth and final element 1)f the identification process

included the` COf several bibliographic searches. DIALOG is a

groupift of

a wide ran

Officer fi

umerouS computer -based Information listings covering

technical and social science areas. ThePToject
a formal'request for a DIALOG search at the MRS

library. The regtest called for a search covering 1980 and 1981

based on the following key words: community fitness, employee

fitness, recreation programs, physical education i& schools, and

physical fitness. The DIALOG search produced a listing of naMer-

ous articles and reports, but little in the way of surveys, large

experimental studies or program/facility inventories. Recall
that purpose of the community and employee fitness programs

sure = 'was to provide a status report, i.e., baseline data, On

t current prevalence of and participation in programs run by
unity agencied and employers, as opposed to reviewing the

res its of small scale experimental research or curricula /program,

approaches thought to be exemplary and described in journal arti-

cles. The most promising sources (on the basis of the titles and

abstracts provided by DIALOG) were followed up to see whether

they contained useful information or references.

To supplement the -DIALOG search, another computer search

was done at the Library of Congress. That effort yielded similar

results. . Other elements of the search process included a.review

of the bibliographies of health indexes published by NCRS. Those

bibliographies AMO basedon computerized watches of SIDLINE and JP



HEALTH, two of the Rational Library of Mediane's online data

bases. Among the Medical Subject Headings used were health

status indicators and health surveys. A review of the Index.Med-

icus under the key words physical fitness, recreation, and exer-

cise alsowas conducted. Finally, we scanned the holdings ofithe

Social Science Research Council's library, since its haterials

deal largely with social indicators.

MITEDOCIAGICAL WI' I

The search described above resulted in Granville's acqui-

sition of a set lof studies designed to-assess--either as a major

focus or a supplementary topic -- aspects of. physical fitness and

leisure time physical activity. Prior to addressing the actual

responses' obtained by these studies--for example, what percentage

of the population engages in regular physical activity ---the

overall adequacy of the relevant studies will be reviewed to

provide a general context within which such specific data can be

discussed more clearly.

In pursuit of this end, each of the studies for which

methociologial information has been at least partially acquired

by Granville will be evaluated on the following criteria:

Sample design, including population/generalizabili-
ty, location, and size

Implementation/method of data collection.,

Recency--year(s) of conduct

Questionnaire context

o Limitations relating tcolgtaxeporting.

It sho\ild also be noted at the outset that thiwile are three

basic types of st6dies that are relevant as eieondary data

sources. First, the bulk of the studies are general population

surveys which can be compared with each other with relative ease:

In any case, this is trui for surveys of the United States popu-

lation. On the other hand, it is not feasible to, compare U.S.

- 9 -
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population surveys of the population of Canada, Ontario, or in -

dividual*states in' the U.S., all of 'which were alsb located dur-

ing our search for physical fitness program and activity infor-
mation. Therefore, we have included brief discussions of surveys

of part or all of Canada in Appendix B, and of a number of indi-,

vidual states in Appendix C.

A second set' of studies` includes surveys' of school and
private sector organizations. These surveys were designed to
identify the type and prevalence of physical fitness,, sports, and
exercise programs. Unfortunately, it was the case for both of

these groups that the purposes for which the infocmation was

collected did not dictate use of the kind of rigorous metho-

dological care attempted by those conducting the general popu-

lation surveys. _Specifically, the surveys dealing with employee

fitness programs utilized limited sampling frames_in the content

of selecting non-probability, purposive samples. The surveys of
school fitness activitie:nt,ere conducted, by and large, by
national school associati which failed to include validation

checks, and provided no information about response rates or about

the extent of their membership; hence, once again, the sampling

frame is unknown. In summary, the best conclusion we can reach

concerning this second type of survey is that the.inforpition

gleaned, although not held to be representative of the total

population of schools or-employers, prilvides some general notions

about the kind of programs in existence and their approximate

penetration. In passing, we should also add that the aboVe quali-

fications also apply to the YWCA and YMCA surveys of their member

associations' physical fitness programs.

The third type of study utilized longitudinal designs to

assess specific outcomes (e.g., mortality) as a function of
physical activity for a selected population. A critique of these

latter studies will be proviided)in a separate section in this

chapter since almost no overlap exists between both the sampling

or study procedures used in the outcome studies and the general

population surveys.

1 14



This chapter, is organiied,to address in turn the attri-

butes of surveys of the general.population-and longitudinal, out-
.

come studies which ,,.acre relevant to the physical fitness and

physical activity behaviorsof the general public. Because of

the previously noted general lack of appropriate procedures tb

ensure the-acquisition of representative samples.or valid data in

the second category of iurveyq reviewed (employer and school fit-

ness programs)/ fur er critique in this chapter does not appear

to be necessary. Where, appropriate, additional information-about

data collection, methods will be included in theythapters which

deal specifically with the results of these ,surveys.

Data from Surveys of the General population

The survey data sources to be evaluated on the criteria

enumerated above include:
.61

Family Health in an Era of Streams -- conducted by
Yankelovichl Skelly and White for General Mills,
1978-79

Fitness in America6--conducted by Louis Barris
and Associates for Perrier, 1978 -79

Health Maintenance? -- conducted by Louis Barris
and Associates for Pacific Mutual Insurance Co.,
1978

National Adult Physical Fitness Survey8 -
ducted by Opinion Research Corporation for the
President's Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports, 1972 -

Wave I of the National Survey,414Pers al Health
Practices and Consequences _- conducted by
Chilton Research Services for the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCB'S)/ 1979, on behalf4 of
CDPEP

Wave II of the National Survey of Personal Health
Practices and Consequences--NCES, 1981 (results
are presently unavailable)/ on behalf of ODPHP

Physical Exercise SurveyllTconducted by the
Roper Organization/ 1982



sound

sample

suffic

Exercise Po1112--conducted by the Gallup Poll,
1977 and 1980

Third Naiionwide Outdoor Recreation Stm4y13--
conducted by Opinion Research Corporation for
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Services,
19 77

Eugarliemstincre975ealth Interview Surveys14,15
c

Second Health and Nutrition Examidation Survey
MAKES II)-rNCHS, 976-1910 (results are cur-
rently

I

unavailable)

Sports Participation Surveys16117--conducted by .
A.C. kielsen, 1973, 1976, 1979, 1982.

Sample Design. Probably the most important component of a
piece of survey research is the acquisition of an 'adequate

. A good sample should be both'representative,,ana of a
ient size to allow reliable estimatef of population para-

meters.

,A sample should be of a sufficient size to allow genera-
tion of precise estimates of 'population parameters" at the .95
confidence level which is accepted as traditional irk the social
sciences. Using simple random sampling without replacement, the
identification of an appropriate sample size is specified by the
following formula:

var (x) z

where var (x) me the expected sampling error about the estimate of

some variable--expressed as a proportion, p = some proportion of
the sample displaying a certain characteristic or attribute, q
(1-p), z the standardized normal variable--given a specified
confidence level (for .95, z = 1.96), ,and n = the size of the
sample. Given the most conservative estimate of a poptilation
breakdown for a dual-alternative attributei.e., 50-50--a sample
size (n) of 384 would ensure a population estimate which would
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EXHIBIT II-1

SAMPLE SIZE, AGE RANGE AND SAMPLING DESIGN
USED I1 SURVEYS OF THE GENERAL. POPULATION

SURVEY SAMPLf

(YEAR =DUCTED) SIZE

2,0004_Roper Organization
Physical Exercise Survey
(1982)

Gallup Poll i

(1977 and 1989).

Second Health and Nutrition 20,325

Examination Survey

AGE RANGE OF fiNIBLE
RESRONDESTS`

1i500-1,550

11976-1980) MINES II)

National Survey of Personal
Health Practices and Conse-
quences (1979)

General Mills
American Family Report
(1978-79)-

Perrier's Fitness in
Amitica (1978)

Health. Maintenance

(1978)

3,025.

1,254
Families

1,510

1,517

'NCO Health Interview' Approx.

Survey Supplements (1975, 1 12,000 (1974) -

1977) . 23,000 (1977)

)

Nielsen'i Sports Partici- Varied 5

patian Sur7eys (1973-1982)

Third Nationwide Outdoor
Recreation Survey,(1977)

National Adult
Physical Fitness Survey
(1972)

4,029

3,875

s.

t8 and older

18 and older

6 months
74 years

20 - 64 years

Piimary respondents
18 -.and -over
Teenage childiln

12 -17 years

18 and older

18 and older

20 and older
4

Vhavaiiable

12 and older

22 and older

H,
SAMPLING DESIGN

Multistage strat44
lified cluster .k

11

Multistage strat-.-
ified cluster

MUltistagesrat-1
if led cluster'

11

Multistage strata-.
ified cluster

i
:

Multistage strat-
ified cluster

Multistage strat -b

cluster

Multistage strat
if ied cluster

Multistage strat-
ified cluster

Multistage
cluster

Multistage strat-ii,
if ied cluster

Multistage stra
ified cluster



EXHIBIT II-1 (continued)

FOOTNOTES

1 - The sample conspted,of both malprand female' individuals unless otherwise
noted.

2 Unless otherwise specified,'Pthe'semple; is designed to be representative ofnon-
institutionalized adults in the continental U.S.

- Aa oversample of younger (6 Months - 5 years),and older (60 - 74 years) was
obtained. t

4 - Included Alaska and Hawaii

1979-3,003 households, 9,019 individuals (2aanswered by proxy)



fall with PS percent confidence, within tS percentage Points of

the true population va*ist All of the- general population surveys

revi.ewe d. utilized` samples large enough' .tonsure: even greater

precision than the minimum _standards specify; at least,this is

the cas e when the entire sample is consideted as ,the base. On

the other hand, we need to be attentive' to proportions Measured

on subsamples, e.g., where only those not engaging in regular

exercise are aueried regarding their reasons for lack of :Partici-

pation. In some cases,

L
the base (subsampli) on which population

estimates are caIculat is not specified,' and therefore the

sampling 'error cannot 'be estimatea. Inatances resultinsvin this

kind of uncertainty will be discussed as they` arise for particu-

lar research questions/survey items. Additionally, any problems

associated with utilizing ad jutted percentages --or "repercenfag -

. Inge --a9dthus losing part of the sample, will be dealt with on a

case -by -case basis. ,

The second major consideration relat

e5

d.tto' sample design

involves the representativeness'of the iampl . Pew circumstances

arise where there is in fact ko desire to generalipe from the

sample to the population; in sq,)cases, the representativeness

of. the sample is not a concern., However, wherttbe need to gen-

eralize does exist, as is most often the case, investigators must

utilize. a . sample selection methodology whichk.Will ensure that

capability. In additton, ity, is' incumbent on the survey re-

searcher- to report both the pOpulation for which the sample was

to be representative, as well as any limitations which should *be

placed on the generalizability of the data which might be caused

by such uncontrollable cirumstances as; for example, non-response

bias.

The surveys reviewed herein reported the utilization of

methodologies, generally& based on area probability sampling,.

which produce good representative samples. The majority employed

some form of multi-stage stratified cluster sampling technique.

Exhibit I/-1 provides an indication of the sample selection tech -

miaue employed by the different studies and- graphically reveals

- 15-
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the general-congruence of. this aspect of the mitthodologies'uti

liied. This isg not to imply that identical prgpeliures' were fol-

lowed however. For ekamplej the Health Interview, Survey supple-

ments conducted by the NOES, is well as the Second Health and

Nutrition Exadination Survey WANES II), utilized U.S. Census

enumerated data and census personnel.' Thi provided them with

exact, enumeration and a predetermined list of households for

which no substitutions were accepted; this resulted' in a more

conservative strategy for these studies compared with the studies

conducted by private filmes.- (Substitutionprocedures will be'
'discussed more thoroughly.below.) In addition, different studies

utilized different .stratification categoriiL.or"stratifierivaCa___

function of the goals pursued by the. organizations conducting the

surveys. In the case of Nielsen's Sports participation Surveys,

modified random-digit dial procedures {were used without stratl-

- 'fication. ,However, Nielsen also-made post-hoc comparisons with

-available census figures to check on the regional and other demo-

graphic cdthparativeness of' their -aampia and post-stratified

where appropriate.

For the most part,'stratification and clusterings were de-

veloped to yield samples of representatives of individuals living

in wivate households in the continental United States. Excluded

therefore were, individuals living in an *institutionalized* set-=

. tin4L-e:21, those in prisons, hospitals, barracks, and school

dokmitories. However, in the case of the .Gallup Poll, the HANES

II and the Health Interview Survey (HIS) supplements, a full 50

state sample was employed.

Face-to-face (in-person) interviews were conductpd by all

except the National Suriey of Personal Health Practices and Urn-

sequences, NiellIen's.1973-1979 surveys and the Third Nationwide

Outdoor Recreation Survey. Because data indicate that indivi-

duals living ,in households without a telephohe are of lower in-

. come than those with telephones, a small bias might be expected.

However, it is also the case that telephon, interviews, when

utilizing random digit'dlihing techniques richer than published

- 16- 20



phone lists, reach yin eicess of 95

Thiss; fact, in conjunction with the

percent of the poptiesition.

ever-increasing-difficulty
%

that household interviewefs have in gaining entrance to the homes

of ellerly andippoor individuals, results /in a trade-off in po-

tential biaies and the conclusion- t well-done telephone inter-

views provide data of comparable lity to that provided by in-

person interviews..

As noted previously, although minor variations from one

pgganization to another in choosing the sampling clusters were

noted, a reviells, of'previous integrative research indicates the

comOatability of samples generated by these different techniques,

proliridAd_a_sufOciantly broad base is utilized (,Martin, McDuffee,

and Presser; 1993). .Bowever, a couple bf additional points con-
,

cerning.the comparability of the samples need to be clarified.

First, limitations should be noted for two of the surveys-

General Mills American Family Repqrt and the Nielsen

Sports Participation,Survey. The General Mills' Report was con-

cerned with the family'unit, rather than with individual respon-

dents, and theiefore used a different sampling unit (the family)

than the other surveys. These in- ,parson interviews with a head-

of-the-household primary, respondent also entailed, wherever pos-

sible, the collection of self-administered questionnaire data

from spouses and teenage. children. Clarification by the organi-

zation which conducted the survey of how these supplementary data

were treated revealed that the problem of intact groups was cir-

cumvented by reporting individual data only from the primary

respondents and specifying in the tables when supplementary data

were being utilized.

The 1979 Sielsen Survey also collected data about aspects

of physical, fitness from more t#an one person in a household.

Although they interviewed 3,003 household heads, the sports par-

ticipetion habits of 9,019 persons .living in these households

were assessed. The aggregated data available .to us in report

form were based on the individual participants, therefore avoid-

ing the potential dual problems of intact groups and inaccurate

reporting on other family members' participation habits.

- 17 -
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Second, we note in passing that the U.S. HIS supplements

probably contain data from more than one person' per family in

households containing four or more members, because a systematic

Selection procedure was used to ensure that all sample'persons in

the'HIS itself had a 33 percent chance of being included in the

supplements "Sub-samples." Therefore, although the data stet does

not contain a large number of values for individuals from the

Same household, at least a few are contained in it.

Another consideration related to the representativeness of

samples relates to the ages of the sampled, individuals. Allough

not overtly so expressed, many of the studis were mainly con-

cerned with adult attitudes and behavior. However, the defini-

tion of adurt tan vary from'organization to organization and thus

so will -the breadth of ages of the individuals surveyed. Exhibit

rx-110resent's, along:with the aforementioned design information,

the age ranges t(wbere supplied) for the individuals surveyed in

each study, together With the size of the sample.

summary then, we can conclude that the studies reviewed

utilized, despite minor variations, methodologically sound samp14-

inq techniques. Congruent with this, the surveys also collected

samples off.pufficient size to enable precise, confident estimates

of population parameters, even when additional breakdowns were

utilized.

/mplefientation/Method of Data Collection. Another con-
.

sideration in the evaluation of the adequacy of surveys revolves

around the specif c procedures followed in collecting the data.

The three basici-thods of survey implementation--maili tele-

phone, and face-to-face--differ in a number of ways, some of

which can affect the representativeness of the sample, others

which may affect the nature of the responses.

Fortunately for the issue of representativeness, those

studies .'which. reported utilizing telephone interviews employed

methods of random-digit dialing, thus avoiding problems associ-

ated with usage. of published lists of telephone numbers. Since

the remainder of the surveys utilized face-to-face interviews
18-
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with individualochosen as a result of area probability sampling,

on the surface they also would appear to be free of representa-

tiveness problems. HoweVer, the procedures for substituting re-

spondents when designated sample persOns cannot be reached vary

from -organization-to organization. _Although the influence of

this potential threat to representativeness is not as great in

the case of face-to-face household interviews, where substitution

'is normally 'made frca the same neighborhood (presumably homo-

geneous with respect to inhabitant characteristics), this infor-

mation was sought out from the conducting organizations since it

was not available in published reports,. Except for the- HIS Sup-

plements, ERNES II and the National Adult Physical Fitness Sur-

vey, the remainder of the surveys that utilized a face-to-:face

for ate employed a straight substitution procedure; if no one was

home'at a particular household, the interviewer -moved on to the

next designated residence. The Health Interview Surveys however

employid a no substitution procedure;. following failure of the

Census interviewer (described by one government employee as

*exceptionally persistentR) to locate a household member within

the designated period of time, a no-response indication was

recorded. The sample was later adjusted for non-response at the

segment (4 household) level. Since the BANES II procedure en-

tailed having the salaple 'person travel to another location (an

appropriately medically equipped trailer) for examination, the

callback issue is even more convoluted. Once again though, no

substitutions were used in choosing households from which sample

persons were selected, and as many reschedulings of examination

appointments as seemed feasible were made. Two callbacks were

reported to have been used in the National Adult Physical Fitness

Survey; bowevei, the ultimate response rate was not available.

With regard to the three surveys which utilized telephone

interviews, *ftween three and five callbacks were attempted be-

fore a non-response was recorded. Five callbacks for -Nave

the National Survey of Personal Health Practices and Consequen s

ensured an 81 percent response rate. For Nielsen's 1973 through

307P surveys, only three callbacks were made (response rates were
or

- 19.-
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not available).. The autdoor Recreation Survey reported. that up

to four callbacks were made if a selected number resulted in no

.answer and reported only a 54 percent response rate. Although

the authors asserted that the corresponding 46 percent' refusal

rate *is coon for telephone interviews", such an assertion

would be considered untenable by most professionals in the field

of survey research. In fact, such a response Late raises serious

auestions about the, representativeness of the final sample. Spe-

cifically, as the authors suggest, their sample may very well

have been skewed toward a laiger percentage of individuals who

are most active and interesteein outdoor recreation, and hence,

in physical activity,
Validation Procedures. Another issue revolving around

survey implementation is that of validation of survey responses.

Specifically, in an ideal world, theie would be no reason to ever

doubt anyone's word. However, in fact, ve`do not exist in that

world. Therefore, there is a need to *check up" on people--

_regarding both whether the interviewers actually performed the

intervieis and whether the responses they recorded accurately

reflected what the participant said. In fact, some kind of

validation procedure or monitoring was utilized for all of the

surveys reviewed. Exhibit 11-2 contains this validation. in-

formation in detail. ,

Questionnaire Context. One final consideration to keep in

-mindr'also related to the possibility of overall response, inac-

curacy, brings us to the issue of the context in which the ques-

tions of interest to QDPHP were askfe Pace-to-face interviews

have a higher probability than telaihone interviews of provoking

socially desirable ane *ers as well as a higher tial fa leakage

of interviewer bias in phrasing questions. The emphasis on being

or becoping physically fitti'which has been steadily growing for

the past several years, !Ay have led to more people admitting to

engaging in such activities than actually do so. After all,- it

is the fashionable 0/int to do. We might therefore expect this

potential inflation/Of actual rates of participation to be higher

I
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(YEAR CONDUCTED)

EXHIBIT II-2

METHODS Rte` TO SURVEY impummourmmt

toper Orgapiration Vhysical
a mmas* Survey (1982)

p.

1 111up Poll (1977 "and 1980)

Mt= II (1976-1980)

a

Lational Survey of Personal"
Math Practi.cas and Conso-
ls's-nes (19 )

kiumma Mills' American
iimeily Report (1978-1979)

NmIMIAles Fitness in America
(1979)

Math Maintenance (1978)

A:Mff Health Interview Survey
qmpLeftents.(1975,1977)

firemen's Sports Partici-
;jack surveys (1973..1982)

Stsird Nationwide Outdoor

,eoreation Survey (1977)

4ttonal Adult Physical
-itMess Survey (1972)

ti

TYPE OF
INT7VIEW

Pace-to-face

Paciistom f ace

Face-to7faco

Telephone

Face-to -f ace

Face-to-face

Face -to-f ace

REPORTED cumucK/
VALIDATION PROCEDURES
f
Straight substitution4
approx. 15% phone vali-
dated

Straight substitution/
random phone validation

No substitution/no sbt
validation procedures-
some on-the-spot super-
vision

At least 5 callbacks/
standard monitoring is
approx. 10%

Straight substitution/
approx. 20% phone vali-
dated

Straight substitution/
15% phone validated

Straight substitution/
15% phone validated

Face-to-face No stnttutuiona/10%
rain 11W

Telephone
(Face -to-

face in 1970
only)

Telephone

FaceTto-face

- 21

197161979 up to 3 call -

backs /monitor: approx.
10%

Up to 4, callbacks/vali-
dation through. on -the-
spot supervision

2 callbacks/12% vali-
dation by phone or
supervisor

25

SURVEY
CONTEXT

Caravan-divtrsi
topics

Personal Omnibus ft

Survey-diverse
topics

Questions asked -;

during '1-3 hour
interview/healthl
examination

Self-reported
health status U,

and numerous
health practices'

U.
One of'iline top-:(
ics comicerning
family health Oil

Fitness be-
baviors

Health main-
tenance and pre-
ventive medicine

All areas of
health (in major
interview)

Participation
in sports

Focus on outdoor
recreation

Caravan survey-
diverse topics



face-to-face interviews and also be exacerbatpd in surveys,

Wfiich were centered around physical fitnies, as opposed .to,

omnibus surveys or surveys which devoted only it. small portion or

a few auestions.tb physical fitness activities.

friehibit 11-2 also presents the interview method and the

general context. in -which questions about physical activity were

raised.

Other Limitations. Finally, we need to keep in mind that

the HANES-II procedure entailed identifying persons willing to

undergo a rather thorough physical .examination as well as a

lengthy questionnaire interview and spicified an over-sample of

both younger. (6 month-5 years) and older (60-74 ,years) age

groups. The comparability of this sample is not possible to

judge at this point however, because the final data are not yet?.

available.

Outcome Studies

At the outset, -it should be noted that the purposes which

undirlie the outcome studies to be reported herein differed con-

siderably from -those for which the general population survey

studies were conducted. gpecifically, the survey studies were

concerned with assessment of the extent to which certain patterns

of attitudes or behavior were descriptive of tlie.:population;

thus, purely descriptive concerns were paramount, and no particu-

lar need was evinced to pursue in a vigoroug manner an in-depth

understanding of the ifiuences on--or variables related., to--

these patterns. On the other hand, such an understanaing of

influences on patterns of behavior or attitudesould_presumably

provide a bitter grasp or the causal network surrounding these

patterns, and therefore, eventually permit manipulation of such

causal variables for both the purposes of-validating applitiVand

theoretical hypotheses and intervening in the process to provide

improved outcosies.

The studies discussed in this section utilized 4 metho-

doloqy designed to identify the relationship of specific patterns

- 22 -
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of personal behavior to geniral health and mortality. Paffen-
barger and Hale (1975) and Paffenbarger, Wing and Hyde' (1978)

respectively followed longshoremen whose jobs, necessitated dif-
ferential levels of - activity, and Harvard graduates! ,self-re-,

Torted physical activity levels: and related these activity
levels to mortality rates from coronary heart disease (CED).

Their purpose was to test'the hypothesis that, 'over a period of

years, physical activity levels which provide the kind of ciidio-

vascular conditioning suspected of protecting individuals from

CND, in fact are related to mortality. The longitudinal metho-
dology employed by these investigators provided sufficiently

large groups with which to test their _hypotheses, and the proce-
dures utilized in following up the status of the individuals over

the course of years resulted in a relatively low rate of attri-
tion. ,/

Paffenbarger and Hale's (1975) 22 year study of long-
shoremen fOilowed 6,351 men frOm identification through to death,

retirement at age 75,,or end of observation. Only 1 percent

the group was lost for "other reasons." probably the most seri-

ous limitation to inferring causation from their data lies in the

fact that .transfers from work involving heavy activity could be
had, just by stating a preference for such, following a minimbm

of five.years ,of emplo#ment. Therefore, those remaining in
"heavy-duty activity" jobs did jzo by choice; the fact that they

differed in mortality from those in moderate and light activity
job0 could be a function of predisposition toward enjoying vigor-

ous activity, rather than the activity itself, or even a function

of .physical capacity, which is possibly related to a physiologi-

cal predisposition toward gettting CND.

Similarly, results fiom the Paffenbarger et al, (1978)

'study of 16,936 Harvard simile alumni, demonstrating reasonable

(73-82 percent) response rates and follow-up procedures, is also

limited by the self-selected nature of the group sunder study. In

addition, both of these studies. provide conclusions which must be

considered to be limited,to males, especially given differential

mortality rates from CED for malesand females.
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Another set 'of studies dealing with the relationship of

patterns of behavior With specific health outcomes came out of

the Human Population Laboratory in California. A longitudinal

study of the physical health status of 6,928 citizens. of Alameda

County, California was initiated in 1965 and based its findings

on a auestionnaire return rate of 86 percent of the enumerated

stratified probability sample of adult residents 20 years of

older (or 36 years or older if married). Mortality follow-ups at

5 and 1/2 and 9 and 1/2 years were performed. At the 9 and 1/2

veer follow-up, 78 percent of the presumed survivors of the ori-

ginal ,group (85 pIrcent of second questionnaire recipients).

returned a second questionnaire that requested almost identical

information to that in the original questionnaire. Analysis for

possible non-respondent bias indicated that those who had died

within the 9 and 1/2 years as well as second questionnaire non-

respondents and those who could not be located at that time had

slightly lower health practice scores (Breslow and Enstrom,

7980) . Also, Wiley and Camacho (1980), reporting on white re-

spondents under 70 years of age, as compared with dropouts

(second questionnaire non-respondents), revealed differences with

regard to sex, age, socioeconomic status and initial (1965)

health practices. However, further analyses revealed .a parallel

in the relationship of health practices to health status for both

survivors and dropouts, thus minimizing the seriousness of the

bias, at least for the &Tors' purposes.

The Alameda County investigations provide inforMation More

representative _of the general _population than the Paffenbarger et

al. work, (discussed in the next chapter), but are still limited

in terms of generalizability to the population at large because

of climatic4 socioeconomic and other factors likely to distin-

qUish Alameda CoUnty residenti from residents of other areas of

the United States. However, shouliradditional, similar investi-

gations be conducted and provide congruent data, our belief in

the generalizability of the data obtained would be greatly en-

hanced.
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On the whole, the general population surveys, lidentified
for inclusion in Granville's secondary data source review and

integration appear in general to- be adequately designed and

implemented. However, differences in the ages of the individuals

sampledaand the context in whichlequestions were aqOed limit the

absolute comparability of the responses obtained. This general

conclusion also fails, to discuss mor, specific differences in the

wording of questions which are also likely to contribute to non-

comparability of results. These additional considerations will

be discussed in sections to follow.

The outcome studies reviewed, while not constituting the

full range of studies relating exercise and health, nonetheless

were those which utilized the largest sample sizes; they were

generally well designed and executed, especially with regard to

the tracking of large numbers of individuals. Beyond the4metho-

dological issues surrounding the-execution of the studies though,

their real limitations center around the generalizability of the

results because of the employment of restricted samples. The

Paffenbarger et.al, studies are *specially limited in general-

izing to a full half of the population (f.e., women), whose

physiolo4ies and life spans are demonstrably different from those
t.

of the individuals studied (i.e., men). Similarly, the Alameda

County studies utilized a population exposed to restricted

climatic and cultural" environments and are.1346ce not confidently

generalizable.



III. NSTSICAL MEWS AND =RCM
INFORMATION FOR THE GENERAL POPULATION .0

runtwommon
r- The description and analysis of leisure time physical

activity information from general population surveys is the focus
of this chipter. In all, 13 surveys (identified in Chapter II)

provided useful information for the purposes of identifying the

current level of physical activity, sports and exercise involve-

ment, attitudes, and programs. Information from 1975 on is used

to eltablish the current Status of such activities. For addi-
tional trend data, Granville went back as far as the\ 19i2
National Adult Physical Fitness Survey conducted by Opinion
Research Corporation for the President's Council on Phy$cal
Fitness and Sports.

Information on.outcomes was not available from any of the
general population surveys. Consequently, Granville presents

information on studies sele4ted frot the literature on physical
activity and exercise. , Such dat-Ocome from studies in Alameda

County; California and from.studies by Dr. Ralph Paffenbarger and
associates.,

Finally, as was discussed in Chapter II, information from
Canadian and individual state surveys has been reserved for in-

clusion in Appendices B and C (respectively). If the data from
the individual states had 12ovided better. information, been

better collected, or had.broadir applicability, they would have
been presented within this chapter. Unfortunately, they do not.

The Canadian survey data were not included in this chapter simply

because` %hey deal with a different population group than was the
focus of this study. Thus, its results do not provide useful and

comparative data.

This chapter has been divided into the following sections

for description and analysis:
4
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Physical Activity Behavior

.Reasons for Physical Activity Behaviors

Attitudes and Perceptions Regarding Physical
Activities

ChadOes in Physical Activity Patterns

Information Aspects Related to Physical Activity

Physical Fitness Programs

--Outcomes Related to Participation in Physical
Activity.

nutraira ACTIVITY =BAYLOR

This section of Chapter III provides a grvit deal of

information from general population surveys on actual physical

activity and exercise behavioi, The section is divided into the

following groups:

Regular Participation in Physical Exercise (with
demographic breakouts)

Participation by Type of Activity

Time Spent on Exercise and iports

When Did An Individual Begin to Exercise Regu-
, Larly?

Single Exercise Participated in Most Often

New Activity Starts

Use of Leisure Tim,

Cqnsultation with Physician Regarding Exercise.

Regular Participation in Physical Exerdise

The most common question among 'the surveys was whether the

respondeit engaged in regular exercise. Five surveys asked this

questioA providing the results shown in Exhibit III-1. Between

36 and 59 percent of the general .population reported that they

exercised regularly.
.1'
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EXHIBIT III-1

mem Pusan WHO mow= REGULAR
PHYSICAL EXERCISE FROM FIVE SURVEYS

Involved in
regular
exercise

Not involved k
in regular
exercise

Not sure and
other responses

Perrier - 1978 59 41 Mina

Health Maintenance - 1978 37 62 1

General Mills --,979 - 36 64

-N._
HIS - 1975 48.6 51.1 0.3

Gallup - 1980 4 46 54 .0111.S

4,

* Of the 48.6% regular exercisers, HIS data show tha 554 purSue only one
type of exercise, 26% pursue two types, and 19% pursue three or acre.



A

The Perrier results are the highest, but this is under -

stamdable.sieft the questiowasked about regular-eXercise-Bat any

time during the pamt ypar." Since. many activities in which

people engager are seasonal since we expect that at any

specific time there are fewer individuals exercising regularly

than would report regular participation at Am: time of the year,

we expect that the wording of the question is likely to have pro-

duced an inflated rate of *regular' exercise participation.

Furthermore, both Perrier and HIS prompted survey respondents

with a list of physical exercise and sports activities. This too

may have had the result of increasing the 'level of response to

this question.

In-contrast, both the General Mills and Health Maintenance

surveys asked about regular exercise in 'ways ''IdWp:could reduce

the number of persons responding positively. In the camel of Gan-
la

eral Mills, its question asked about planned physical exercise as

least several times per week:. Both the planned nature of the,

exercise and the requirement for several exercise sessions per

week undoubtedly reduced the reported level of regular exercise.

In the case of Health Maintenance, survey respondents were asked
.

about regular exercise mat 'the present time.. By focusing cl#

Person's current status, the level of positive responses would

have been diminished compared to the Perkier survey whiCh asked

about physical activity over the past year. The HIS survey

question did not explicitly tie its respondents to any time

period; .however, the contekt of the regular exercise question
4

implied a currant frame of reference.

In the case of the Gallup Survey, respondents were asked

*Aside from any work you do here at home or at a nob, do you do

anything regularly--that is, on a daily basisthat helps you keep,

physically fit?* Unfortunately, because of.the manner ln which

the question is worded, what was being asked for is very vague.

Arguing for the rigorousness of the question, "on a daily basis*

was specified. On the other hand, the ambiguity of doing *any-

thinwregularly" leavesithe type of actNity considered relevant



(as long as it's not work-related). largely to the imagination of

the respondent. Hence, it4s,possible that people who exercise

regularly three times a. week responded "no" tb the question

(because it's not done daily), while others' who.perceived general

walking about, climbing stairs, or engaging in sexual activity as

activities which keep them physically f&t answered "yes." In

other words, the appkently high 46 percent answering in the

affirmative to this question is extremely difficult to interpret.

Given the above discussion, we can conclude that, in gen-

eral, justifiable reasons for the differences exist. The results

that come from thesfive surveys appear to provide alternate per-

spectives on the overall picture of regular exercise by the

general population. General Mills and Health Maintenance results

focus on persons who are most consistently involved in sports and

exercise while Perrier results incorporate persons who are in-

volved in such activities on a more intermittent basis. The HIS

results fall into the middle of the range with its question which

is not overly specific or vague, and the ambiguous wording of the,

lup question permits no easy determination of the meaning of

results obtained.

Demographic Breakdowns

For the five surveys above, the demographic breakdowns

which were provided are presented in Exhibit 111-2.

Alm. In examining information on age breakdowns from the

various' surveys, one finds that no two of the surveys used the

same categories. Exhibit 111-3 below shows the age categories

used in the surveys. As can be seen, four of these surveys

sampled persons age 18 and over while the 1975 HIS sampled indi-

viduals age 20 and older.

Since the surveys generally did' not use consistent age ca-

tegories, it'is difficult to make specific comparisons-across all

the surveys. Instead, general statements about the trend of in-

volvement in regular exercise must suffice. All of the surveys

showed that the percent of persons involved in regular, exercise

J- 30 -
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Age

Income soci0-
'economic status

gamily
position

Type of plane
of residence

ECIECR17 7.11- 2

tomeGRAPECC IERZAXDOOMS not 401112!
=TIM CM REGULAR INCERCISIL

Health General
Perrier Maintenance Mills HIS Gallup,

x

X

Region X

X

2

I Additional age disaggregations for the 1975 HIS survey are provided
in public use tapes available from the National Center for Health Statistics
ONCES)

2
Information on type of place of reside noe for the 1975 HIS survey is

provided in public use tapes available from NCRS:

35
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PERRIER

EXHIBIT 111-3

PERCENT PARTICIPATION BY AGE CATEGORIES
FOR FIVE SURVEYS

HEALTH MAINTENANCE GENERAL MILLS 815S-1975 . GALLUP

Percent Percent PeFcent Percent Percent
1(egular Age Regular Age Rgular Age Regular Age, Regular

Category Exercisers Category Exercisers Category Exercisers Category Exercisers CtilEflx. Exercisers

18 -2 75 18-29 51 18-34 41

25-34 t 68 30-49 33 35-44 32

35-49 51 50 and 30 45-64 31

Over

50-64 42 65 and 39

a Over

N 65 and 26
Over

TOTAL 59 TOTAL 37 TOTAL 36

20-44

45-64

65 and
Over

54 18-24 66

43 25-29 53

42 30-49 41

50 and 39

Over

TOTAL 1 49 TOTAL 46



declines, pith age. Examining the youngest age group first, the
Perrierywrvey showed the greatest involvement:- iwregulam,exer-
cise.for the youngest (and smallestY,ege -category at 7S percent,
while the General Mills showed the least (41 percent) for the
youngest (but larger) category. As pointed out previously, based

on the way Perrier asked about regular exercise, their results
can be expected to be higher. It may also be the vase, although
such an explanation or be tested empirically, that the con-
textual characteristic of the Perrier surveythe only one of
the five where the major focus was on exercisewere"more impact-
ful for the younger respondents in directing their atten on
toward what would be the most "socially desirable" answer.

On the basis of their question format and overall low rate
of regular exercisers, one would expect lower participation fig.-

ures for General Mills and Health Maintenance. Indeed, thii was
the case'for General, Mills,,but not for Health Maintenance* As
'previously noted, the Gallup results are difficult to predict or
interpret because of the ambiguous wording of the question.

[Finally, the size of the, age 6ategory preiented (20-44) is suffi-
ciently disparate from the other survisys to make its results both

/

noncomparable and exceptionally difficult to interpret, especial-
I ly since its youngest age bracket includes at least two age
breakdowns within which significant decreases in number of

I -eiercise participants were demonstrated by the othfr surveys. In
summary, the best estimate we can glean from these data is that
Iroughly 50 percent of young adults participate in regular
exercise,

For the older individuals, information for two age groups
is presented. Data on persons 65 years of age and older come
from three surveys: Perrier - 26 percent, General Mills - 39
percent, and EIS - 42 percent. These results are perplexing
since Perrier would be expected to have the highest results and
General Mills the lowest. This is not the case though. Consis-
tent with earlier suggested explanations regarding age, the

failure of Perrier to show different (higher) levels of activity
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by older individuals may be because such individuals are not as

iikel*to.be affected by the context of the Perrier study which

'may have elicited socially desirable responses frog younger

'individuals. There is more 'convergence, however,, when the age
,
group of 50 years and older is examined. Health Maintenance

showed 30 percent while the Gallup poll indicated 39 percent

participation. When weighted averages are calculated for the 50

years and older groups from the other three surveys, the results

become:

Perrier - '35 percent

General Mills - 33 percent

HIS - 43 percent

Thus, it appears that four of the five surveys fell within

the general ballpark of indicating that 30 to 39 percent of indi-

viduals. aged 50 azd over participate in.regular exercise. Again,

the lower overall regular exercise participation rates of General

Mills and Health Maintenance are reflected in ieir statistics

for this demographic variable.

Hex. All. of the surveys that collected information on

regular exercise disaggregated the responses by sex. The survey

results are presented in Exhibit 111-4. Pour of the five surveys

showed greater regular exercise participation by men than women.

HIS dita.indicated that women get regUlar exercise as often as

men. Based on the available information (i.e.,Perrier and Gall-

up with relatiely higher estimates and General Mills and Health

Maintenance with lower results), there would appear to be con-

vergence and 45-50 percent participation in regular exercise

by men -45 percent for women. Purthei analysis did not

prov,ide any useful insights on factori that would account for the

differences between surveys. However, the 'general conclusion

that might be drawn is that men currently participate in regular

exercise slightly more frequely than women. Other data

that men tend to participate in more vigorous forms. of

exercise (as described in an upcoming parti-

cipation by demographic variables).

-34 -
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EXHZATT 111-4

PERCENT or PERSONS INVOLVED IN REGULAR
EXERCISE BY SEX FOR FIVE SURVEYS

, -
Health ----General

Sex Perrier Maintenance Mills HIS .Gallup,

Male . , 58 41 37 49 5C

Female 49 34 35 49 42

Race. Only Health Maintenance, Gallup and HIS provided

data on regular exercise patterns, by race, i.e., white and all

other (see, Eihibit 1II-5) . Two surveys shoWed that white,persons

participate 4hOre frequently in regular exercise than do other'

rages, lout Gallup data showed the opposite. Further, the HIS and

Gallup data demonstrated higher rates for both race categories.

This result is expected since both these surveys hdd higher
overall participation rites. The unexpected result is that
Health Maintenance shows a large relative difference in

participation by non-white persons whereas the .HIS and Gallup

surveys do not. Given the much larger sample size for the HIS
survey and its convergence with the Gallup results, it is

reasonable to believe that the relative difference in regular

exercise participation is closer to 6 ,or 7 per than to 15
percent (the Health Maintenance result).

EXHIBIT -5

PERCENT OF PERSONS INVOLVED IN REGULAR
EXERCISE BY RACE FOR THREE SURVEYS

h Health 1975
Race Maintenance. EIS EVEWM - $ 4r

All other 25 43
;

52

Income. Five surveys provided information on participa-

tion as a .function Of income, Exhibit 111-6 on the following
palms presents the survey results. The obvious conclusion is that

the rate of regular participation in exercise. increases as income

-35-
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EXHIBIT IF-6

PERCENT PERSONS INVOLVED IN REGULAR EXIKISE
BY INCOME FOR FOUR SURVEYS,

Perrier .4. Health Maintenance General Mills HIS-1975 Gallup

Percent Percent
Income Regular Income Regular
Group Exercisers Group Exercisers

Income*
Group

Percent
Regular
Exercisers

Percent
Income Regular
Group Exercisers

Percent
Income Regular
Group Exercisers

Under 32

$7,000
Under
,$7,000,

24 Low 32 Less than
$5.000

45 Less than 30,

$5,000

$7,000 to 51 $7,000 to 34 Medium 33 $5,000 to 46 $5,000 to 41.
1114,999 $14.999 $9,999 $9,999

$15,000 to 63
$24,999

$15,000 t
$24,9992

42 High 44 $10,000 to
$14,999

50, $10,000 to
$14,999

49

$24,000 69
and Over

'$25,000
and Over

56 Over
$15,000

53 $15,000 to
$19,999

44

$20,000 to 47
.$24,999

$25,000
and Over

55

Ratio of 2.33 2.16 1.38 1.17 1.83
Highest to
lowest group,

1

* The three categories were defined ,as follows: Low: Family income under $10.000 and high school
graduate or less. Middles. Family income of $10- 19,000 and/or some college or college graduate.
High: Family incomi7R140,000 and over and/or.post-graduate,. degree.
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increases. Nowevitr, there is a great deal. of difference min. the
extent of participation of the highest inciomoogroup when compared
to the lowest income group for each surrey. As shown in the
exhibite the differences run from 2.33 times greater for Perikiar

tOl.17 times greater for HIS. Even though the absolute percent-

ages reported by the two surveys that utilized identical income

breakdowns (Perrier and Health Maintenance) differed by between 8
dud. 21 percent, fair agreement was achieved in the comparison of
their lowest and highest income brackets. The Gallupkresults
fellin the middle of the range of results shown by other sur-
veys. This was true: for the low, middle, and high income cate-

gories, as well as for the ratio of highest to ,slowest income
groups. s The Comparability of the HIS databecause of the loW
income ceiling usedand the General Mills data-beCause of their
ccatbineicyse of income and education--is very limited. Bence,
further conclusions beyond noting' the positive correlatiOn
between income and participation would not be warranted 01 the
data available.

Type of Comunitv. Only two surveys provided diiag-
gregation of regular: exercise information by community type.
Roth the Perrier and .General Mills data in Exhibit I11-7 show
that regular exercise participation is the greatest in suburbin
areas. Rates of regular exercise for both urban and small
town/rural caffmunitieS are somewhat less than the suburban rates,
with the =ban rates being slightly greater than those for small
town and rural areas. The higher relative figures for Perrier ate f
expected..

*4.
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EXHIBIT III -7

PERCENT OF PERSONS INVOLVED IN REGULAR
EXERCISE BY TYPE OF COMMUNITY FOR TWO SURVEYS

Community Perrier General Mills

-Urban 47 34

Suburban 61 39

Small town/rural 51 35

Information was available from Gallup on towns/rural areas
having less than 2,500 population up to cities having over a
million residents. However, the Gallup data are not comparable
to data from Perrier and General Mills because the latter two
surveys utili ;e a standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA)
criterion to define the type of community whereas Gallup does
not. The Gallup results indicated that towns/rural areas with
less than 2,500 persons had the'lowesOrate of regular exercise
participation at 40 percent, and that cities with a half to one
million persons had the highest rate of 54 percent. Cities of
other sizes had from 44 to 48 percent rates of regular exercise
-participation.

Region. Information on participation rates for regular
exercise as a function of geographic region come from three sur-
veys: Perrier, EIS and Gallup. Survey data are presented in
Exhibit 11-8 below. All three surveys showed that regular exer-
cise is most prevalent in the Nest and least prevalent in the
South. While the ?errier figures were expected to be higher, the
results on this variable were mixed.' The Perrier South and East

figures were isimilar to the EIS and Gallup South and North-
east/East data, but data for the Perrier West and Midwest were
Considerably higher than EIS and'Gallup results for the other
comparable regions.

Oulamenminewimia
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EXHIBIT =re,

PAIRIZIMPPAPItaar ISIVOLVEtr RffiGULARMEESCISE% Br I.
REGION FROM THREE SURVEYS

I.

Perrier EIS Gallup,Rigiob'

East 50 48....

Northeast 50
Midwest 59 .... 45
North Central - - SO
South 42 42 41
West 68 56 51

Participation By Type of Activity

Far and away the greatest nuMber of surveys collected data

on participai4ion in specific forms of exercise, sports, and

recreation. In all, seven of the surveys asked about participa-

tion in specific activities. Five ofithose surveys obtained in-

formation in'terms of percent participation by the general popu -

glaticn. Exhibit 111-9 portrays that information arranged by

year of 'the survey. In examining the data, a couple of,

observations are germane:

In all cases, the National Park Service (NPS)
Outdoor Recreation Survey had the highest figure
of all the studies. In many cases, its fig4res
were much larger-than any other.

In many cases, the Perrier .study had the lowest
figure of all the surveys because of its focus on
regular exercise. This held true for 29 of the
37,Perrier items.

Because the range of participation responses among the

surveys is large, statements about the preferred participation

figure for any specific activity could not be expected to be very

reliable, even though the reasons for some of the differences are

known. Instead, more useful information comes from rank ordering

the participation levels within each survey and comparing the

rank orders'of each specific activity across surveys. By weight-

ing: responses according to their rank for- activities that were



EXHIBIT III-9

PERCENT OF ANY PARTICIPATION IN SELECTED ACTIVITIES
DURING THE PAST YEAR FROM FIVE SURVEYS

ExeriiseaCtivity
1975
HIS

4 1977
NPS

t

,
t

1978*
Perrier

1980
Gallup

imeac

\

1982
Nielsen

Walking

Swimming

Calisthenics

Bicycling

Bowling

Running/jogging

Tennis

Basketbilll

Softball

Hiking

Baseball

Golf

Volleyball

Football

Frisbee

Table Tennis/Ping Pong

Weight lifting

Snow skiing

Racquetball

Ice Skating

Badminton

.Toga

Sailing

Cross-Country skiing

Soccer

Archery.

Mountain climbing

Gymnastics

345

24

145
Ila

16
sa

11

18

9

.
5

8

6

5

--

68
b

63c

--

47

22

17

14

13

13

11

9

7

7

7

6

5

5

4

4

4 -

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

--

37

14

27

24

126

14

18

16

21.

10

i

8

13

11
f

17

13

--

45

--

32

18

15

11

11

12

--

--

33

--

--

28d

--

16

--

NNEMO

6

8

8

6--
,

--

--

--

9

=1

9

5

8

a-
MONO

5

--
.36

--

7

--
7
16

--

--

11

2

-

--

-.

6

6

7

6

MIME*

4

4

3

--

--

...-

--

......

-. a-
4.-

-- .111.0.0

--

2

--

--

MIN/Mg /MEM

.11110=

0

40 -
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J slum III-9 (coitinued)

1973 1977' 1978,1' 1982 1980,
HIS NPS Perrier Gallup Nelsen_

Itarate

Boxing

Handball

Squath

Track and field

Hockey

Wrestling

s, Judo

.71shing

Camping

Sledding

innting

Canoe, Kayak, Rlirer Run

Water Skiing

Horseback riding

Snowmobile

Boating

Pool/Billiards

Roller skating

Motor biking

Paddle tennis

Target shooting

Back packing

Skeet, trap shooting

Skate boarding

Snorkeling

Distance, marathon
running .\

Surfing

Scuba diving

Other

i

4.

,MMI 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

C

1

a
1

MM.

--

2

--

1

--

a
4

1a
-- 1

1

111

=MP

28

27

1

--

MS.

.-

--

53

21

21

19

16

16

15

8

..

20g

19

7

13

7

7,

7

3

12

12

10

4

8

5

3

2

2

2

2

1

MIMS,

..

-- --

--

=REM

--

3 8--

--

--

-

--

a
19

13

13

5

--

--

-- -- --

-- --

-.

--

..... --

-- --

--

..

...,

--

--

MM.

-..

--

--

a

a......

--

-- SEIM

a....

--

..

--

....

--

--

-- ,mm

NNE--

7

--

56 5 a



EXHIBIT 111-9 (continued)-

NOTES:

a. Participation figure for regular exercisers only; other data are for all
respondents.

b. This category excludes walks to observe nature, birdwacching, wildlife photo-
smithy, hiking and backpacking.

c. This category includes pool swimming and sunbathing, but excludes other swim-
minip(462).

d. This category in4ddes bisckpacking.

e. This category (164 not include deep-sea fishing (5%) or surfcasting (22).

f. This category is touch /flag football.

g. This percent is a subset of those persons who pursue daily activities to keep
physically fit.

* The Perrier study asked about "regular participation in activities at any
time during the past year." Consequently, it is expected that the Perrier data
would be lower than the other surveys which asked about any participation during
the past year.



examined by at least three surveys, estimations of e relative

popularity of eaahk-activity can be made. Ugingkthat- each for.

the five surveys,in gihibit we find that thelactivities

with the highest overall levels of participation, i4 order of

Popularity, are walking, voimmi91, bicycling, bowling, calis-

thenics, hiking, softball, basketball, running/joiginj, and

tennis. For less frequently surveyed activities, fishing and

camping also have relatively high levels of participation. Thus,

convergence does' ocfur for activities when relative ranks are

used to compare the surveys.

Further, information on participation. in selected acti-

vities in Exhibit III-10 comes from Nave I of the National Survey

of Personal Health Practices and Consequences and from Roper.

BecaUse of their different response categories, they are not in-

cluded in Exhibit III-9. However, their responses do provide

strong support for the popularity of six of the ten most common

activities that were identified from Exhibit 111-9,

Activity Participation by Demographic Variables

in addition to examining the extent of any participation

in specific exercises and sports, an analysis of the relationship

of demographic -variables to specific activity participation was

undertaken. The demographic variables of age, sex, race, educa-

tion, income, region and occupation were investigated.-- ;n

General, the Gallup? Roper, and 1975 HIS Surveys provided the

most, information on demographic variation in exercise and sports

partidipation. However, one major difference among these three

surveys needs to be noted. Both Roper and HIS present informa-

tion for regular exercisers wily, with the exception of HIS

statistics on sex - specific -participation. In contrast, Gallup

provides participation rates for all respondents. The clearest

effect is that the demographic variations provided by the Gallup

data are more distinct than those from the other two surveys.

The Perrier survey and the National Survey of Personal

Health Practices and Consequences both provided sex-specikim in-'
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. ) EXHIBIT III-10

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON PARTICIPATION IN
SELECTED ACTIVITIES FROM TWO SURVEYS

Jagging or Running**

Calisthenics or Physical'
Exercise

Other Active Sports

Bicycling

Physically Active
Hobby (e.g., dancing
or gardening)

r imeetereeeseelem Mewl

National Survey of Personal Health
Practices and ConsequencesWave I Roper

often

Sometimes

Rarely

.11M1Never

NOVOften

Sometimes -

Rarely
Never -
Often -

Sometimes -

INDRarely

Never

Often

Sometimes -

Rarely

Never

Often

Sometimes -

Rarely

1.9.Never

alpOften

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Often

Sometimes -

MISRarely

Never.

Men Women

Fairly
Regularly - 33%

Fairly
Regularly - 14

Fairly
Regularly - 13

Fairly
Regularly

Alone -,30

In Group - 7

Fairly

Regularly - 22

37%

31

22

10

27

30.

, 24
19
16

16

19

)9
27

24

19

30

32

25

15

28

10

18

26

46

45

27

14

14

36%

33

21

9

25

23

21
31
9

13

17

61

28

29

16

28

17

24

17

42

12

21

19

48

44

13

14

ilM101011ilow

44 .. 50
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M.,

(coathiusip

national Survey of Personal Health
Activity Practi.*s and Consequences--Wave I Roper

Tennis

Golf

Men Women fl

Fairly
Regularly 7

Fairly
Regularly 6

32

* Swimming is specifically swimming in tie summer for'ille. National Survey
of Personal Health Practices and Consequences.

** Persons responding that they often or times jog were asked how many
:ales per west they usually jogged or ran. The responses were:

Meng Women

Lass than 5 miles 15 14

5 to 15 miles 12 \ 6

More than 15 miles 5 1

.r

45



formation only. The National Park Service and Nielsen 'studies

did not provide demographic breakdowns for their data.

Ace.- Overall, Gallup, HIS, and Roper statistics support

the general statement that participitiomAn exercises and sports

decreases with age. All three studies show sharp declinem occur-

ring In the 50-60 age range. However, they did find that parti-.

cioation in walking and golf remained consistent across age

groups. Furthermore, Roper data indicate that exercise/calis-

thenic participation, either alone or #1 a group, decreases with

age, but not as rapidly as for most other types of.exercises and

sports.

Sex. Participation in a number of activities was shown to

be much more common for males than females. Exercises and sports

for which male participation rates generally were found to be at

least twice that of females included basketball, football, base-

ball,'ioftball, golf, running /jogging, weight- lifting, handball,

track and field, and wrestling. However, according to Perrier,

female participation exceeded male participation by 50 percent

for both walking Ind swimming. In addition, Roper data indicate

that participation in group calisthenics is twice as great for

women as for men. Overall, these data also indicate that men

generally participate in more vigorous forms of exercise than do

women.

Race. The Gallup survey showed the greatest differentials

for activity participation by race. Its results indicate thet

whites participate twice as frequently as non-whites in swimming,

hiking, frisbee, exercise at a gym, tennis, table tennis, and

golf. In contrast, a similar magnitude of difference for whites

was shown only for golf from the Roper study, and*for swimming

from the 1975 HIS survey. According to Gallup, Roper, and HIS,

participation by. non-whites was greater than by whites for

jogging, although the margins differed in degree. Gallup had the

gfeatest differential, with a participation ratio of 2 to 1 whil,e

HIS had the lowest with a 1.3 to ratio.

6 52



Education. The Gallup survey showed marked differences

between college and high school graduate participation-. in all

exercises and sports as compared to grade school graduates.

Fishing,and hunting were the only two activities for which grade

school graduate participation Was even close to half of the par-

ticipation rates of one the other two categoties. In many

cases, college andAtigh school graduates' participation was three

to five ,.times as great as that of *side. school graduates. The

most remarkable statistic is that 73 percent of the grade school

Graduates had not participated in any exercise in the past year.

Comparable figures for high school and college graduates are 27

and 13 percent, respectively.

From the Roper survey, the percents of persons . not

participating in any exercise regularly were 48, 33 and 22

percent for grade school, high school and °college graduates,

respectively. BowevV, information from EIS indicated that 64,

51, and 41 percent for persons with less than nine years of

eduation, high school graduates, and persons with more than 13

years of .eduction, respectively, do not get regular exercise.

Given the amount of difference between these survey results, more

information on this variable *ould be useful.

fte only major difference found between college and high

school graduates was that'-golf participation occurs twice as

often for the college, graduates. Rtr and'Gallup are consistent

in this finding.

Income. In general, the specific activity participation

rates from Gallup indicate that particiipation in any given activ-

ity increades with income. NOreovet, participation rates for

most activities drop off sharply for prsoni with incomes of less

than $5,000. In particular, golf, motorboating,-hunting, exer-

cise at a gym,, football, softball, bowling, and tennis have much

lower participation rates for 'persons this lowest income

group.



The Roper and HIS data show the same overall trends but

less strongly than the Gallup data. However, both the former

surveys present information for regular exercisers, whereas. the

Gallup results are for all respondents. Furthermore, .consistent

participation across income levels is shown for walking and
.jogging. from Roper, and for walking from HIS.

Region. Limited differences in regional participation

were detected.' The results of the Gallup study indicate that:

1) camping - is much more ,common in the West than in any other
area,. 2) fishing and hunting are more frequent activities in

.

areas other than the East,#and 3) hiking and exercise at a gym
occurs more often in. regions outside the South.

Roper .and HIS report somewhat different results. The

former survey indicates' slightly higher rates-of .participation

for walking and jogging in the West and South and for

exercise /calisthenics in the West. Results of the'RIS survey
indicate that jogging and calisthenics are participated in more

frequently in the West and that the South has fewer persons Who'

participate-in bicycling and walking.

Occupation. The Gallup data reveal that clerical and
sales Persons are less likely to. participate in most activities

than either manual workers or.professional/business individuals.

This trend*is especially pronounced for basketball, jogging, and

football. On the other hand, statistics from Roper show a

greater balance among the occupational categories that they uti-

lized: executive/professional, white collar an01.2-blue collar. At

most, their white collar workers showed a very small decrease in

participation' levels relative to the other occupatiohil groups.

Time Spent on Exercise and Sports

Only the Perrier study asked about frequency of participa-

tion in various activities and the amount of time spent in each
activity each time the activity was performed. Perriei defines

activists as persons engaging in regular participation in cans-
.'

thenics, running, brisk walking, basketball, bowling,. swimming,
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bicycling, tennis or golf. Antivists, wers,eskaafraboutifreevency

and duration of'perticipatiom'in-exerciseramOlspOrts. Based on
this activity participation data and the respondents' height and

.

wsiabt, an estimate of caloric expenditure in exercise and sports
was calculated. Using the number 'of caloriei expended in physi-

cal activity, respondents were divided into-high, moderate and

low activity groups.' On average, the high active respondents

burned e minimum of approximately 1,500 calories per week in
exercise and sports activity. The results. of the Perrier analy-

sis were as follows:

High active persons comprise 15 percent of the
total population and spend an average of 306
minutes per week on exercise and sports

Moderate active persons comprise 15 percent of
the total public and spend an average of 204
minutes per week on-exercise and sports

Low active individuals make up 28 percent of the
population and spend an average, of 150 minutes
per week on exercise and sports.

The interesting aspect of the Perrier results is that the

designated low active persons spend an average of two and a half

hours per week in exercise.or sports/ this is not an,insignifi-

cant amount. High actives spend twice as Much"time as the low

actives in exercise and sports. Further information from Perrier

indicated that high active individuals have helically the same

amount of leisure time as other active and non-active persons,

and that they have a more positive psychological outlook.

When Did An Individual Start to Exercise Regularly/

Health Maintenance addressed the question of when an in-

dividual began to exercise regularly. Exhibit III-11 presents

the results and shows that 38 percent of the adult regular exer-

cisers began such activity within the last year and, in all, 60

percent have begun such activity in the past two years. This
. might represent a growing trend for more involvement in exercise

by the American public. However, what:is not known-is the.rate

"e 49 a'
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EXHIBIT III-11

PERIOD OF TIME WHEN REGULAR EXERCISE
WAS STARTED FROM THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE SURVEY

Percent

Within the last year 38%
4

1 2 years ago 22%

3 - 5 years ago 21%
1NMore than five years go 19%

at which regular exercisers are discontinuing physical activity.

Without such information, the net increase in regular exercise

participation cannot be known.

Single Exercise Participated in Most Regularly

. Only the Perrier .study provided information 'about the

single exercise or sports activity that is pursued most often.

Exhibit 111-12 portrays the data for 12 categories of activities

with breakdowns for the three groups of 'active' exercisers. The

results show that walking is the dominant form of regular exer-

cise and that bowling is the second most common.

It is interesting to note that calisthenics, ,running/jog-

ging, and basketball are preferred activities for the high active

groups. The moderate active individuals overwhelmingly choose

walking. Low active persons prefer bowling twice as frequently

as walking or swimming.

New Activity Starts

two surveys asked about new participation in exercise and

sports activities. The Perrier study presented information on

major activities haying the largest number of new participants in

the last two years. The National Park Service survey inquired

whether the respondent was 'just starting" a specific activity.

Exhibit 111-13 below shows the Perrier data, and the subsequent

-50 -
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EXHIBIT 111-12

UNCLE EXERCISE PARTICIPATED IN MOST REGULARLY
BASED ON THE PERRIER STUDY (in percents)

4

Total Active -High Active Moderate Active Low Active
Cap Between

High/Low Active

Walking 20 11 40 14 -3
Bowling ,13 5 5 '25 -20

Calisthenics 8 15 9 5 +10
Swimming 7 5 4 11

i Running/jogging 6 13 . 8 1 +1
UM
Fa

i

Bicycling

Misketball

6

5

5

10

6

6

7

4

-2

46
Tennis 4 4 3 5 -1

Coif 3 2 2 5 -3
Hiking . 2 1 1 3 -2

Baseball 2 2 1 3 -1

Other 22 28 14 17 +11



EXHIBIT I11-13

PERCENT OF PERSONS WHO ARE NEW PARTICIPANTS FOR
SELECTED ACTIVITIES'BASED ON THE PERRIER STUDY

TOTAL MALES FEMALES

Number Par7 Percentage of Number Par- Percentage of Number Par-
ticipating New Partici- ticipating = New Partici- ticipating
(Millions) pants (Millions) pants (Millions)

Percentage o
New Partici-
pants

0 Walking 34.1 37 12.6 30 22.7 41

Swimming 26.4 41 11.9 35 16.2 45
Calisthenics 21.7 54 8.1 51 13:8 57

....

Bicycling 1 20.2 42 8.2 42 13.0 43UM
NJ Bowling 20.2 46 11.2 37- 9.7 57
t Running 17.1 63 10.4 53 6.5 73

Tennis 14.0 49 7.4 48 6.5 51

Basketball 10.9 59 9.6 57 1.6 67
Softball , 10.9 52 8.2 52 3.2 52
Hiking 10.9 45 5.2 41 5.7 49 4
Baseball 9.3 56 /6.7 53 1.6 67
Golf 7.8 45 5.9 40 2.4 58

NOTE: This table does not tell how fast a sport is growing, but how *any new participants
joined between 1976 and 1978.
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Exhibit (IIIF14) provides the National Park Service information.

Because. the time frame ot# tilt* former survey is- tom tub years

-while the latter's is presumably-for a shorter period of time, it

is not surprising that there is a great deal of difference be-

tween the two. In addition, the figures shown in the two exhi-

bits were calculated on different bases. The Perrier figures

represent percentages of those initiating an activity in the past

two years =_ NPS data represent percentages of all respondents. It

should suffice to say, that the, two sets of information are not

comparable..

Use of Leisure Time

The General Mills survey provided information about the

use of leisure time for two subgroups. Exhibit II1-15 shows what

family members like to do most with their leisure time. Exhibit

III -16 provides the lame information for parents.
. 4

A-review of Exhibit rn-15 reveals that persons who exer-

cise regularly prefer to get exercise a little more than to sit

and relax and twice as much as to go to a movie, bar, or restau-

resit. In contrast, the esedentaries* seem to prefer to do almost

anything but exercise.

An examination of Exhi t 111-16 on how parents prefer to

spend their leisure time, in icates that fathers, parents with

younger children, and parents with fewer children prefer to get

more exercise that other categories of parents. Parents with

three or more children are the group that least want to use their

leisure time to get exercise.

However, other General Mills data reveal that regular

exercisers include 48 percent of single parents, 33 percent of

parents'of teenagers, and 32 percent of parents of children under

6 years of age. These statistics conflict with data shown in Ex-

hibit 111-16, but may be indicative of the differences between

what individuals want to do ands what they actually do.

53 -
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frA EXHIBIT 111-14

PERCENT OP PERSONS WHO ARE JUST STARTING
SELECTED ACTIVITIES ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL PARR SERVICE SURVEY

Activity Percent

Tennis 4

Jogging or walking other than to observe
nature, birdwatch, wildlife photography, 2
hike and backpack

Water ski 2

Pool swim or sunbathe

Walking to observe nature, birdwatch or
wildlife photography

Bicycle

Eike or backpack

Golf

Dowanhill., ski

Cross-country dki
N

Canoe, kayak, river run

Horseback riding

Sail

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

_to



EDIT 111-15.

FAMILY MEMBER PREFERENCE FOA USE OP LEISURE
TIME FROM THE GEMERAL MMIp SURVEY

Regular
Total Ezarcisers Sedantaries

(Percent) (°Pwrcent) (Percent)

Sit around and relax

Gat some physical exercise

Go out to a movie; bar or
restaurant

51

24

25

38

41

21

57

15

28

NOTE: Rapercentaged without not sures/no env/ars.
/

-* 55 "1.
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EXHIBIT. 111 -16

PARENT PREFERENCE FOR USE OF LEISURE TIME
FROM THE GENERAL MILLS STUDY

Total parents

Mothers

bs

Fathers

Single parents

Parents with children)
under '6 years

Parents with teenage children

Parents with one or two
children

Parents with three or more
children

Sit Around
and Relax
(Percent)

Get Some
Physical
Exercise
(Percent)

Go Out to a
Movie, Bar
or Restaurant
(Percent)

47

45

50

44

35

54

42

57

26

23

32

25

32

24

31

17

'27

32

18

31

33

22 ,

27

26

NOTE: Repercentaged without-not sures/no answers.
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Consultation with Ph sici e ar in 2 ercise

The General.Kills survey provi ed information' x!drut the

percent'of persons who never talked doctors about `'how much

exercise they should get. Overall, 32 percent of the respondents

indicated that they had not talked with physicians about the ap-

propriate level of exercise. The Genera/ Mills study also broke

4 the population down into the Concerned,' those who are health con-

cious (60 percent), and the Complacent, those who are not (40

percent). Responses for the former group revealed that 28

percent had not discussed exercise needs with a physician. The

corresponding figure for the Complacent was 38 percent.

Two aspects of the survey results are of interest. PIrst,

it is surprising that 28 percent -'of the health conscious group

%lad not talked to a physician about ari adequate level of exer-

cise. This may suggest that, even in the minds of persona who

are generally 14rsuing preveAtive health measures; exercise has

not been firmly associfted with better health status. Sole

further support for this suggestion. can be seen in Exhibit III-425

on factors that are most likely to increase chandes of involve-

ment in athletic activity. These results indlcate that a physi-

cian's recommendation ranks highest on a list of such facilita-

tive factors.

Second, it is also surprising that almost.as many "Compla-

cent" as *Concerned* persons have talked with a physician about

an appropriate level of exercise 162 percent versus 72 percent).

This brings up' the question ',of who is the initiator of discus-

sions on exercise: the physician or, the individual? ' If phri-
%

cians are the most frequent initiator of such discussions, then

the results may not be as surprising as they initially. appear.

6
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MASONS YOR MUSICAL ACTIVITY BERAVIOR

Reasons for Exercise

Health Maintenance and Roper_bth asked about reasons for
involvement in exercise. However, the former study asked about
reasons for becoming involved in exercis while the latter study
,inquired about reasons for present invol ement in .exercise. This

difference in focus prevents a direct mparison of their re-
sults.

The Health Maintenance study prompted its resp4dents with
specific reasons.' Exhibit 111-17 presents Asults: Overall,
the responses indicate that individuals' become irolved more for
fitness and health reasons than for enjoyment or social reasons.
In fact, physical fitness and health-related reiponses account
for '84.7 percent of total responses versus 11.6 percent fof
recreation/enjoyment reasons and 2.5 percent for social reason..

In asking about reasons for current involvement in

exercise, . Roper inquired about reasons in a more restricted way
than did Health Maintenance. The specific quebtion asked by
Roper was as follows: Do you do these things (engage in regular

physical activity) beciuse you enjoy them or more becadse you
think they help to keep you physically.fit? The result was that
almost all of the Roper responses were grouped into one of the
three categories: for enjoymerii reasons, for fitness reasons, or
for both enjoyment and fitness reasons. The results are as
follows:

More for enjoyment reasons - 29%

More for fitness reasons 19%

Both about equally - 16%,

Don't know - 1%

The remainder of the respondents were pot asked the
question because they had not'indicated participation in regular
exercise. In addition, results from another Roper question
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REASONS FOR BECOMING INVOLVED IN REGULAR'
EXERCISE FROM THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE SURVEY

Reasons Percent*

To feel better in general 51

To stay healthy 45

TO lose weight 41

For recreation, enjoyment 37

To strengthen the muscles 36

To become fit 33-

To become more healthy 24

To strengthen the heart/lungs 24

Doctor recommended 17

To socialize, meet new friends 8

Other 4

*Percentages total over 16.02 due to multiple responses.



indicate that.four percent of the respondents engage.in regular

exercise because ace physician's recommendation.:

A ,review of', the .twosets of data produces three distinct

findingd. First, it'appears that, while physical-fitness and

health related reasons may be more responsible for initial in-

volvement in regular exercise, enjoyment reasons predominate in

continued involvement.

Second, both surveys' indicated that physician.recommenda-_
tions -have little influence on an individual's decision of
.whether or not to engage in regular fzerciseg As will be dis-
cussed more fully in a later sec ion, ,this finding is not
supported by Perrier data on factors that can affect exercise
involvement.

Third, the Health Maintenance data indicate that social

factors represent minor influences in exercise tecisions. 'The

-. upcoming discussion on benefits provides addtional support for
this finding.

Physical, Psychological and Social Benefits of Exercise and

Sports Participation

In contrast to the Health Maintenance and R r surveys,

which queried respondents about reasons'for becoming nvolved in

regular exercise, Perrier requested information about perceived

benefits of participation. Although. it is not possible to treat'

these ab concepts identically, since 'reasons are presumably the

precipitating factors in stimulating exercise while benefits are

the outcomes that acctue from exercise, it is necessary to recog-

nize the related nature of the two. , After all, reasons are often

the results of considering the potential benefits of engaging in

some activity and,-cOftversely, one is like to concentrate on

derived benefits 'specifically related to one's initial rationale

for stir tithing. With. this caveat in mind, the Perrier

results r the. benefits exercise are discussed below. \,..

Four separate aspects of benefits were examined:

- '60 -
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Physical benefits of exercise and sports partici-pation'
e7 Physics benefits of running

Psychological beiefits of exercise and sports

Social benefits of participation in sports and
exercise. 6

Exhibit 111 -18 portrays the Perrier results on the physi-
cal benefits of exercise and sports involvement. The major con-
clusion coming. troethat data is that.greater levels of activity
appear to be associated with consistently higher levels of physi-
cal -benefits. /Thai greatest differences between high and ,low
activity leVelEoccur-for feeling physically fit (+36 percent),
becoming -stronger (+23'percent)," and feeling' healthier (.+21

percent) .

When *the. key physical benefits of running are focused
'upon, one finds that staying in shape is the leading benefit and
that losing weight is least often cited. Exhibit 111-19 presents
the full set of data on this item.

The :lest table, Exhibit 111-20, shows the psychological
benefits reported as accruing. from 'participation' in 'sports and
exercise. There are clearly a' broad range of positive benefits
which occur with greater physical activity. The benefits for
which there is the greatest gap between 4igh and'low actives are
feeling less tired than befOre and becoming more disciplined in
genitral. 'The size of a list'of ma3or psychological benefits and
the consistently higher percentages for the high active group
attest to the strength of exercise in producing an improved
psychological frame of mind.

Finally, Exhibit 111-21 examines the ma3or social benefits
.of. exercise.. Only two such benefits are 'identified': havifig a

goOd time and 'meeting ne'w friends. In contrast to the physical
and psychological benefits, the social*benefits glow greater as
the 'level o activity decreases.

(
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EXHIBIT 111-18

MAJOR PHYSICAL BENEFITS FROM EXERCISE AND SPORTS
BY LEVEL OF COMMITMENT TO PHYSICAL FITNESS

FROM THE PERRIER STUDY

Total. Active

(Percent)
High Active
(Percent)

Low Active
(Percent)

Gap Between
High/Luw
Active

(Percent)

An healthier in general 65 74 53 + 21

Have increased stamina 52 60 44 + 16

''Am physically fit. 52 73 37 + 36

Have become stronger
. 44 57 34 . + 23

Have improved coordination 43 53 42 + 11

Lost weight 24 29 20 +

Require less sleep 16 24 11 + 13 --

Drink less than'before 8 . 9- 5 + 4

70
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EXHIBIT III- 19

KEY AND OTHER BENEFITS OF RUNNING
FRON THE PERRIER STUDY

Total Active High Active
(Percent) (Percent)

KEYS TO INTENSIVE MINING

Stay in shape 21 24

Get good stamina, wind 17 18

Tones my legs, limbs, muscles' 15r 16,

Goon, solid exercise 13 4:13
ON

NOT KEYS

Physical 'benefits in general 19 16

Fun, relieves monotony 17 19(#.

Compete with myself 14 12

Helps my heart rate, circulation 14 12

Relaxing, gives me time to think . 12 11

Lose weight 12
. 11

72

Low Activi
(Percent)

Gap Between
High and Low
(Percent)

5 + 19

7 + 11

5 + 11

+ 13

21 . - 5

21 - 2

14 - 2

15 3

19 8

27 - 16

73
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EXHIBIT 111-20

MAJOR PSYCIDLOGICAL BENEFITS FROM EXERCISE AND'SPORTS
PARTICIPATION BY LEVEL OF COMMITMENT FROM TSE PERRIER STUDY

Feel.better in general

Psychological effects in general

Am less tense than before
0

Sleep better

Am more relaxed than before

Feel less tired than before

Will let me live longer

Look better

Concentration has improved

Have become more disciplined in
general

Gap Between
0 Sigh/Low

Total Active Sigh Active Low Active Active
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

so 83 77 + 6
57 61 5)3 + 8
53 62 47 + 15

52 54 46 + 8
50 58 42 + 16

45 55 36 + 19

43 50 34 + 16

42 48 37 .+ 11

36 44 34 -ib 10

33 46 27 + 1>,

38 28 + lo\
\

39 28 + 11

35 27 + 8

Have a better self image than
before

Have gained confidence

Have improved outlook on lif\

Am better able to cope with
life's pressures

Productivity has improved

Am more assertive than before

Think more creatively

Smoke less than before

Able to enjoy a better sex life

33

33

32

29

28

27

25

11

18

-6
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34 25 + 9

39 23 + 16

31 24 + 7
28 21 + 7
13 8 + 5
28 13 + 15
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ir
MAJOR SOCIAL BENEFITS PROM EXERCISE

AND SPORTS PARTICIPATION BY LEVEL OF COMMITMENT
FROM TEE PERRIER STUDY

(in percents)

Total High Low Gap Between
Active Active Active Sigh /Law Active

Rave a good time ,

Have met new friends

76

42

77

41

83

45

- 6

- 4

411

4.2
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In conclusion, individurOls who exercise perceive that a

great number of physical and plrychological benefits accrue to
them. Further, these benefits are perceived to be greater for

those persons who exercise more. In contrast, the Ptrrier
results indicate that few social benefits are perdeived to be

associated with exercise and sports participation.

Reasons for Not Getting Exercise

The Health Maintenance,. Perrier and. General Mills surveys

all asked about reasons why a person felt he/she was not getting

enough exercise. All three of these. surveys asked this question

only of persons who had earlier stated that they did not believe

they were getting sufficient exercise. This subgroup is composed

of persons who exercise regularly and of those who do not.

Exhibit III-22 presents the results.' While there is_lim- .-

ited convergence among the survey regultl, it is clear that lack

of time is the greatest barrier to exercise. Other reasons that

rank high in the three surveys age:

Takes too much discipline/lack of motivation

Nct interested /don't like

Poor health.

Other reasons accounting for 10 percent or more of the re-

sponses frcm(any of the surveys are family obligations, weather,

and lack of kacilities/partners. Probably the major point to be

made here is that many of the reasons for not getting enough

exercise, especially the, more significant ones, are self-imposed.'

Exhibit III-23 shows a Pegrier follow-up question to the item
concerning reasons for not getting enough exercise. It illus-

trates even more clearly the ektent that individuals choose not

to get more . exercise than they do. Five of the top seven re-

sponses are matters of self-determination.



EXHIBIT

REASONS FOR NOT GETTING ENOUGH EXERCISE
FROM THREE SURVEYS (in Percent)

-

Reasons
Health

Maintenance Perrier *' General Mille

Don't have enough time 42 47/34 43

too much discipline/lack of
.tiotivation 24. 7/5 16

Poor health 11 19/14 9

Family obligations 19/14

Weather 2 15/11 --

Not Interested/don't like to
exercise 10' 11/8 12

Lack of facilities/partners 3 14/10

Don't have enough energy .- --;/-- 8

It's too inconvenient 5 --/--.

Aga 3/2--

Other 2 2/1 12

* First figures are reported data; second figures are repercentaged to 1002 to
be consistent with the other two surveys. It is believed that the Health Main-
tenance results have been treated in a eimilar,manner. The General Mills survey
'asked for a single reason and thus should not -have needed to repercentage its
figures.



EXHIBIT 111-23

FACTORS THAT BEST EXPLAIN WHY NOT GETTING ENOUGH
EXERCISE FROM THE PERRIER STUDY

Re114,---itt!ts Percent

I don',t have enough time '54

Exercise is something I procrastinate about 32

It's too inconvenient !22
I avoid exercise for health reasons 16.

I'm just not interested \14

There are no facilities available

It's not that important to me 10

It's too expensive 9

Facilities around here aren't that god( 8
I just don't enjoy exercise 6

Exercise isn't important at my age 4

Bad weather 4

I smoke and that makes it hard to exercise 2

Other 5

Not sure 1

- 68 - 78



In Exhibit III-24, age-specific results from the Health

Maintenance survey regarding reasons given for failure. tka*exer-

cise, are presented. This information permits three relevant

observations. First, lack of time for exercise is much less

often cited as a factor for persons age 50 and over.

ascription to poor health as a reason increases with

Second, the

age and is a

particular. barrier for. individuals age 50 and over. Third, lack

of interest in exercise gradually increases with age. This is

consistent with Perrier data which indicate that older persons

generally feel less of a need for 'exercise.

EXHIBIT III-24

'REASONS FOR NOT cts,TrNG ENOUGH EXERCISE FROMHTHE
HEALTH MAINTENANCE SURVEY (in Percents)

Reasons

Don't have en ugh time

It takes too uch discipline

Poor heal

Not interested

It's too inconvenient

No facilities in area

Bad weather

Other

Not sure

Age Groups
Total 18 - 29 30 - 49 50+

42

24

11

10

5

3

2

51

24,

3

7

5

4

2

50

22

8

10

6

2

*

2 3 1

MNIIMP IMAM

19

28

24

15

2

4

3

'2
2

* Less than 0.5 percent.
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Factors That Are-Most Likely to Increase Involvement in Athletic

Activities.
0

The Perrier study is the only survey that asked about fac-

tors likely to increase an individual's participation in athletic

activity. The results are presented in Exhibit 111-25 for the

total public, non- active persons, and active persons. 'The two

factors that were perceived as being most, likely to increase

exercise and sports participation for the total public were phy-

'sician's recommendation and nicer weather.

However, the difference between the active anig nom- active

groups is fairly dramatic. While both groups rank a physicians

recommendation very high, other responses show that in general,

active persons say they are twice as likely to increase itheir

athletic participation given the presence of any specific factor,

e.g., nicez weather, a four-day work week, greater availability

of facilities, etc. There are a Nig exceptions: influence of

your family, participation by friends, and more information on

the benefits of physical fitness. -

One other result deserves to be emphasized. The second

most common response for non-active persons is that no factor

would increase their involvement in athletic activities. Almost

25 percent of the non-active persons, or roughly 10 percent of

the total population, appear to be intransigent about their non-

exercise behavior. The only factor that more often is cited as

likely to change their behavior is a actor's recommendation.

ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS REGARDING VEYSICAL ACTIVITIES

\I/In revi wing various surveys, several quest4ons were found

concerning people's attitudes about their own levels of fitness

and physical 'activity, the importance of exercise in general and

various forms of exercise, and the amount of exercise needed to

keep fit.
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SIV EXHIBIT 111-25

FACTORS THAT ARE MOST LIKELY TO INCREASE CHANCES OF
INVOLVEMENT ER ATHLETIC ACTIVITY FROM THE PERRIER STUDY

Total Public Non-Active
(tflttsir .11

Factors- (Percent ) gercent)

',A. physician's recommendation 36' 43 32 I!so
Nicer weather 27 18 33 I :

A four-day work week 17 11 22 11

Greater availability of fee ties 17 10 22

i II

Mora
work

f

daley

xible scheduling of
15 9 19

111-
Influence_ ,of ur family 13 13 13

12 10 13

10 6 13

5 10 .111

If your friends began doing it

Less expensive facilities

If a fitness program were begun
it work . 4

Influence of friends who are fitness t
.

7 5 8 11enthusiasts
1a

More information on benefits of
3 2 1physical fitness )

Othar 2 2 3

..
None

NsIt sure

\

140

13 23 6

2 3 1
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A lbgical starting point in the broad conceptual area cov-

ered by attitudes and, perceptions is to look at:people's satis

laction with their own physical condition... Only the National

Survey of Personal Health Practices and Consequences dealt nth

this issue.

The survey results indicate that most of the population

covered by the- survey (min and women aged 20-64) are at least

somewhat satisflep with theii physical condition, although only,a.

minority.',' (31 percent of men and 27 percent of Noma) are "very
satisfied." Whti broken down by age.categories, the aallest
proportions of-the.population reporting dissatisfaction are in
the oldest group (ages 50-64),. apparently :reflecting lower

expectations for .physical condition with the onset of the later

period of life. Across all ages, 17 ,percent of men and 20

perpent Of women express dissatisfaction with their physical'

condition. a

The -picture.changes dramatically ,when 'people are asked

About satisfaction with their exercise behavior. Three survolys--,

Perrier, Ihcutici Maintenance, and the'National Survey of Personal.

Health PractiCes and. Consequences--addressed this question., Ex-

hibit III-26 presents these pesults

-4

Enough

.EXHIBIT III-26

. 'PERCENT OP viRsoNs WHO SAY THEY GET
ENOUGH EXERCISE OR NOT FROM THREE SURVEYS

N N ,
National Sur-
vey of Personal
Health Practices Health.

Perrier and Consequences , Maintenance

48 46 -= men
.37 - woMen

Not Enough 50

Not Sure.

53, - men
62, 7 WOM612,

- 72 -
)82

58
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These findings area biti puzzling in that Perrier, with 48

"percent believing they get enough exercise, identified LI rela-

tively high percentage of its survey population as getting rein:-

lar exercise at some point during the year. Health Maintenance,

on the'other hand, found a relatively low percentage of regular

exercisers (37 percent), but showed the highest percent of those

believing they get enough exercise.

In both instances, age breakouts were presented. These

tabulations showed that older people more than others feel they

get enough exercise, even though they tend to exercise less than

\others. It may be, the case that the elderly-do not berieve'that

exercise will.be beneficial for them. Thus, they are more likely

to believe that whatever level of exercise they attain is enough.

It. is also interestinOthat a large proportion of those

.most active in-physical exercise think they should do more.

% Health Maintenance reported 32 percent of regular exercisers

keeling a need for more. Perrier reported 51 percent of those it

.classified as active believing. they do not get enough exercise.

Thus, the data seem' to show that many of.those who might be con-

sidered to deed more activity (older, relatively inactive per-
.

sons)' tend to perceive less of a need for it, while those on the

surface who need it 'least are most interested in'getting more.

It appears that those who participate even a little bit seem to

have accepted exercise as beneficial, while non - participants tend

to be ;pre impervioUs to the fitness meesage.

.The manner in which the questions were asked on.the three

surveys was fairly consistent and straightforward and would not
4

seem to be an underlying factor in differences in the data. The

more basic issue of how exercise mai!defined may be responsible.

for some of the differenceir, however.

A related item is how people perceiTe their exercise be-

havior relative to others.of.ther same sex and ages range. .Threa:

surveys dealt with this-issue. The three are Health Practices

and Consequences, and both e 1975 and 1977 Health Interview

c//Hurvey supplements, .1 Thai results simmarized in .Exhibit 111-27

*. t



below.indicate that most people believe they are the same or bet-

ter than their countects when it comes to exercising. Parti-

cularly telling is the small percentage who belieVe they are less

active. The differences between HIS and the National SurVey of

Personal Health Practices- and Consequences can be accounted for

largely on the grounds that HIS offered respondents the oppor-

7 tunity- to rate themselves as about the same--for some perhaps a

comfortable alternative to a rating of-ness active." The 'Na-

tional Survey of Personal Health Practices and Consequences tried

to force a distinction between being.more.or.less active, 'It

eased the Choice by use of a four point scale (no mid-point)

which allowed respondents-to' rate themselves as much more active,

somewhatnoractive, somewhat less active, or much less active

than others of their.age: But even at that, only about a, quarter

of the survey. audience considered themselves leis active.

EXHIBIT I/1-27

SELF-PE TeEIVED LEVEL OF ACTIVITY COMPARED WITH
ONE' S PEERS FRt34 THREE SURVEYS

Health Practices
and Consequences HIS - 1975 HIS - 1977,

Less Active 20% - men
31% - women 16% 12%

Same N/A 46% 51%

More Active. 753 - men 27% 37%
64% - women

Don't Know/Unknown N/A 11% N/A

I0 light ot the earlier discussion of the relatively large

proportion of,persons indicating that they believe they should

get more exercise, it, would appear that ihe'tendency to perceive

'one's self as like most other people is a ..strong inhibitor of

. 1 changing behavior. That is, illieving-tiiat one should do more

'may. not big enough as long as,: one .believes that heor She is no

worse off than his or ter age peers. The 1.97%:ItS provides

further insight on this issue by distinguishing ween those

- 74
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reporting regular exercise and those indicating no regular elcer:-.

cis*. Eaten in the- Utter group 'which -comprised more than half

the total population in this survey, only a small minority.of-the

respondents rated themselves as less active than their leers.

In a review of survey findings on levels of participation

in various exercises and perceptions'of fitness behavior-in terms

of adequacy and comparison with others, it is appropriate to mote

to a consideration' of What people think, they should do to be

Perrier is- the only survey which addressed this issue.

Three,pertinent questions were asked concerning:

Perceptioi of.most important type enof exercise

Perception of typed and amounts of exerciae
necessary to keep fit

Perception of whether involvement by older per-
sons in sports and exercise is a good idea.

With respect to the first item, there 'was an overwhelming

response that ''exercisei to strengthen the .heart and improve

blood circulation likes running or swimming" -are most important.

This opinion was voiced py those in Perrier's active and /non-
active grodps and across' all ages. The only factor that might

.

have influenced the results upward was that the response category

about aerobic exercises was listed first. Three-quarters of the

total population gave this,response. That figure is comprised of

69 petcent of the non-active* and SO percent of the actives. /

When asked if participation in various activities three
I

times a week for an hour would be -enough to maintain physical

fitness, respondents displayed a fairly good knowledge of theN
relati e contributions of various activities. There seemstote
some for improveMent, ',though, ai evidenced in the sizable

minorlties of people who feel that three sessiOns of bowling or

golf are sufficient.

AWE broken down by -age category, the results indicate

that older people' are the least. 11 informed about' fitness.

Specifically, the two oldest age categories (age 50-64 and 65

73
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plus) showed the highest proportions belieting that three ses-

sions of bowling or golf are sufficient. Misconceptions about

tbi physical litneSs effects of baseball were distributed fairly
4 evenly across. ages. *These results demi to tie into earlier

observations regarding the physical activities of older people,

namely that only a moderate amount of exercise is appropriate

with. advancing age.

The.third item listed above is indicative of the consid-

eration underlying older people's relatively low levels and low

quality of exercise participation. As .shown in. Exhibit 111-28.

persons of evil ages, feel that older persons should be ilivolved'in

sports add athletic activities. As expebted, the:.lowest percent-

ages are obtained for the two oldest groups, even though the

question specified a doctor's permission as a pre-condition for

participation.

All of these data suggeit that older persons understand in

the abatract that exercise, even aerobic exercise, is beneficial.

But, when it comes to their own activities., they seem more reti-

cent, perhaps from 'fear of doing more than would be beneficial.

This theme comes from the tendency to participate in walking,

bOWling and golrand to think that these activities can produce

fitneis. From the available data; we can only speculate about

how many of the 75-80 percent of older persons who indicate that

its participation is .appropriate for them are referring to

these non-vigorous pursuits.

CHANGES II PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS

Following the examination.of individual physical activity'

'behavior and related perceptions, it seems appropriate to con-

sider the extent to which persons have changed their level of

participation recently or plan to change it. Earlier Perrier

informatAnn on perceptions aboht exercigesuggest that inbi'lases,,

in exercise participation, might be occulting., These changes can

be examined through the responses of individuals or 'by tracing
4

8 6.
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EXHIBIT III -28

?8$C= OP PERSONS RESPONDING
TO DESIRABILITY OP, INVOLVDIENT

OF OWER PEOPLE lat SPORTS
AND ATNLETIC ACTIVITIES FROM

THE nor*. sraDy

. Total 8-24
Res oases Public Tsars

Good idea 84 86

Bad idea 3 4

Depends (vol.).. 9
-4t r

Not sure

ay

2 . 1

25-34.
' Years

90

1

8.0,

35-49
Tears

50.164 65 Arid
Years Over

89 80 73

2

"- 77 - 7

7 4

r

*11
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self-reported participation levels. in various activities over

tine.

Change in Individual Behavior

Beginning -with-ieported changes, there were two surveys

whic asked for a comparison of current exercise behavior with

the recent ,past. General Mills asked about changes in the past

,year, while Health Practices and Consequences asked about changes

over the preceding two years. The results of the two surveys on

this issue are shown below in Exhibit III-29, and reveal almOst

identical results. Most people did not.change their level of

activity in the preceding year or two. Those who did change

split almost evenly into the more active and less active cate-

gories. It might be expected that some of those becoming less

active did so for reasons of poor health or advancing age,

although the.available data are not broken down to test this

expli6tly. Recall, however, that the previous presentation of

information showed that some persons do not exercise becaOse of

health problems.

Health Maintenance was the only survey that asked non-

participants about the likelihood of participating in regular

exercise in the future. The results, shown in Exhibit III-30,

,inpicate interesting differences among subgroups. Those rating

themselves as very likely to become activein regular exercise

tend to be young and are, more likely to be male. 'Also, there

seems to be a positive association between income level and the

likelihood of becoming more active.

Two surveys asked a related question concerning the like-

llbood of an individual taking up a new form of exercise in the

future:

results

surveys

for new

Perrier and the 1977 Outdoor Recreation Survey. These

are shown together in Exhibit III-31.
r

Both of these

indicated, the propOrtions of theipopulation having plans

activity by age and sex.

These results appear jenerally convergent if one combines

Perrier's "very likely" and "somewhat likely" response Oategor-

78 88
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Response

More active now

Same as before

Less active now

loomIT-III -29

/7 CHANGES IN CURRENT EXERCISE
BEHAVIOR FROM PAST Fmk.

TWO SURVEYS

Health
General Practices

and consequences**

242 212 - men
262 - women

552 582 - men
54r- woman

212 212 - men
20% - women

* This survey asks about changes in behavior in the past 'tsar.-

** This survey asks about changes in behavior over the past two years.

e
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79
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TOTAL PUBLIC

AGE-
18-29 years -

30-49 years
50 and over

INCOME
Under $7,000
$7,000-$14,999
$15,000-$24,999
$25,000 and over '

EXHIBIT 111-30

PERCH& OF INACTIVE
PERtONS INDICATING PLANS TO

i\rf-arIN !gULAR EXERCISE FROM
MAINTENANCE SURVEY

Very
:Likely

Somewhat
Likely

Hardly
Likely
At All

Not
S_ure

16 Z6
.

,

56
,'

2

'.32 35 30 2
17 36 46 2
7

.
11 79

.
2

.

12 17 68 3
19 27 . 53 , 1
19'

.

29 50 2
16 ' 40 44 -

SEX
Male 21 25 52
Female 13 ,27 59.

1
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EXHIBIT III-31

piiiasza OP PERSONS INDICATING
PLANS TO TA= UP 'A NEW

FORM OP EXERCISE FRON'TWO SURVEYS

NPS Outdoor
Perrier Recreation Survey

Very or Somewhat Would like to
Sccuathat OR Very Not start in next
Likely Unlikely Sure ey_st_..ortwo

TOTAL 36

AGE =UPS
12-17 N/A
18-24 59
25-34 61
35-49 40
50-64 22

65+ 6

SEE
Male 36
Female 38

_e

5. 33

N/A. N/A 49
34 7 50
55 . 4 46
55 5 31 (35-44)
73 4 21 (45 -54)

21 (55-64)
94 1

ilk

60 5 34
58 4 33

-81
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ies. The Outdoor Recreation Survey asked a fairly broad, open-

ended -question as compared to Perrier. It was phrased in terms

of the next year or two and thus would appear to be about as in-

cliisive as Perrier with regard to the probability of picking up

positive responses from those who bad only general intentions of

increasing their activity levels. The very small,differences be-

tween the two surveys on this point might however be less insig-

nificant than they appear at first. This is because the Outdoor

Recreation's inclusion of respondents aged 12-17 with a relative-

ly high rate (49 percent) of intended-activity probably increased

it overall estimates. On the other hand, it also may be the

case that Outdoor Recreation's estimates are a bit lower-because

of its focus on outdoor activitie4. Because it is not ,possible

to separate out the opposing influence of these two explanations,

it 'seems reasonable to state that they are likely to balance each

A other out, leading to the conclusion that the data probably do

not indicate convergence.

By way of interpretation, these results would seem to sup-

port other findings about individual awareness of fitness bene-

fits and the need for higher levels of activity. Further, the

findir 4;! presented earlier about the relatively small proportions

of people who increased their activities in the last year.or so

suggest that awareness and perception of need are different from

actual behavior. The question then becomes how many of thole ex-

pressing positive intentions will actually t ke action? Recall

that many of those feeling a need for more ex ise are already

active. Therefore, the real likelihood of increased activity y

the inactive remainder would seem open to serious question.

Perrier data were examined to try to shed some light on

the distinction between those already active who intend to do

more and those who are inactive; this survey shoWld responses of

inactive persons ,separately from "actives." Exhibit 111-32

presents the responses of inactive persons regarding intentions

to become more active. The general picture is one in which most

inactive people are likely to remain, inactive. Of course, no

-82
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lodgment can be made as to whether the, 11 percent. planning,: to

become active represents good news or nor.

EXHIBIT III 32

PERCENT OF INACTIVE PERSONS PLANNING-TO
BECOME MORE ACTIVE FROM THE PERRIER SURVEY

Very likely 11

Somewhat likely

Somewhat or very unlikely 75

Not sure 4

Overall Trends in Participation

In considering the queistion of how many people exercile,

it is useful to try to identify from the various surveys the
extent to which changes have taken place in connection with, the

well-publicized *fitness boom." In reviewing the results of the
various surveys over the last ten years, we can look first for
changes in 'exercise participation in general, i.e., without
reference to specific activities. Several of the surveys proved

inapplicable for this question, because they did not ask directly
"-

about participation. "Some surveys, such as Roper, asked People

to classify themselves as active or inactive, or asked respon-
dents if they get much exercise when they engage in recreational

activity, without considering the questions of frequency and dur-
ation. Others such as Nielsen, Outdoor Recreation, and the Na-
tional Survey of Personal-Health Practices and Consequences Only
incuired about specific activities, without considering the cal-

culation of an' unduplicated count of those who are physically
active in one or more ways. For. those surveys that did deal with

the overall question of participation, the inquirijs were phrased

differently from one survey to another with anceij.ain effects on

the results. Bearing these caveats in mind, Exhibit 111-33 is
preiented to., compare the results of several surveys dating from

1972 to 1980.

-83'
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EXHIBIT 111-33

TRENDS IN OVERALL PARTICIPATION
RATES FROM SIX SURVEYS .

*2 *3

4

-.56

72 73 74 5 76

1 National Adult Fitness

2 Health Interview Survey
(1975 supplement)

Gallup Poll 1977 and 1980

Perrier

Health Maintenance

eras Mills

77 ' 78 79 80

Participation in any of a list of
activities I

One or more types of regular exercise

'Exercise on a regular basis

Regular participation in at
one of a list,of activities
time during the past year

V.

Current regular exercise

least
at any

Planned exercise several times a week

- 84 -94



This exhibit does not indicate any dramatic changea_in_the

proporticin of the population engaged in exercise over the 1972 to

Pi480 period: In fact, the National'Adult Physical Fitness Survey

(theAfarliest of the surveys examined) recorded the highest esti-

mate bf participation. It should be noted, however, that that

survey asked respondents if they participated in any of six tier-.

gise activities, but the overall participation rite covered a

wide range of frequency, duration and intensity. Also, Walking,

which might be especially 4pcone.to over-reporting or*over-esti-

on on all of those dimensions, was by `far the most prevalent

activity--40 percent of the 'copulation repOtted it, but less than.

25 percent reported-walking.daily. In' general, estimates were

higher where the questions allowed respondents to cite participa-

tiontion during a long period of time, without reference to or defi-

nition of regularity, or where there was inclusion of activities

that might n have been sustained or vigorous. Perrier was the

other' surve with estimates's-14 participation of 50 percefit

more. PerrVer presented a list of activities, an aided recal

techniabe which very likely contributed to slightly higher esti-

mates. Perrier.also allowed citation of activities' participated

in regularly at any time in the past year.' Finally, Perrier's

emphasis on fitness throughout the-survey 'v.ery likely created a

perceived demand to ,answer questions'. in...__the socially desirable

fashibn.

Perrier did, however, attempt to overcome 1possibly spur-

ious reports of exercise participation by creating categories of

activity Wight moderate, and low) based on frequency, duration;

and, caloric expenditure. Removing tile "low active" category from'

consideration drops its estimates 30, percent, lower than all

the.other surveys.

The results from the survey,- indicate no real trend in
, .

, .

exercise participationn over the past several yearns. However,

theyOuggest,some interesting impl*catiOna.liveu earlier. infoe-

mation'from 0 Health Naintenance,survey that 10 percent of the

regular eater isers began such Activity. in thielast year and 60

ev
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percent started in the last two years. An overall constant -rate

la

of participation

volved in regui
duals wir.'are disc,

adults may have i

gests that the number of persons becoming in-

xercisp is similar to the number of indivi-

Ittinuing.exerciieri This suggests that many

Remittent ivolvement in regular exercise,

paiticipation for a couple of years, a shift away from

exercise, and later a shift back.

Further exploration of the trends question"can be carried
41

out with reference to specific activities. Several surveys re=

ported data by activity. Although some surveys presented data

for as many as 30 activities, information for seleced activities

including the'mostipopular ones, has been synthesized. Exhibit,

111-34 presents data ordered by time of survey and hy the most

common.activities in terms of reported participation rates. The

figures do not indicate the, extent to which people participate' in

more .than one activity.
.10

There are a few salient qualifications to be kept 'in mind

when reviewing these data. First, the Nielsen surveys and Out-

door Recreation surveyed,. a number of adolescents, ,while other

surveys started at age 18 or 20. This would acizount for some of

the high estimates for activities covered by thcise surveys.: Con-

versely,'Perrier lisks Abbui "regular"-particigation at any time

during the past, yearp.which would depress estimates, and thus its

statistics are relatively low for most activities. In addition,

the 1975 N/S survey shois percent participation figures. only for

regular exercisers for some activities, but for- all iersons for.

other activities: These' and other considerations make it dif-

ficult to make definitive statements about th4 existence' of

trends, although certain developments cash be noted.

to summarize the results, it appears that participation in

most activities' has been fairly level in the ten year period

between 1972 and ,1982. There seems to be a trend toward greater

participation in -running/logging, tennis, and racquetball. These

-activIiIewareusually carried out vigorously and are considered

to :have aerobic binefiti and are among those which have received
CL
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' EXHIBIT 111-34

PERCENT PARTICIPATION FOR SELECTED ACTIVITIES .FRON NINE SURVEYS

ACTIVITY

SURVEY DATE AND NAME ,

1972

ADULT'

TITN S

1973

NIELSEN

1975
'

HIS.

1976'
f t

NIELSEN

1977
OUTDOOR
RECREATIO1

1978

PERRIld

1979

NIELSEN:

1980

GALLUP

L982

NIBLiEN:

Walking 40 N/A 34
a -

N/A 61i
b

22
0

N/A. N/A N/A

kw4ming 15 52
. ..-

24' . '49
,

,

17 49.
)

.

37 45.

Calisthenics-
A,

14 N/A 14a N/A
.

N/A
,

'14 N/A 14 N/A

r
S

Bicycling i

.

16 32'

.

_

.

na
.

36

.

47 13 32

--i

27 32

Bowling N/A 18 16, 21 N/A is. 20 24 18'

11.6ning/Jogging 6

.

N/A 5a ,

N

Nii, ', 11 17 126 15

Tennis N/A
.

10
p ,

11 14i 33 9 , 15
.

,14 4 11
4

-

Basketball NIA. 111 8

,

N/A 7 11 18 11

.

Softball

'N--.

N/A 13 9

i ,

'N/A

r
.

7 13 . 16 12 ___.

.

Golf H/A a
,

8 16
. 1

5 7 8 't 8

Baseball,
A)

N/A 1%
.

.5 N/A 6 .

-

10

......../w

6
,

Football . N/A

r
7 5

.

k .
.0

';'
NA*

..-

i

7

1

11

ar

6
.

==1 ":-
7

.

4



NOTES:
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EXHIBIT III-34 (continued)

a. Percent participation for regular exprciserb.only.

b.' Excludes walks to observe nature, birdwatching, photographing wildlife, hiking,
and backpacking. 1

c. Includes pool swimming and sunbathing, but excludes other swimming and sun
bathing.

Perrier asked about regular.participatipi in the preceding year.

e. Responses obtained Only from those whO responded positively to inquiry about
regulai/daily fitness activities. 26 percent of those exercisipig daily said
theyjog.

r

a
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the4greitest'amount of attention ± connection. with thi "fitness

boom" Of the 1970s.

v The activities for whigh the' data are least. convergent are

iwimminq and bicyciing,.even when allowing for the high estimates

generated by Outdoor Recreation.which asks specifically what aka

tivitiel people like to do when they engage'in outdoor recrea-

tion. This' is in contrast to- 40errier's, inquiry about regular

participation. Note also that respondents cmn,easily-inteepret

swimming quite 'broadly, e.g., going to the pool,. Some conver-
.k.

4:fence can be discerned for-swimming,amd bicycling if the surveys

are( divided into ..groups: Comparing the four Nielsen surveys,

Gallup and Outdoor'ReCreatiOn with each oAer.and doing the same

for the Iaijonal Adult 'Physical Fitness Survey,a1S1.and Perrier

produces two sets of relatively convergent figures. As noted

before, the first .group (except for, Gallup which.has the lowestl''

estimates in the group) included respondents underble and asked

relatively broad questions. The second gimp included only

respondents ages 18 or 20 and older, and focused 4more'on recency

r or regular nature` of activity.'

Returning to,the notion of trends.by looking at activitx

specific data in light of overall patterns of exercise/physical

actrvityr'it seems that the "fitness boom" has not so much at-

tracted new adherenis ativit-has seen a shift by some people in

the types of activity they, perform. This shift looks to be for

the bettfir frost a fitiless standpoint. Increases in strenuous or.

vigorous activity either have. replaced or supplemented more

traditional, less vigorous forms of activity. Indirect support

for thiq idea is provided by the aforementioned finding that many

of those perceiCring a need for more exercise are those 'who are

already active.

In summary, it would be useful to be able- to determine

these sub-patterns. But, tie available data do not provide esti-

mates of participation in sets of activities, 'whether those
0

who walk'aiso run. Also fiywoUld be helpful to know how fre-

quently "actives," and ninchaeiiiiteem participate tn different forms
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of activity, and.what changes occur. over time. Some of.this in-

formation would require new data, but some progress could be made

through further analysis of existing data.

INFORMATION ASPECTS RELATED, TOPRYSICAL ACTIVITY

The information-aspects of physical activity and exercise

investigated in the general xopulation surveys, fall into three,

general categories: _levels of fitness-related information,

sources of health informition, and the .desDre for such infor-

mation.

Levels of Fitness-related Information

Only the General Mills survey inquired about levelb of

fitness and health information of family members and teenagers:

In addition, this study delographically c4apared well informed

persons to poorly informed individuals. The only fitness-related

Question was one that asked about level of information for new

ideal on health care and physical fitness. Only 13 percent of

the respondents considered themselves well- informed on this

topic. Persons who classified themselves as somewhat informed

made up 62 percent of the respondents. The remainder, 25 per

cent, rated their level of information as pooi. For teenagers

alone, the results are that 31 percent consider themselves very

well. informed, 42 percent fairly well-informed, and 26 percent

poorly informed. One percent was not sure.

On an overall level of general health information, 28

percent of the individuals rates theiselves as well informed, 44

percent as somewhat informed, and 28 percent as poorly informed.

Demographic descriptions of theyell informed and poorly Informed

groups are shown in Exhibit 111-35 below.

Another question from the General Mills survey examined

the' relationship between-inforMation and .behavior. When asked

.whether they were -doing moz1e physical exercise than a year ago,

the respondents answered affirmatively Os follows:^

"90 -
101 4
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EXHIBIT 111-35

COMPARISON OF DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF WELL INFORMED
VERSA POORLY /STORMED FAMILY MEMBERS

M THE GENERAL KILLS SURVEY

, 1

The Well, Informed .(28%)

a' female

80 all into the middle and high
socioeconomic groups

15% are minorities

71% live in suburban (29%) and
rural/small town areas (42%)

67Z are concerned about health

32% are complacent about health

t , 46% art regular exercisers
,

4

r

Tie Poorly Informed (28%)

512 are male

811 fall into the middle and low
socioeconomic groups

24% are minorities

672 live in urban (38%) and suburban
(292) areas

48% are concerned about health

52% are complacent about health

26% are regular exercisers

1,

-91 - 102
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Total public,- 23 Percent

Well informed - 30 *cent

omewhat informed - ;1 percent

. Poorly informed - 20 percent.

Interestingly, almost a third of the well informed indivi-

duals have begun to do more exercise in the last year.. However,

the more surprising result, in relative terms, is that the.same-

what and poorly informed persons are doifig more exercise at two -

thirds the rate of those who are well informed.

Sources'of Health Information

Two.turveys, Health Maintenance and General Mind, asked .

about sourcetpof information on health care topics. rtunately,

the surveys collecteCI,information on a similar list o sources.

,HoweVer, the unfortunate aspect is that they present the infor-

mation in different ways. the most obvious limitation is that

Health Maintenance does not provide -totals by category as does

the General Mills survey. Exhibits 111-36 and 111-37 present the

two sets of survey results.

Overall, the results show that physicians_ are the largest

source of information.. Other major sources include television

programs, public,service messages, and pews stories; magazine and

newspaper articles;
)
and publications from voluntary health or-

ganizations.

Desire for Health Information

Two of the general population surveys inquired about the

desire for health information. Both asked the questiOn(s) in

different ways, thtis precluding coiParabin'ty.

Health Maintenance prompted its respondents with a list .of

items aqd asked whether they would like more information about

the subject.- "General information about how to stay healthy"

ranked sevepth on a list of items about wbich1people would like

to know more, with a 51 percent level of response. The effect of

- 92 . 103 ti
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EXHIBIT 111-36 .

SOURCES OF IlEALTH CARE INFORMATION BY AMOUNT OF
INFORMATION FROM THE HEALTH ,MAINTENANCE SURVEY.

9

u.o

1

. "

Sources

A Crest
Deal

10ercent)

Some
But Not
A Great
Deal

(Percent)

Only A
Little.

( Percent)

No
Information_
At All

*meet).

Not
Applicable'
' (vol.).
(Percent)

Not
Sure

(Percent)
Advice by your own doctor or doctors

Public service messages on telev&sion or
radio (for example, from the Cancer Society
on cigarette booking)

Publications from organizations like the
Heart Association, the;Cancer Society, etc.

Articles about health in magazines and
newspapers

Medical columns in newspapers and
magazines

Medical news storbis on ielevision
and radio

Hialth courses you have taken in school

Advice from the pharmacist or druggist
you. use

Friend!, relatives or neighbors

Government publications on health

47

29

,23.

22

21

20

15

12
1

10

10

33

43 .

39

45

41

45

26

34.

33

14

16

18

19

22 .

21'

17

23

32

23

. . 5

9

.17

13

13

12

25

36

22

29,

1

* 1

2

1

15

2

1.

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

164
ti

F
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Sources

Advertising by drug companies, food
companies, etc.

Advice in booklets from ,your group
insurance carries

Medical advice from your
medical department or in
publications

Medical advice from your
medical department or in
publications

6

106

employer's
company

union's
union

EXHIBIT 111-36 (continued).

A Great
Deal /

Perce t

A Great
Deal

(Percent)

Only A
Little
(Percent)

No ,

Information
At All t
(Percent)

Not
Applicable

(vol.)

(Percent)

Not
Sure
.(Percent)

33 31' "26 1 1
'7%

5 23 25. 38 7 2

5 14 . 16 37 26 1

3 10 11 36 38_ 2

4

107.



EXHIBIT 111-37

4 I

SOURCES OF HEALTH CARE INFORMATION.BY LEVEL OF
INFORMATION FROM THE GENERAL HILLS SURVEY

. .

1 . Well Somewhat Poorly
Total Informed Informedfnformed

...
.

(PercentjSourCes (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)
0 .

.
Doetors and dentists 45 47. --. 47 39

_31 21. 30. .40

News stories on TV and in newspapers 29
_26

....4.
.

30
.

30

ColUmna and articles in populAr magazines
,

25. 24 24 27and newspapers

I

Television programa

*
Voluntary health organizations ^16 19 . 18 ,. 9

Theigl.own immediate-families 16> 11 17 18

Medical b d elpycloPedids-- 7-- -1:- 'Ali,- '22 13 7

TV commerc s and advertising in
14 12 12. 18magazines nd newspapers

, .

Friends 13 140 12 17

Popular books on lth and diet.
Irk

11 48 9 6

119trition labels o rodcts 10 0 11 8

The United States Government . 10 12 11 % 6

Health and physical fitness magazines 9 14
l

4 8 .
7

4.

S's
9



exercise on health followed next with a 42 percent response

level. Knowledge of self-examination techniques for high .blood

-pressure, breast cancer and heart irregularities constituted the

leading topic about. which people wanted to know more at 70.

perent. However, the manner in which the Health Maintenance

auestion was asked-may' have had the effect of producing higher

rates- of responses in' general. To wit, people hay Vie' more

inclined to say *yes, I am interested in more inftirmation* than

to say *no, I am not.*

The General Mills survey asked about' the one or two kinds

of health information that family members .would find most help-

ful.' The survey used a list of 14itins to prompt its respon-

Thetc*c Of how best to exercise and keep physically fit

the list of responses 'With-14"titifeent'. "The"--

leading response was where to go "for help when needed with a 26

percent level of response. Because of the way.that this question

was asked by General Mills,. the level of response.for all) items

is lower due to the limitation on the number of responses. It is

interesting that the desire for fitness-related information

ranked eighth in one survey and ninth on the other. However, a

limitation to further statements about the meaning of two plirvey
results is 'that the Health Maintenance survey appears to hive

used a larger list 'of items thane did the General` Mills survey. 4'

Based on the General Mills results, the desire for fitness-

related information, as compared with other health information,
XI

is in the average to low average range.

PHYSICAL insmess PROGRAMS

Early in the present study, it was thought that one of the

primary areas of investigation would involve the -collection and

description of fitness-related community programs. However, as

the process of data collection progressed, it became obvious that

information of this Lure generally was not available. Only the

YWCA and YMCA organ. mations had fitness and exercise program

information.



TS. YWCA collected and published information on its member

associations which include:
.%

Community YWCAs 396.
Provisional YWCAs.- 5

Neighborhood Units - .3,674

Branches and Centers 285

Registered YWCA Groups - 22

Student Associations -

4

0

rwo tables from its Fall 1981. publication, The Print Out,1

are of Interest for this study. . Eiphibit III-38 presents general

information on persons registered in unity associations for

the year ending:August 1980. 'This table shows that almostfr2.36

million-personee-regtotered-in-sisch-associationsii The following

exhibit, Exhibit III-39, presents the information in the DM re-

portpertaining to physical education and athletics. More than

000,000 persona participated in 71,000 physiCal activity programs

during the year ending August 1980. Break-downs by state are

available for programs and participation. Unfortunately, there

is no further information on the content, duration,or other as-

, pacts of the physical education and athletics programs.

In March 1982, the YMCA of the USA, with funding support

from ODPBP, surveyed its associations and branches to identify

existing health enhancement programs in eight specific areas, one

pf which was fitness and exercise. The YMCA Enhancement

Survey Report2 results revealed that 96% of the had fitness

and exercise programs. In fact, fitness and exercise programs

were twice as common as any other 'form of health a enhancement
.

program, the other types of programs and thgir availability were

nutrition and weight managemint (48%), healthy lifestyles ($7%),

stress management (28%), hypertension control (27%), smoking

cessation (24%), safity (23%), and'alcohol and drug,abuse (11%).

Specific types of fitness and exercise programs and the

percent of local associations offering the program are as follow:



EXHIBIT III-38

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY AGE, ACCORDING TO SEX AND MENBiRSHlip STATUS,
OF PERSONS REGISTERED IN 0014UNITY ASSOCIATIONS DURING THE YEAR
SEPTEMBER 1979 THROUGM'AUGUS1 1980 FROM THE NATIONAL BOARD YWCA

1

Total Persons
Registered .

'Number Percent

Total

Total 2,359,956 100.0

Number Percent

Women and Girls

Mete) era

Number'

Nonmembers

Men and Hays

Percent Number Percent Number PerceQ

-1,9781,328 100.0 1,227,856 160.6 i50,432 loo. *,628 1004
5AGE 4VEL

Under, 6

6 through 11

12 through 17

18 through 34

35 through 59

60 and over

gNot reported

112

244,902

337,621

301,713

600,857

389,004

153,773

332,086

10.4 143,118 7.3

14.3 233,002 11.8

12.8 256,392

25.5 556,126

16.5 354,605 18.0

13.0

28.1

6.5 137,637

14.1 ' 297,448

p.

7.0

15.0

all MIN. MID

1.OM! MIN

192,528

456,004

275,415

98,159

205,750

kor

111=1. 143,118'

233,002

15:7 63,864\

37.1 100,122

22.4 79,190

8.0 39,478

16.8 91,698

19.1

31.0

8.5

13.3

101,784,

104,619

145,321

44.731

26.7

27.4.

11.9

11.7

10.6 34,399 9.0

P

5.3 16,136 4.2

12.2 .134,638 9.1
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EXHIBIT III-39 4

s

NUMBER OF GROUPS AND ENROLLMENT FOR pILECTED TYPES
OF GROUPS IN COIF UNITY ASSOCIATIONS, 1979-1980,

FROM THE NATIONAL BOARD YWCA

4tGroups

Type *of Group -Number

total
vie 120,364

Physical education andathletics 71,689

Social development 20,711

Adult education: classes 19,284

Adjustment and/or rehabilitation 3,883

'.AdultAdult education: interest groups 3,330

Job triinini and related programs 1,447

to

c

114
- 99. -

Percent

Enrollment

Number

100.0

I

59.6

17.2

16.0

3.2

2.8-

1.2

41)

1,667,867

Percent

100.0

909.707 54.5 11

355,289 21.3
111

220,117 13.2 44

46,737 2:8 11

114,184 6:9

21,633 1 1.3 11



.t. ?

Aerobic dance classes - 92% .

. I

Early morning/noon and evening fitness programs -
86%

. .
, ,

Aquatic fitness classes - 76%.

PersonaliZed programs for fitness - 73%

Lap running facilities - 69%

Weight training classes - 67%

Individual Atness testi)* - 65%

"Vs Ways to a Healthy Back" 4-'.53%

'Y's Ways to Physical Fitness" (complete package)
- 42% .

Sport fitness classes, e.g., ski fitness - 42%

Pre- and post-natal lasses - 33%

Some other fitness programs mentioned by 'respondents included

progrims for families, youth and senior ; special rehabilitation

fitness (e.g., arthriti') programs; starter fitness; and fitness

for the handicapped. No other information about fitness program

enrollment, frequency, duration, curriculum or other aspects was

available fromthe survey. *

Two other surveys, HIS and Roper, provided limited infor-

mation about exercise and sports in group settings. The HIS

survey asked about participation in sports as a team member. gx-

hibit 111-40 presents the HIS information. from its 1975 survey

with age, sex, race, region, and income disaggregations. Find-

ings from this data indicated that team participation is greatest

for white/ male persons from higher income families in the North

Central and West regions- of the country. Participation in team

sports decreasqs draMatically with age. Iersons who are non-
white, from the South, and from lower income families are the

least..likely to be engaged in team sports.

Finally,- the Roper' survey asked about regular exercise or

calisthenics with a'group. Seven percent of the respondents in-

dicated such participation.. In contrast, 30 percent of the per-'

sons indicated performing regular exercise or calisthenics on

their own.

115
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All ages

EXHIBIT III-40

PERCENT OF PERSONS 20 YEARS 0FNAGE-AND OVER REPORTING
SPOMSArARTICIPATION AS A TEAM MEMBER FROM THE

SEAM INTERVIEW sugvEy,-1975

20 44 years

45 - 64 years

65+ years

Race

White

All other

iwn0.41.

Northeast

North Central- .

Sduth
e-

West .

k

t

Income

Laos than $5,000

$5,000 - $9,999

$10,000 - $14,999

Over $15,000

Unknown
4

Total Male' Female

11.2 14).4 8.4

16.5 20.7 12.5

7.3 8:8 5.9

1.5 2.7 0.6

to

11.7 IONOM

7.1

12.1

13:8

7.1

13.2

4.7

8.3

13.7

16.1

5.0

a
a
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11

4 ,

In conclusion, it would appear that between seven and ele- I

ven perkent of the overall population participates in group exec- . 1

1

cises or' sports. The YWCA registration statistics represent,

approximately one percent of the population. 'Physical,education

sand athletics programs participants -represent only 0.4 mcent.

Thus, even if.participation figures were available for YMCA and

other community programs.and they provided estimates considerably

higher than the YCA's, it would appear *that other forms of

partilipation le.g., company or,club) account for a large amount

of group participation.

071CCNES RELATED TO PARTICIPATION IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

In the investigation of 'information and evidence'c'oncetn-

ing the effects of physical activity, two groups of recent

outcome studies were seiegted for inclusion in this report. Both

groups used large sample sizes to examine the effects of higher.,

versus lower levels of physical activity. In addition, the two`

groups of studies examined subsets of the U.S. population, as

opposed to studies of other countries, e.g., ones by Morris et

al?"7 The, first group comes from Alameda County, ,California and

examines the relationship of health practices to health ,status

40 mortality. The second group of studies was performed by Dr.

Ralph Paffenbarger and his associates, utilizing select popula-

tions of subjects.

Alameda County Studies

The evidence on the ielatirship of health practices to

health statue and mortality from Alameda County comprises some of

the pioneering work in this area. The studies from Alameda

County that have provided useful information on the relationship

of physical activitygto health stItus and mortality are:

Relationship of Physical Health Status and Health
Practices by Nedra Belloc and Lester Breslow°
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Relationshipadf Health Practices. and Mortality by
Nedra Belloc".

Pefsistence of Health
ship ioibMortalityby
Enstrom

%Life-Style and Puthre
Alameda County Study
Ca macho"

4

Habits and %heir Relation-
Lester Breslow and James

Health: Evidence from the
by James Wiley and Terfy

Together, these longitudinal studies provide evidence that Indi-

viduals who engage in *good* health practices--including physical
activitylive longer, and are healthier than persons who do not.

The discussion of the Alameda County results comes in the order

of presentation of the articles shown above. The seven health

practices which were investigated in these articles were: desir-

able weight levels, drinking patterns, amount of sleep, regulari-

ty of- 'meals, level of physical activity, and smoking.

In the article by Belloc and Breslow, seven categories of

physical health .1;.azwing.. frOso,;4.0.evepp disability to great vigor-

without diiease- impairent*, conditions or symptomM) were con-.

verted into a scale do 'Which theirav,piii values of a population

or sub-population were exPrissed by' a ' ridit' (Relative to an

Identified Population) ." The average ridit value for a popula-

tion is .50. Higher values signify poorer heilth while lower

slues indicate better health. for instance, a ridit of .60
would mean that 60 percent of the population'has better physical

health.than the person for whom the ridit was caluclated.
a

Exhibit I/1-41 shows age- and sex- =elated ridits for six

categories of physical activity. The results indicate that any

participation in recreational activity, with the exception of

hunting and fishing, is associated with better heiith status than

no participation at all.

The next fable, Exhibit iI1-42, is pilvided as at summary

measure of physical activity. It groups responses from the four

categories of physical activity presented inn the prior table into

three total classifications. Weekend automobile trips were ex-

cluded because they do not constitute a physical activity. Hunt

- 103 -
118
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EXHIB III-41

ACE-Sla RELATED PHYSICAL HEALTH RIDITS BY ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
70N PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FROND THE BELLOC AND BRESLOW ARTICLE

Here isa list of active things
that people do in their free
time. How often do you do any
of these things? Often

Active sports 4 .44

SwLmming or taking long walks .47

Woiting the garden / .48

Doing physical exercises - .46

Taking weekend automobile trips .48

Hunting or fishing .49

Age-Sex Related Ridits

MEN WOMEN

Simetimes Never Often Sometimes Never

.48 .47 . .52

.49 .53 .46 .55

.51 .52 .46 .50
0

.54

.50 .52 .46 .49 .53

.50 .54 .48 .49 .54

.50 .51 .50 ..50 .50

120



EXHIBIT 111-42

c AGE-SEX RELATED PHYSICAL HEALTH RIDITS BY AMOUNT OF
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FROM THE BELLOC AND BRESLOJ ARTICLE

MEN EN
Age-sex
related
ridit

952
Confidence
interval Humber

Age-sex
related
ridit

952
Confidence/.
interval

.49 1.01 3,009 _ .48 . 1.01
'Pk

.58 1.04 439 .54 1.03

.58 1.04 322 .64 1.03

4 ...1.0mmt

Amount of physical activity Humber

Often or sometimes engage in
active sports, swim, or take
'long walks, or often garden
or.do physical exercises 2,775

p ,

in Sometimes garden or do pby- 11

sical exercises or did, not
all fillier . 214

Never do any df these

121
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ing and fishing are not included because of lack of demonstrated

positive effects on health. The data from this table show a dis-

tinct difference between persons who often or sometimes,engage in

active sports, swim, or take long walks, or often garden or 4o

physical exercises and those persons who only sometimes garden or

do physical exercise, did not answer, or never kit" any of these

things. Better health for physically active persons is indicated

by the lower ridit values.
.,

Belloc and Breslow also found that health practices, in-

cluding physical activity, were independent of each other. More

importantly, they found, that "good" health ha,lits were additive.

4:St

In other words, rticipation in more "good" health practices was

associated with ter physical status as indicated by lower rid-

it values. ,

In the next article by Belloc, the relationship between

seven health practices and mortality within five years was exam-

ined. With regard to physical activity, the lowesti age-adjusted

mortality rates for men were clearly associated with participa-

tion in active sports (Exhibit III-43). Since few women partici-

pates in active sports, the lowest mortality rates exited for

those women `who reported that they often swam, gardened, dr exer-

cised. Furthermore, this study demonstrated that lower mortality

was associated with greater involvement( in "good" health prac-

tices. This indicates that Treater participation in 'good'

health practices is additive for mortality as was the case for

physical health status. rh addition, this study found that "Mor-
t

tality, as measured by age-adjusted rates,. was more strongly

related with poor health practices than it was with physical

health status or with income level.'

The article by Breslow and Enstrom reported the relation-7

ship between seven health practices.and.mortaliiy over a period

of 9 and 1/2,years. Exhibit III-44 presents.the age-adjusted

mortality rates for. various types. of physical activity. The

physical activity re ults of this study were the same aukihe

earlier study by Be TO wit, greater physicalcaCtivityNwis,

- 106 423



--114le of physical activity

I:4 caseAge

a Sometimes sports or

Often active sports

Often swim, garden.

I

swim

Sometimes garden or crer-
cies

-After any of above

EXRIBIT III-43

MORALITY RATES (Proportion dying' in 54 years) BY
HEALTH PRACTICES ISY AGE AND SEP FROM BELLOC ARTICLE

Age-
adjusted Under

Age-
adjusted

rate 45./ 45-54. 55-64 65-74 75+ rate

.038 .009 .026 .059 .143 .200

.063 .014 .051 .105 .221 .317 .033

.060 .005 .06§ .061 .154 .533 .042

.080 .014 :019 .152 .303 .530 .043

.114 .031 -(33} .300 .483 .476 .067

Under
45 45-54 55-64*

.010 .016 .048

.004 .019 .051

.011 .031 .O59

, .006 .011 .044

-(106) .085 .088

65-74 75t,

-(5) -(0)

.110 .250

.150 .231

.184 .366

.224 .476

allote: Critleal.levels for Health Practice Score were determined by the relationship to physical health status,n4 are indicated by >. ; - m6-deathse .144sber in patentheses is the denomination; Insufficient numbers.i some age categories to calculate age-adjusted rate.

1.24

4

I_ 1==.L.L.:1==.4LLI=d_ .

jrmI.
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EXHIBIT 111-44

AGE-ADJUSTED MORTALITY RATES (PROPORTION DYING IN 9; YEARS) BY
TYPE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY. AND SEX FROM THE BRESLOW AND ENSTROM ARTICLE

Type of physical activity

Age-adjusted rates

Men Women

Often active sports

Often swim, garden, exercise

Sometimes sports or swim

Sometimes gardeq or exercise

Never any oflove

A

a (

Age-adjusted to the total 1965 survey sample.

0.068

0.118 .0.065

0.124 0.076

0.150 0.082

0.186 0.161

b
Insufficient numbers in age category to calculate age-adjusted rate.

#th

*
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.

associated with lower mortality rates for both men' and women.

More generally,the two authors found that the number of "good'

health practices was inversely related .to mortality., Men who en-

gaged in all seven health practices had mortality rates that wereb

only 20 percent of those who followed zero to, three health prac-

tices. The comparable figure;40r women was 43 percent.

The fourth and final study by Wiley ,and Camacho examined

the extent to which health practices can be shown to be predic-

tive of future health'status. In'the course of this study, the

effect of non-participatiOn7by a group of Alameda County survi-

vors rdrop-outs") in the 1974 follOw-up study was, evaluated. L.

Significant differences were found between those who responded to

-the follow-up survey.and those who did not.. 'However, after cor-

recting for, the drop-out non-response in the 1974 survey, Wiley

and Camacho found that 'five "good"-tealth practices, including
r

physical activity, wipe significantly correlated with overall

health outcome nine pars later.

The authors also made the point, that earlier findings

could have been einterpreted:as showing the effect of health-'6-as

.a measure of capacity to engage in phytical activity ---on the rate

of activity rather than as an indication of the beneficial effect

of such activity on health. Since the health. measure used in

this paper has been adjusted for the initial-level of health,

this type of reverse correlation does not seem to be a plausible

explanation for our fiftdings."0 More 1:tringent testing of this

statement was conducted, the conclUdiOu wars reinforced.

In addition, the authors investigated the possibility of

existence of a bias due to measurement errors in the health indi-

cator. After examining the issue, they concluded 'that random

error of measurement is%not a plausible explanatiori° for their

findings. Finally, Wiley and CamachO explored the possibility

that other variations affected-the results. Theyefound that 'the

effect of health practices On future 'health cannou.be accounted
for by variation in income and education, nor can the importance

of socireconomic status to health be explained by class dif-
.

a
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ferences in health practices. Roth types of factors make signi,7

ficant independent contributions to consequent health.'

In conclusion, the results of the studies of Alameda Coun-

ty residents show that discretionary personal health practices;

and specifically physical activity, inproved individuals' future

health status and reduced their chances of mortality relative to'

persons not .engaging in such health practices. ,These findings

were consistent over time, and the effects were shown to be -in-'

dependent of other possibly confounding variables.

Paffenbarger Studies

In three studies, Ralph 3. Paffenbarger and his associates

examined the relationship-between physical exercise and coronary

heart mortality. -Thi studies of interest are: ,

Work Activity and Coronar Heart Mortality by
Paffenbarger and Wayne Hale"

Physical Activity as an Index in College Almmni
by Paffenbarger, Alvin Wing, and Robert Hyde

untercurrents of Physical 4qtivity and Heart
*tack Trends by Paffenbarger.-"

The first study identified above examined the Level of

physical activity of various groups of, longshoremen and tlii/rela-

tionship of activity to coronary heart mortality. Energy outputs

required by job were used to divide longshoremen work activity

into three groups: 12eavy, moderate and light. Then the death

rates' from coronary heart disease were compared to the level of

activity of longshoremen. The comparisons produced the results

shown in Exhibits III-45 and .III -46.

The authors drew the co lusion that greater physical ac-

tivity for the heavy work actLvity persons was associated with

reduced risk for heart attacks, especially those where death soon

follows.' The differential between the heavy versus the moderate

and light activity levels continued to exist even after taking

pinta aaount other risk factors, i.e., coking, blood pressure,

body weight relative to height, diagnosed heart disease, and

128
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EXHIBIT rg-45

DEATH RATES FROM C91 ONARY HEART DISEASE (Cm) AMONG
SAN FRANCISCO LONGSHORDIAN IN A 22-YEAR p0taiow7up PERIOD,

1951 -1972, ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF WORK
AND AGE AT DEATH* ramt PAFFENHARGER AND. RALE ARTICLE

DEATH RATES
FROM CED RELATIVE

MAN-YEAR- NO. OF CRD 10,000 RISK OF
RrytACTIVITY LEVEL OF WORK DEATHS CED

Heavy
35-44 8.3 4 4.8

45-54 11.-.0 20 18.3 1.0

15-64 7.4 34 46.2 1.0

65-74 1.0 8 76.6 1.0

All Ages** 27.7 66 26.9 1.0

Moderate (

35-44 2.9 2 6.9 1.4

45-54 8.7 35 40.4 2.2

55-64 9.2 " 61 66,1. 1.4

63-74 0.7 136.4 31.8

All Agee** 21.5 107 46.3 1.7

Light
35-44 3.0 1 . 3.3 0.7

45-54 8.9 27 30.2 1.7

55-64 14.5 122 84.1 1.8

65-74 17.1 275 -161.2 2.1

All,hges** 43.5 425 4§:0 1.8

* Work asudgmment annually according to caloric output required by jab.

** Adjusted.
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EXHIBIT ,III --46,

AGE-ADJUSTED DEATH R#TES PROM, CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CUD), 1951-1972,
ACCORDING:1'TO INTERVAL BETWEEN SYMPTOM ONSET AND DEATH, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF

WORK AND AGE AT DEATH* FROM PAFFENBARCER AND HALE ARTICLE

Work Activity Level

Man-Yr
of Work
( :103).

No. of
CHD

Deaths

Death Rates Eros
CHD (per (0,000

Man-Yr)
.1 Relative Risk

of CUD

Heavy
/

27.2

Sudden
'Io

17
..p. 5.6 1.0

...,Delayed 20 8.8 1.6
Unspecified 29 . 12.4 1.0

Moderate_; 21.5

den 36 19.9 3.5
Delayed 31 12.5, 1.4

0
Unspecified 40 13.9 1.1

Light 43.5,

Sudden 131 15.7 2.8
Delayed 119 (13.2 1.5

Unspecified 175 20.1 1.6

* Work assignments reclasWied annually according to caloric output required by job.

I



glucose metabolism. They further stated that "heavy work acti-

vity reduced the influence of such high risk factors of coronary
heart disease as, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, tachycardia,

obesity/ and ,others (reference provided).° Follow-up studies on
the longihoremen15447 showed that 1) the relationship between

. reduced physical activity levels and fatal heart attackt was most,

evident in younger and middle-aged Gen, and 2) other possible
non-causal factors did not explain the work activity--fatal heart

attaci.relationship. In the second follow-up study, they con-
cluded that "we believe our findings are consistent with a causal
protective hypothesis 'based on either a direct effect f work-

activity or an indirect effect through modification of 5 other°,4
known risk' factors not adjusted for in the analysis.

In the next study, Paffenbarger, Wing and Hyde examined

the physical activity levels of Harvard alumni And their cor-
relation with heart attacks. More specificall the physical
activity measures which were utilized Consisted o the number of
stairs climbed each day, the number of city:blocks (1/12 of a
mile) walked 'each day, and the'amount of time spent inactive
sports. The information then was used to develop dichotomousl
levels of activity. In addition, a physical activity index was
developed based on the number of kilocalories used per week in
the selected activities.

The results. were that the risk of heart attack was greater
for persons who were loss physically active with one excepiion:
light sports activities

_ All other values for

the relative risk of a heart attack were statistically signif i-
cant. In fact, low active alumni were found to have a 64 percent

greater risk of heart attacks than their active counterparts.
The effect of physical exercise was found to be at least

i

partial-
ly indpendent of other risk,factors, e.4, smoking and obesity.

Furtherlorel. Paffenbarger t al. concluded that heart at-
tick risk was reduced by physical 'activity of at least 2,000'
kilocalories per week). for all non-fatal and delayed and unspeci-,

field fatal heart attacks (see Exhibit If1-48). The exception was



EXHIBIT 111-47

AGE-ADJUSTED RATES AND RELATIVE RISKS OF FIRST HEART ATTACK (HA) AMONG HARVARD
MALE ALUMNI IN A 6-10 YEAR FOLLOWUP, BY MEASURES OF ENERGY

EXPENDITURE FROM PAFFENBARGER, WING AND HYDE ARTICLE

Physical activity in
1962 or 1966

Stairs climbed daily

No. with
)

Person-years HA per 10,000
of No with person-years of Relptive

observation UA observation risk,of HA* PrObability

6-4

)...

A
$

4:50

50+

City blocks walked daily

4:5

5+ .

Light sports play

No

Yes

Strenuous, sports play

No

Yes

Physical activity index (kcal/week)

<2000
2000+
Undetermined

37,946

76.064

24,996

85,345

50,606

16,032

66,638'.

45,724

56,549
38,027
23,194

222

329

140

385
,

.

288

102

390

148

307 .

122

143

56.5

45.1

57.8

45.7

59.8

55.3

54.1

39.3.

57.9
35.3
47.6

a

1,25

1.26

1.08

1.38

1.64

* Rate for less active divided by rate for more active.

4

4.33

.008

.016
i

.501
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EXHIBIT 111-48

AGE-ADJUSTED RATES AND RELATIVE RISKS OF FIRST ATTACK (RA) AMONG'
MALE ALUMNI IN A 6-10 YEAR FOLLOWUP IT CLINICAL TYPE AND PHYS

ACTIVITY INDEX FROM 41AFFENSARGER, WING AHD HYOK.ARTICLE'
(

Clinical type of HA

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY INDEX

0000 kcal/week '2000+ kcal/week Relative '

Risk of
No.* Rate** No. Rate HA*** .Probability

Total

Nonfatal

Angina pectoris

Myocardial infarction

Fatal

Sudden,

Delayed

Unspecified.

*, No. with HA.

307 57.9 122

193), 36.4 85

73 13.8 25

120 2L6' 60

114 21.5
,

37

31 5.8 17

40 7.5 5

43 8.1 15

..

** No. with HA per 10,000 person-years of observation.

A** Rate for less active divided by rate for sore active.

134

. 35.3 1.64 4:.001

24.6 ' 1.48 .002

f. 2" 1.91 .005

17.4 - 1.30 . .050

10.7 2.01 s.001

4.9 1.19 .594

1.40 5.22 < .001
4.3 1.87 -.090
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that the risk of a sudden, fatal heart attack was not different

for active 'and less active' alumni. Morris, however, found

significant. differences for both fatal and non-fatal heart

attacks between vigoroui exercisers and those who were more
sedentary.

_ The third table from this study (Exhibit 111-49) shows the

relative risk factors for heart attacki-wl,th various combinations

of physical activity levels, smoking patterns, and history of hy-

pertension. Inspection of this table reveals that greater physi-

cal activity in combination with non-smoking status and the ab-

sence of hypertension' greatly, reduced the risk of heart attacks.

The third study by Paffenbarger was presented to a Confer-

ence on the Decline in Coronary Heart Disease Mortality. Exhibit

11/-50 presents the estimates derived by Paffenbarger indicating

the average potential reduction in heart attack risk for the lei=

vard Alumni given that individual changes in adverse health char-,

acteristics had taken, place. For example, each one hour increase

per week in strenuous sports activities would. have produced a

five percent decrease in risk.

Paffenbarger reaffirmed his earlier.findingis that higher

levels of physidal activity were associated with lower mortality.

He noted that the curent decline in general population death

rates may well be linked to the greater levels of physical exer-

cise for the overall public.

SUMMARY

The reasonably large number of well designed and imple-

mented general population surveys conducted within the past ten

years, and more specifically concentrated in the last two to five

'years, has produced a fairly large body of information. Were the

data from the different surveys in greater agreement, conclusions

about the incidence and prevalence of physical activity behaviOrs

and attitudes could easily be made. Unfortunately, as a result

of differential formats and concerns, the hoped-for ideal state
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EXHIBIT 111-49

AGE - ADJUSTED RATES AND RELATIVE RISKS OF FIRST HEART ATM* (HA) AMONG HARVARD MALE
ALUMNI IN A 6-10 YEAR POLLOWUP, SY SPECIFIC COMBINATIONS OF LOW PHYSICAL

ACTIVITY, CIGARETTE SMOKING HABIT, AND HISTORY OF HYPERTENSION,
FROM PAFFENBARGER, WINO AND HYDE ARTICLE

I

11a
11

I

Physical Activity
index 4:2000 kcal/week

Cigarette
stoker

History of
Hypertension

\re'

amb

111

1,712

18,319

2,618

1,020

26,684

11,809

1,434

18,648
.

No. with
HA per 10,000

Person-years person-years of Relative
of observation observation risk of BA*

42 201.9

100

38 102.3

9 79.5

89e 35.1

. 49 50.1

9 41.8

. 45
26.2 .

J
* Rate for presence of cbaracteristic(s) divided by rate for absence of all three.

13'1

73.1

1

39.4

t

7.70

2.50

3.901

3.03

1.91

1.59

1.00
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Characteristics

Strenuous.sporte

Light sports only

EXHIBIT 111-50
6

POTENTIAL REDUCTION IN INDIVPUAL HEART ATTACK RISK WITH CHANGE IN'
HARVARD ALUMNI CHARACTERISTICS (CLINICAL INTERVENTION) FROM

Stair climbing

Walking

Cigarette smoking

Hypertension

Body mass index

111

Unit change in
characteristics

11 hour/week

11 hour/week

10 stairs/day

t1 block/day

1+ pack/day-i/none

Yes, No

.1,1 U.S. unit

C

Average reduction in
heart attack risk per
unit change in

characterieles (2)*

f.4
1.4

0.4

0.5

51.1

61.5,

I

* The percentage reduction-with change in each alumni characteristic is based on relative risk estimates
of heart attack adjusted for age, follow-up interval, and each of the other six characteristics listed.
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of convergence for all surveys* was not always. obtained. Sonar

general conclusions can be reached on the basis of the available

data; as has already been' demonstrated for many topics,

reasonable convergence was' obtained from two and sometimes more

sources of data.

Briefly summarized, with respect to the' issue of how many

people engage exercise or 'sports on a fairly regular basis, we

can 'say that tom: 36 and 59 percent of the general population

do so. The a ual nuMber depends on the definition of regularity

:obi& is used as well as the time period. about which respondents

are aueried. IA addition, we can state that higher participation

rates are shown by:

Younger as opposed to older people

Men as opposed to women

Whites more thin non-whites

Persons with higher levels of education

Individuals of higher as opposed to lower family
incomes

; Nowa living in suburban as opposed to urban or
rural/small town communities

Individuals :residing in the West, with the lowest
participation ratty shown by individuals who live
in the South.

There was an insufficient amount of information to permit

a reliable determination of the average amount of time people
/

spend in exercise, or sports. Overall, the-level of participation

in regular exercise appears to be remaining constant, despite

indications that 60 percent of the regular exercisers have begun

such activity within the past two years. However, this implies

that a similar percentage of former regular exercisers ceased

)

such participatidn within the past two years. This assumption,
and by implication the preceding statistic, seems inflated.

Further information on this point would be useful 'in underhand-

ing.the trend in regular exercise participation. levels.
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With regard to preferred activities, rank-ordering the

activities investigated within each relevant survey and then,

comparing the "Inks obtained resulted in the following list of

the top' ten activities (in order of popularity/participation

rates) :

Walking

Swimming

Bicycling

Bowling

Calisthenics

Biking

Softball

Basketball

Running/jogging

Tennis.

In general, no dramatic changes in overall participation

were evident during the 1972-1980 period. That finding suggests

that the reports by.large segments of the population that they

have taken up exercise recently might be spurious, that a large

number of people have ceased exercising, or that intensity of

participation has changed while the basic rates have not. The

available data do not permit a more definitive concibdlon. A

trend was-noted toward greater participation in running/jogging,

tennis and racquetball over this period of time, which appears to

reflect a shift toward more strenuous or vigorous activities.

Examination of the data to identify the one best single

reason that people begin to engage in physical activity was not

productive. What was very clear, however, is that a doctor's

recommendation did not serve as a particularlympowerful motiva-

tion for initiating physical fitness behaviors. Otherwise, the

most accurate conclusion which can be reached from `the avail le

data is that people gave a variety of reasons for engagin

physical activitty behavior; these included so-called "fitness"

reasons, as well as lessons centering around personal enjoyment.
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Analogously, individuals derived a variety., of be

both physical and psychological, from physical activity partici-

pation. Also, it appeared that higher levels of activity were

associated with higher amounts of perceived benefits.

It was clear that lack of time was perceived as trie

greatest obstacle to getting exercise, with lack of motiva-

tion/discipline, lack of interest/liking and poor health being

cited as well, although .less often. Most of these barriers are

self-imposed., According to the data, involvement in physical

activity and exercise could be increased by a physician's

recommendation or better weather.

With tegard to general attitudes and perceptions about

physical fitness, it seems that although most people were at

least somewhat satisfied with their physical condition, a sig-

nificant proportion (over 40 percent) did not feel they were get-

ting enough exercise. Despite this- result, individuals felt that

they were doing the same as, or better than, their peers. It was

also the case that people overwhelmingly agreed that aerobic

exercise is the most important form of exercise. The inference

that this attitude is most likely the result of recent inform;

tion-amd events is supported by the observation that older indi-

viduals were the least well informed about physical fitness
activities.

Unfortunately, it appears that the people who are least

active are most likely to remain inactive. *Certainly, one source

of potential attitude change which could be utilized toward al-

tering this association is the physician, who still appears to be

peoiNs, most consistently cited source of information about

fitness.

,Outcome Studies

Several studies which investigated the direct effect of

physical activity on mortality (mainly from coronary heart

disease) were reviewed. Although some of these studies were

conducted with what homogeneous populations, the rrults--

1 4.3
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which all pointed to a close connection between physical activity

and longevity--were 'unequivocal and compelling, and clearly

support the need for encouraging additional studies designed to

enable greater, generalizability and causal inferences.

Other Data Sources

/n addition to the sources of data reported in this and

succeeding chapters, a number of other sources were identified.

For example, results from a provincial and a nationwide survey

from Canada were obtained. As a result of problems of non-com-

parability, these results are not included in the main body of

the report; however, they are included in Appendix B. In addi-

tion, results from a number of state-wide surveys were considered

to be sufficie tly restricted to be excluded from the text; these

1,results are in ppendix C. .E dfr

Future Surveys

As a result of The Granville Corporation's intensive re-

view of available information on physical activity and exercise

behaviors and attitudes, ,-a number of surveys which will be pro-

viding future information were uncovered. In some cases, the

surveys have been completed but the results are not yet avail-

able., In other cases, surveys are to be conducted in the near

future. Appendix D provides all of the currently available sur-

vey instruments from which physical fitness and exercise informa-

tion is expected.

In addition, ODPHP is currently sponsoring a large-scale

study to provide up-dated fitness status information for school-

children and youth based on state-of-the-art measures, along with

an assessment of the physical activity patterns of these groups,

and an analysis of the association between activity patterns and

fitness status.



.1V. BRIPLOTHE FIMIZSS PROGRAM

INTRCHXCTION

4

Thiso, chapter examines the available secondary dataconi7

cerningfithess programs sponsored by employers. A survey of

employers vas originally part of the planned work under: this seg-

ment of the contract. Disallowance Of the,survey approach by OMB

led to the collection of secondary data from a number of sources:

However, the search. yielded little in the way of valid and reli-

able data concerning the.nature and extent of employee programs.

A number of items which had surfaced in the initial iden-

tification of sour s were found to be lacking. Specifically,

several articles war reviewed which discussed the general move

toward employee fitness ograms and thA benefits of such pro-

grami. However, these s roes did not provide data that would

allow, generalizations about the kind and extent of available pro-

grams.; Rather, they were either prescriptive and talked about
,

how to set up a program, or were promotionalvand focused on the

benefits and desirability of Such programs (e.g., improve morale,

inc ease productivity). Other sources presented information from

con rolled studies conduited to assess the effects of an employee

fitness program intervention.

Finally, *a American Association of Fitness Directors in

Business and Industry (AAFDBI) survey of its members was identi'
fled as a promising data source early in our search for sources.

However, attempts to locate the AAFDBI survey results were note

completely fruitful. A copy of the full report was sought from

several past and present AAFDBI officers, the President's Council

on Physical Fitness and Sports, and the firm which conducted the

study. Only a brief synopsis of the findings however has been

published. In addition, the survey was limited to AAFESI mem-

bers, thereby confining it to organizations already having fit-

ness programs. Thus, it provides no information on the incidence

of fitness programs, only data on their characteristics. Such

information, while interesting, diaes not provide generalizable

data.
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Little opportunity or need to engage in analysis of the

convergence of study results existed since only-one of the avail-

able sources generally provided approulate data'.

Information that was available organized in this chap-

ter by' the CategorieSof:

Incidence mond characteristics

Program Cost

Facilities'

Eligibility

Participation,

Benefits

INCIDENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS

The incidence of employee fitness programs represents our

in major concern. Several studies and,surveys offered rele-

vant estimates: Health Maintenancell Fitness Systems' survey

entitled Corporate Fitness Programs: Trends and Results;2 the

Administrative Management Society's (AMS) survey of.500 companies

regarding fringe tenefits:3 and the National Heart, Lung, and

Plood Institute,-,s (NHLBI) survey of Dunn and Bradstreet firms.4

A summary of the results is presented below in Exhibit IV -l.

In examining these results, it is important to consider

the characteristics of these four surveys. Fitness Systelms sur-

veyed 600 companies by mail--the top 300 industrial firms (as

listed in Fortune magazine) and the top 50 of six other categor-

ies. A total of 130 responses were received for a response rata(

of only 21.7 precent. This low response rate a limitation to

the Fitness Systems survey results.

Fitnes0 Systems defined companies with fitness programs as

those which *fulfilled at least three out of six criteria set

forth by the President*s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports.

These criteria are that:. (1) the exercise program is an adjunct

of the company's health program; gn it includes a medically ori-

00.
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SURVEY STATISTICS AND'PERCENT OF FIRMS'
WITS EMPLOYEE FITNESS PROGRAMS FROM FOUR SURVEYS

,tikumber of firms
surveyed

Surber of
respondents

S.rvey response
to

N., of firms
wi employee
fitness programs 34 N/A 58 N/A

Percent of responding
firms with employe,
fitness programs 260 130 18% 300

=tea. screening as a criterion for participation; (3) atb/*son

skilled in prescribing exercise directs the program; (4) exer-

cises are tailored to the individual and emphasize/ progressive

improvement; (3) activities are non-competitive; and (6) a system

periodic evaluation is included o measure individual improve-

d sent and to aid in program design.

The Administrative Management\ Society surveyed a., °commit-

tee of 300" managers in 1981 with a return of 329 'responses. No

information was provided to indicate how this group was consti-

tuted in terms of company sizetlype, or geographic distribution.

Also, In addition, an =specified masher of Canadian companies

were included.

Fitness Health
SPstems 1Maintenanc NIMBI

600 209 500- 6,000

130 209' 329 4,800
% .

21.7% 100% 65.8% 80.00

NELSI reports having surveyed 6,000 firms in 1980 concern-

ing the use of health hazard appraisals in industry. A simple

.random sample of the Dunn and Bradstreet °listings (excluding

smaller firmsi.e., those having less than 100 employees) was

selected. In asking about other health promotion programs, the

- 125 -
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survey found Oat 30'percent of the 4,800 companies responding

indicated having fitness programs. As with AMS 500, we have no

information on chaiacteristics and distribution.

Health. Maintenance, the study extensively cited in the

chapter 'on general population participation, surveyed business

and union leaders, as well as the general public. The survey

report indicates that 'a "representative cross-section" of 176

companies was selected from a list of the Fortune 1,250, after

insurance companies were removed. 'The union sample consisted .of

35 drawn from a list of locals' of the largest unions in the 15

largest U.S. cities. Business and union respondents were asked

if their organization or health care provider'makes available to

employees /members various types of .preventive health care pro-

grams. The program type of interest for our present purpose was

"opportunities and facilities for physical exercise At work.' In

addition to the 13 percent of busitness %executives who' responded

positively, 11 percent of the unions indicated that their em-

ployers provide for such a program.

Overall, there seems to be little grounds for explaining

the difference between the higher estimates provided by Fitness

Systems and NELBI and the lower estimates given by the Health

Maintenance and AMS 500 surveys. Except for AMS 500, the surveys

reported having sought information from companies that were gen-

erall,,large in size. `The AMS 500 surrey did nbt provide any

data on company size. It is very likely that inclusion of smal-

ler coranies would have had the effect of reducing the estimates

of incidence!. The restrictive definition used by Health Mainte-

nance suggests that its 13 percent estimate is low, because fit-

ness programs and, activities sponsored by they employer but

located away from work (e.g., a fitness program at the YMCA) are

excluded. Thus, the 18 percent estimate from AMS 500 may be the

more appropriate figure to use as the low estimate of the per-

centage of companies with fkeless programs.

A characteristic of employee fitness programs: relaad to

incidence is the rate at which such programs are being estab-
Ok
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lifted. Although various source organixationsokmadeetbwgensx810

point that -these programs are beingiestablished at a Apia rate;

only Fitness Systems provided any hard data. 'Specifically, of

the 34 companies having pr4rams, 27 had established them during

the 1970s, with most of those coming into being between 1976 and

3979. Siiilarly, a number of companies without programs (14 of

96) at the time of the survey id the Spring of 1979 indicated

ni/

plans to

Ar

stablish programs by 1981. Here again, caution in

reviewi these results is suggested because of the small numbers

involved.. Also, the low-response rate (only 130 out of 600 com-

panies-contacted-responded) suggests that many of the respondents

might be predisposed in favor of fitness programs, thus making

the estimates of planned program establishment misleadingly high.

Fitness Systems' survey also indicated the extent to which

responding companies offer health care programs other than fit-

ness. From 53 to 59 percent of the companies reported offering

diet/nutrition, smoking. cessation, and. stress management pro -

qr. About two-thirds offered some form of program designed to

deal,with alcohol/drug problems, and the vast majority provided

physical examinations. However, in many cases,' eligibility was

restricted to certain subsets of employees..

During the period of September to December 1979, an AAP',/,'

survey5 was conducted to determine the,charketeristics of their

members' employee fitness programs. Noting that the survey was

confined to organizations with employee fitness programs, the

results from 142 members were:

1) 55 percent of the programs contained combined
elements of cardiovascular fitness, sports, and
strength developmentl. 32 percent were devoted en-
tirely to cardiovascular fitness; and 7 percent
were confined to recreational and sports activi-
ties.

2) 37 percent of the 'programs
staff person, 40 percent had
bad 5 to 9, and 8 percent had
teen percent had no full-time

had one full-time
2 to 4, 7 percent'
10 or more. Thir-
staff.
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3) 32 percent of the programs had only liability
waiver as the entry requirement, another 17 per-
cent required approval by a physician,. and 47
percent required a stress test for entry.

4) 48 percent of the programs reported little or no
medical supervision, 32 percent had moderate
physician supervision, and only 20 percent had
strict medical supervision.

5) In terms of numbers .of participants, the distri-
bution among the employee fitness programs was:

-- 1 to 25 persons - 17%
26 to 75 persons - 18%
76 to 200 persons - 20%
Over 200 persons - 45%

E) Medical-physiological measurements, were used
frequently by 42 percent of the .programs, oc-
casionally by 35 percent, and rarely or not at
all by 23 percent.

7) Regular and objective measures of attitde and
performance were conducted in one-third of the
programs while the remainder used subjective or
informal measures.

0) 61 percent of Ole programs had indoor and outdoor
facilities, 28 percent had only indoor facili-
ties, and 9 percent used only outdoor facilities.

PROGRAM COST

Almost no information is available about the cost of em-
ployee fitness prcjrams. Obviously, programs vary in their scope

and quality with attendant differences in cost. The Fitness Sys-

tems' survey recorded a range of $300-$900 per participant (with

participation estimated at 30-60 percent) for programs with full -

time qualified supervision where facilities are provided. Pro-

grams providing facilities, but only part-time supervision,
Showed costs ranging from $250-$350 per. participant (with parti-

cipation estimated at 20-40 percent). The provision of indirect

Supervision withpUt providing facilities can'cost as little as
$50 per participant (with participation estimated at 15-20
percent). Additional data from Fitness Systems indicated that of

- 128 -
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27 total companies, 12 have costs of loss than $300 per partici*?

pant, porhave expenses of $300 to $900, and ,C have costs exceed-

ing $900 per participant. Similar estimates were reported in an

article by Eondrasuk.6 The article cited a range of $50-$1,000

per employee, but provided no explanation of the figures.

Another aspect of the cost issue concerns the amount of

support for fitness programs provided by companies. The AMS 500

surveil indicated that most companies (24 of 26) with in-house

programs pay all costs. Those which support programs off-site

typically require employees to pay part of the coats. Only five

of 79 companies in this category bear all costs.

Similar information from the Fitness Systems survey on the

costs borne by participating employees reveals that, of 51 total

programs on which information was available, JO (58.8%) require

no employee contribution. Another three (5.9%) require a $1 to

$09 contribution, 15 more (29.4%) require from $100 to $200, and

the remaining three (5.9%) have employees bear Sine than $200 of

the costs of the employee fitness program. Because the° Fitness

Systems data war' not broken down by on-site and off-site facili-

ties, they cannot be directly compared to the AMS data.

FACILITIES

As noted above, employee fitness programs vary greatly in

scope and nature. One important variable is the provision of fa-

cilities. Again, little information is available. The AMS 500

survey found that 26 of 58 companies which have fitness progrims

provide an "in -house program,' presumably (according to "AMS) in-

cluding special facilities.

In terms of absolute costs, Edwards and Gettman7 cited

79.75 figures ranging.from $2,000 to $73,000 for corporate gym-

nasium investments. In Fitness SysteM's survey, 12 companies

reported original investments 'in facilities and equipment of less

than 9100,000, two companies invested $101,000-$250,000, and

saved invested more, than $250,400. The data as reported do not
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indicate the number of locations covered by the dollar figures,

although we suspect that more than one location is involved in
some of these cases. The National Aeronaqics and Space Admini-
stration8 NASA), which has one of'the most often referenced'

employee fitness programs, indicated a cost of $7,500 for a de-
fined list of exercise equipment. The equipment incltdes tread-

mills, exercise bicycles, rowing machines, wall pulleys, balance

beams, weights, and several other items. NASA notes that its
space (4,400 square feet) and equipment permit 20-25 persons to

use the facility cash hour. Finally, at the extreme is the Kim-

berly Clark Corporation, which spent $2.5 million for its physi-
cal fitness center.

ELIGIBILITY fp

Another aspect of interest is eligibility. The Bureau of

Labor Statistics (BLS) conducts a yearly Level of Benefits Sur-
vey9 that includes a question regarding recreational facilities
provided by employers. More than 1,500 firms, judged to be rep-

resentative of private sector establishments with at least 50,

300, orIT0 employees (depending on the industry) in the conti-

nental United States, were surveyed. The companies were asked
whether they provided: "full or partial defrayment of the cost

of providing recreational benefits such as swimming pools, tennis

courts, gyms, uniforms and 'trophies; or membership in country

clubs; resort facilities, etc." Partial defrayment was defined

as at least -$50 a year for all employees.

Although the category of recreational facility is too

broad to show spfcific activities directly contributing to few-

ployee,fitness, and the percent of employees eligible for'recrea-

tional benefits gives nomindication of employee participation,

the stuffy is very important in that it does. indicate a baseline
of non-availability of fitness programs on a- national level.

The survey indicated that percent of all employees have

no opportunity to participaiel in any form of fitness program
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through work. The percentage could be higher than reported If

the category of recreational benefits did not include pro-

vision of uniforms and trophies. Also, the very small unt of

550 cualifying as partial defrayment probably results in island-

inigly high estimates of the proportion of employees who receive

signifiarnt levels of support.

EXhibit IV-' 2 shows the BLS information on employee eli-

gibility for recreational benefits by type of employee. No

breakdowns are available to indicate either the levels or types

of benefits offered. Overall, the data indicate that profes-

sional and administrative workers are somewhat more eligible (28

and 35 percent) than clerical/technical and production workers,

respectively.

Fitness Systems found that in 22 of the 55 fitness program

locations covered by responding companies, eligibility was re-.

striated to executives/management and/Or medically selected per-

sonnel. In other words, roughly half of the epployee fitness

programs covered by the Fitness Systems survey 4clude most or

all of clerical/technical and production workers. This appears

to contradict the findings of the BLS Level oe Befits survey,

but possibly can be explained by the fact that the minimum

contribution constituting a *recreational beneif is miniscule

in the BLS survey. Further cooperation may be donating trophies

to its production /clerical workers' bowling league, while

providing memberships in a health spa to its executives.

Fitness Systems also indicated higher participation rates

for those programs with limited eligibility than for those with

eligibility extended to all employees. This is predictable for

to reasons:

Restricted eligibility programs are smaller so
higher participation rates are easier to achieve

Management personnel are more educated and have
A higher incomes than employees in general. It is

/ useful to remember that education and income are
positively associated with exercise participa-

, tion.
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EXHIBIT IV -2

PERCENT OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES ELIGIBLE FOR
RECREATIONAL BENEFITS PROVIDED BY PRIVATE COMPANIES

Itt

EMPLOYEE GROUPS
PerCent Professional/ Technical/
Eligible Administrative Clerical Production

i

Non/Eligible 70 75 73

1 to 50% Less than 0.5 Less than 0.5 I
percent percent

100% ..

23 18 17

Not Available 7 7

PARTICIPATION

The Fitness Systems survey is the only source of informa-

'tion on participation rates for employee fitness programs. It

provides information on total participation and broken down by

.eligibility groups, type of program development and facility

access time.

Exhibit IV -3 presents participation data by eligibility

Groups. For partiCipation rates of less than 20, 20 to 39, and

40 to 59 percent, there were roughly an equal number of program

locations. In contrast; only four program locations (or 9% of

the total) indicated participation rates o? 60 percent or more.

All four of these itograns locations restricted elgibility to

management and medically selected reasons. Overall, the range

varies from less than ten percent participation to more than 8Q

percent. When participation rates by eligibility groups are ex-

amined further) the majority. of fitness prograi locations that

are restricted to management d medically restricted to man-

agement and medically selected i ividuals are found to have par-

ticipation rates over 40 percent. In programs for all employees

and for salaried and tenure persons, the opposite is true. Both

groups have participation rates concentrated below-40 percent.

Thus, the restricted programs were found to have higher parti-

cipation rates.
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%.10."."'" EXHIBIT IV-3
I

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEE FITNESS PROGRAM LOCATIONS IN BY LEVELS
OF PARTICIAPTION FROM THE FITNESS SYSTEMS' SURVEY

Participation Rates
Less than 20 to 39 40 to 59 60 percent

Eligible Groups 20 percent percent percent and over

Managenemt and medical- 6
ly selected persons

All employees 7 8

Salaried and tenure 1 13

All groups 14 13

4 8

MOON..11

12

4

4

The-type of program development also affects participation

rates. The thretucategories of program development used by Fit-

ness Systems consisted of individually tailored, standard entry

level and preset progression, rates, and self-determined programs.

Ltiaividually tailored programs were defined as fitness programs

that were specifically matched to an individual's needs. This

type of-program would be most likely lo involve part -time or

full-time supervision. ,Tbe andard entry level and preset pro-

gression rates type of prog ams consisted of exercise programs

where participants were e cted to follow a preset exercise

regimen. The self-determined programs allowed the individuals to

I, establish their own exercise regimen.

The results from the Fitness Systems survey revealed that

39 of the SI fitness programs were tailored to individuals' phys-

ical condition. Nine were set up as standard entry level and

present progiegion rates while four were self-determined. is

shown in Exhibit r7-4, the vast majority of the programs with

participation rates over 40 precent were individually tailored.

However, more than half of the individually tailored programs had

participation rates of less than 40 percent. In contrast, more

than half of the standard entry level and'preset progression rate

programs and all of the selfdetermined programs had participa-
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RATES OF PARTICIPATION BY TYPE OF PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT FROM THE FITNESS SYSTEMS SURVEY

Participation Rates
$ Less than 20 to 39 40 to 59 60 percent

Program Development Type 20-percent percent percent and over

Individually tailored 552(11) 772(10) 922(11) 1002(6)

Standard entry level and
preset progresstion rates 252(5) 232(3) 82(1)

Self-determined 202(4) ' ..... _._

rf

NOTE: The number of programs inferred from thp Fitness Systems data are shown in
parentheses.

t
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tion rates'of less than 20 percent. Thus, the use of individually

tailored programs is likely to induce, but not assure, higher

participation rates.

The third factor that influenced participation rates was

the time periods during which, had access to fitness

facilities. Overall, Fitness Alisterns found that 26 programs al-

lowed access during working hours while 15 restricted access to

off-work hours only. Ten ,programs had split access times, i.e.,

access for management dui124 work hours and access for other em-

ployees during off-work hours only. In Exhibit IV -5, the distri-

bution of access time is shown for the specified participation

rapt categories. It is worth noting that employee fitness pro-

grams with higher participation rates (i.e., 40 percent and over)

generally provided facility access time during working hours.

Conversely, prdgrams with participation rates under 40 percent

more typically limited access to off-work hours or provided split

access time.

BENEFITS

A great deal has been written in recent years on the bene-

fits of employiee fitness programs. A number of studies, 10-14

have shown that fitness programs result in better physical condi-

tion and reduced coronary risk factors for employees. More spe-

cifically, significant improve have been demoetrated for,
.

strength, flIsibility, endurapce, and cardio-vascular health' (as

indicated by pulse rate, blood pressure, cholestrol levels, body

weight, and heart rate recovery). However, significant results 0,

are not always found for some of the cardio-vascular health in-

diCators, erg., body weight and cholestrol levels.
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EXHIBIT IV-5

RATES OF PARTICIPATION BY FACILITY ACCESS
TIME FROM THE FITNESS SYSTEMS SURVEY

Participation Rates
:110 than 20 to 39 40 to 59 60 percent

Facilty Access Time 01bernat percent 2215122t and over

During working hours 20% 69% 70% 100%

*Split: management during
working hours, others
off work time only

Off work time only

Mt

25% 23% 15%

552 82 15%

r
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In addition 11144 physical it is.: also,

of interest to know what changes in absenteeism,. produa#wity,

morale and-health care costs have been found to be a resUit of

employe* fitness programs. Overall, little hard data on these

aspects has been found. The strongest evidence uncovered con-

cerned absenteeism. Sjurstrom Alexiou,- Nicks et al., and

Fitness Systems all reported reductd absenteeism on the part of

employees who took part in fitness programs. However, self- ,1

selection of participants in employee fitness prograis could be a

factor that biases the reported findings.

Regarding job satisfaction and job performance, no hard

data are available to support the existence of changes associated

with fitness programs. Studies that do indicate positive bene-

fits, such as Seinzelmann and Durbeck, relied on the self-reports

of employees. In contrast, a controlled study by Edwards and

G.ttman was unable to show any significant changes related to job

satisfaction or performance.

ilnally; in terms of health insurance claims, a sdidy at

Purdue University 15 found that persons who exercise more have

the same number of health insurance claims, but that the dollar

amounts are less.

As initially noted, available data regarding the extent

and nature of employee fitness programs are lim ted. Further,

much of the information that has been collect. suffers from

arbitrary sample selection, deletion, of smaller companies, limi-

tations related to the data collection procedures, and analyses

and conclusions that were sometimes based on very small numbers
,

of companies. Other, well-designed studies were typically re-

stricted to small occupational groups, e.g., Paolone et al. Thus,

from a research standpoint, the employee fitness results are

flawed and do not provide generalizablt data,
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Overall, the results of the extant studies ,suggest, the

following conclusions about employee fitness programs:

The incidence of employee fitness programs runs
between 18 and 30 percent for larger companies,
depending on the definit on of fitness prdUam
that is used

Fitness programs were bung established more
frequently in the late 19 Os than at any pre-
vious time

Operational costs run between $50, and per
participant depending on the t of su rvision
and facilities provided

Fitness facilities can be z i expensive or
very elaborate, depending on the eeds and the
desires of the sponsoring organization.

Eligibility is greater for management and admini-
strative personnel

Participation rates range from less than 10 per-
cent to more than 80 percent. Restricted eligi-
bility, individually tailored programs, and
facility access time during working hours all
positively influence participation rates

Psychological benefitt have been ,demonstrated for
fitness program participants, but other benefi.ts,
save for reductions Am absenteeism, generally
have not.

While all of the information reviewed suggests the ef-
ficacy of employee fitness programs, as well as a trend toward

1

establishing more of them, no broad ed information exists on
several important points. These include

The benefits to employers and employees of fit-
ness programs in comparison wi other alterna-
tive preventive health pleasures such as stress
management, alcohol and drug abu control, or
smoking cessation

e extent to which those participating in em-
ployee fitness programs are already active and
fit versus those who are inactive and would show
the greatest benefits



es The prevalence of employee-fitnees..progrims awn s;
the full range of employers, and the factors fa-
cilitating or inhibiting program. initiation.

t
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v.. Kamm FITNESS' PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

The focus of this chapter is on student physical activity

patterns in sports and exercise and physical education programs
in schools.. Information on competitive sports, physical eddca-

tion, and other lorms of student physical activity was collected

for elementary and secondary scpools'and colleges. In addition

to program and participation Olformation, data on the physical

fitness status of students was sought.

Only a fewsources were found that provided national data

bases concerning physical activity and exercise. in schools. Four

surveys by national high school and college associations provided

most of the available data. Save for one instance, similar data

from more than, one source were not found. Thus, comparisons of

survey results and analyses of differences generally were not
possible.

In general, school data were collected foriwothe years 19750
to 1981. The most extensive trend data wereZained from the

National Collegiate Athletics Association Og and described

college programs and student participation for five year inter-
vals between 1956 and 1976.

InformatiOn Was :not available for several significant as-

pects of physidal activity and exercise. For instance, data on
curricula content of physical education classes were sought but
'could not be found. Such dati could. .have indicated the nature

and range of Physical. fitness activity in schools as well as the

type of health,promotion information taught in physical education

classes. Alsor.the frequency of such clatses., the availability

Of school _facilities, funding and staffing levels all constitute

elements that for the most part,were missing. The
,AmplO

only N
onwas,yiformation on facilities that came from the

AAA. Finally, infotiiatiOn about the physical fitness status of
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students was sought as an item of particular interest to ODPEP.

Such information was available only for students aged 10 to-17

via norming studies of the Youth Fitness Test. This test is
. administered by Ain unspecified number of physical education

instructors each year, but its results generally arit not a4-

gregited.at either the state or national level. The exceptions

to the general practice of non-aggregation of test results were
through area probability samples and' consequent testing of public

school studentsLcongucted,in 1958, 1965, and 1975 for the purpose

of establishing norms for the Youth Fitness Test.

. Two potential edam's of national data..identifit;d in an

earlier report for this study Age not included in this assess-
ment, .Specifically, the National Center for Education Statis-

tics' Survey
-
of Courts Offerings, Enrollments and Curriculum

Practices was conducted in the 1972-73 school year and has not
been repeated. Thus, it was judged to be too, old to cont4ibute

"Meaningfully to an inventory bf current practices. Further in-

vestigation of NCES' Elementary' and"Secondary Educalifbn Get4ral

Information Survey also proved unproductive, in that the agency

reported that its data contained no breakdowns 146r physical edu-

cation.

r.

ELEMENTARY: SOTO=

Available information for elementary schools includes
state "certification requirements for (,;physical education

andinstructors elementary ....arRIr simondary schools and physical
fitneis status measures.'.

Tie instructor certification requirements data were col-

'` looted in a 1977i-1978 iurvey1 by the imericfri School Health Aim-
ciation. In that survey, statie were' asked to identify certifi=

cation reqmiriments for scho4.nurses, physioians, sanitarianm,.

and teachers of

a the strict of
for ealth and .

health.. The'resuits reveal that 14 states and

'Columbia hays jOintd certification requirements

physicil education teachers, and that Wisconsin

- 141 -
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offers separate.ceitification for physical education. No certi-

fication remiiiements are noted for physical education instructor

for the remaining 35 states. In addition, certification in

health education forliteachers of health is required in 32 states.

The responses for all 50 states and the District of COlumbia are

resented in Exhibit V-1.

The 1975 and prior national normings of Youth Fitness

Tests were administered to both elementary and secondary school

students; the results however are most easily presented together

in the high schools section below.

No other data were found which had been aggregated at the

national level about elementary school program (="student parti-

-cipation in physical activity.

HIGH SCHOOLS

The primary sources of data for high school programs and

student participation were the National Federation of State High

School Associations (NFSESA- 1978 -79, 1979-80, 1980-81),2 Office

of Civil Rights in the U,S. Department of Education (OCR/DE -

1978, 1980),a and the Youth Fitness Test norming results.4 Some
,

additional information came from the National Center for Educa-

tion Statistics CNCBS-1975-25),6 and from the U.S. Bureau of the

Census (USBC 1978, 1979, 1980).6 The high edhool information

below is presented for interscholastic sports participation, in-

traiural sports participation, physical education programs, phys-

ical fitness levels, and trends in sports and physical activity.

-" At the time of the 1981 survey (1980-81 school year),

NFSHSA membership contained 19,900 senior high schools, of which

40.7 percent were public schools, and 9.3 percent private. The

num#er of schools responding to each of the 1981, iao, and 1979

surveys is dbt known. Total student enrollment for all senior

high schools was reported by the NFSESA, but not by sex.
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SCHOOL HEALTH EIRICAT'OR CERTIFICATION

Health,
Health Physical

State Education, Education Comments

Alabama Must have minor in health, physi-
. cal education, and/or recreation

Alaska Teacher certification only

Arizona Teacher certification only

Arkansas X 17 semester hours of health educe,.
cation

California X A health science specialist
instruction credential has been
established

Colorado

Connecticut- X

Delaware I

District of ,colubbia

Florida I

Georgia I

Hawaii I

Idaho I

Illinois I

Indians

Iowa

Kansas

Kentuckyi

I

X

I

111

I

X

Teacher certification, additional
requirement' may be set by local
school district

Teacher certification only

18 hour semester requirement

Louisiana Listed as Health and Safety
Education Certification

- 1 43 --'
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EXHIBIT V-1 (continued)

Health,
Health Physical

State Education Education

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigai

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

x

X

X

X

X

North Dakota

Ohio X

Oklahoma

Oregon X

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

It

Comments

Teacher certification only

18 semester hours in health
education

Major or minor in healt duce-

X

X

- 144 -
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NASDTEC Standards

Recommended guidplines for
professiolf preparation

No requirements
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EXHIBIT V-1 (continued)

Health,
Health Physical

State . Education Education

South Carolina X X .

South Dakota

Tennessee X

Tomas X X

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

X

X

4

X

Comments

No requirements

24 semester hours in health
education

Major or minor in secondary
education in health

Teacher certification

Separate certification for health
and physical education

Minor, major or master's degree
in health education

SOURCE: 1977-78 American School Health Association Survey, as reported In
School Health in America, 2nd edition, USDHEW, Aug. 1979.

V
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Interscholastic Sports

Participation data for 39 interscholastic sporti are

available for the nation as a whole and individually for the 50

states and the District of Columbia. The NFSHSA Annual Sports

Participation Survey collected 1980-411 data which are shown in,

Exhibit V-2. The results
(

indicate that the ten sports with

greatest participation by boys are, in order of popularity, foot-

ball, basketball, outdoor track and field, baseball, wrestling,

cross, country running, soccer, tennis, golf, and swimming and

diving. For female students, the top ten sports are basketball,

outdoor track and field, volleyball, softball, tennis, cross

country running, swimming and diving, gymnastics, field hockey,

and soccer.

Overall, absolute levels of participation are higher for

boys than for girls. Nine of the ten sports for boyghave cases

of individual participation exceeding 100,000 as compared to only

five of the ten girls' sports. Given the nearly equal sexual

balance in high school enrollments, this means that oases of in-

dividual participation by boys are greater (by roughly 50%) than

such cases for girls.

While it would be useful to know the actual number of stu-

dents participati.ng in interscholastic sports, the data do not

allow for adjustments" for persons participating in more than one

sport. Thus, 'commentary on cases of individual participation

must suffice.

Intramural Sports

Proportional participation in high school intramural

sports was obtained from NCES (1978), and is presented in Exhibit

7-3 with interscholastic participation data from the same year

for purposes of comparison. The level of participation of girls

in intramural sports is far more, nearly equal to that of boys

than-is the case in high school interscholastic sports. However,

again, data are not available to indicate absolute numbers of

intramu ;al participants.
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EXHIBIT V-2

PARTICIPATION IN 39 HIGH SODOL INTERSCHOiASTIC-
SPORTS, VOL BOYS AND GIRLS: 19800141

Archery

' BOYS GIRLS
Number of Number of

Participants Participants

220 501

Badminton 444 9,608

Baseball 422,310 a-
Basketball

Bowling

Canoeing

.1

Crew

Cross Country Running

553,702 423,568

6,761 6,272

219 128

430 120

172,270 90,224

Curlizig 64

Decs;thIon 378

Drill Teem

Fencing

Field Hockey

flmailmmt

708

9,786

504

55,656

Football -11 -man

9-man
8-man
6-men

937,901
6,738
12,625
1,1591

Golf

Gymbastics

Ice Hockey

Judo

Lacrosse

Pentathlon

Riflery

118,390 32,828

.13,293 64,815

25,925 56

252

13,501

3

4,942

266

2,991 795
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10

EXHIBIT :(continued)

BOYS
Number of
Participants

GIRLS
Number of
Participants

I
Rugby 42

Skiing (Downhill) 6,895 5,136-
(Cross, Country) 2,575 2,434

Soccer 149,376 41,119

Softball (Fast Pitch) 479 181,908
(Slow Pitch) 548 24,443

Swimming and Diving 90,941 86,853

Table Tennis 46 23

Tennis . 130,046 119,889

Track and Field (Indoor) 33,275 15,464
>(Outdoor) 507,791 377,995

Volleyball 11,732 297,786

Water Polo 26,869 282

Weight Lifting 7,199 385

Wrestling 245,029 a-

SOURCE: ,TFSESA, 1981 Sports Participation Survey.

6
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EntIBIT

PROPORTIONAL PARTICIPATION IN HIGH SCHOOL INTRAMURAL
AND TNTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS, POR BOYS AND GIRLS, 1975-76

ti

Intramural Athletics

Interscholastic Athletics

I

3.

SOURCE: NCES, "Athletic Injuries and Deaths in Secondary Schools and Colleges,
1975-76." 1978, Table 9.
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Physical Education Prevents

National participation data for 1980 high school physical

education programs were obtained from OCR/DE, 1980. Enrollmer4,

in these programs included 4,999,834 males and 4,586,36 females.

These totals represent participation rates of 52.2 anC47.8 per

respectively. From this and earlier information, it can be seen

that boys and girls participate in nearly equal proportions in

physical education programs. Since such programs are usually a

reauired activity, similar participation rates would be expected.

Physical'Fitness Levels

Despite the relative, dearth of nationally aggregated in-

formation concerning the extent and nature\of physical fitness

programs in the nation's schoolsp.some data\about actual levels

of children's physical fitness were available. Specifically,

funds provided by the Department of ;ducatiop were utilized to

collect data about the physical fitness status--as ieeasured by

the Youth Fitness Test--of schoolchildren and youth, ages '10

through 17, in the public schools of the coterminous United

States in 1965 and 1975, which were compared with each .other and

with the original norm information collected in 1958. The most

current national norms (1975) are included in the test manual

(Revised 1976 Edition) of the. American Alliance for Health,

Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD) Youth Fitness

Test.

In all three national testing instances, the sample was

selected via consultation with the University of Michigan's

Survey Research Center--a well-respected organization. Area

probability sampling techniques (in 1975, a four-stage cluster

probability sample) were utilized; such techniques, as noted in

Chapter, II, generally provide a highly representative sample.

However, it should be noted that only children attending public

- schools were included in the sampling .frame, so' the results are

not necessarily generalizable, to children attending private or

parochial schools.
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Given that the comparisons between- collection dates and

permintile norms for the tests included in tie battery were-comr.

pared as a function of both age and sex, complete comparisons

will not be reproduced in this document. Instead, the major

findings are reported below.

For the period between 1958 and 1965, significant
gains were found for boys for all tests (54 out
of 56 comparisons). - Similarly, significant im-
provements were noted for girls (39 out of 48
comparisons)

In contrast, .for the 1965-1975 comparisons, . es-
sentially no changes Were ,detected for boys, with
scattered gains noted fot girls in the 600-yard
run (for 13-15 and 17 year olds), the long jump
(for 13 and 14 year olds) and the.flexed-arm hang,
(for 14 year olds only).

Girls showed little improvement in the enOurance
events (e.g., sit-ups, flexed-arm hang) as a
function of age; 10 year olds perfotmed about as
well as 17 year olds.

One final caveat which should be noted, is relevant to the

appropriateness of comparing the 1958 to the 1965 data. Specifi-

cally, since 1958 was the first time the test had been adminis-

tered, and marked the formal start of the national incentive pro-

gram, we should expect that mere familiarity with the tests could

account for some of the performance gains demonstrated by the

second national testing (1965). This is not to suggest that fit-

ness status failed to improve, over this period of time merely to

recognize the possible influence of instrumentation factorsi on

this appare improvement.

Trends in S rts and Ph sical Activit I
Trend Kati -have been obtained for 39 categories of inter-

scholastic spirts In Exhibit V-4, the number of high school

students partic -sting in the 18 most often sponsored inter-
.

scholastic sports is presented for

years. Response rates for the three

Jekst MFSHSA membership data indicate a

-three consecutive school

surveys are not available,

5.5 percent decline in the

number of Federation member high schools between 1978 and 1980.
'
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Participation data for years prior to the 1978-9 school

year are not included because of inconsistencies in t4e data

collectiOn methodology. In those surveys, some junior high.and

Canadian schools were included, thereby precluding the potential

for comparison of the older surveys with the more recent ones.

Even though high school enrollment declined 5.8 percent

over this period, (the 1979-1981 NFSHSA surveys show that the

number of female participants increased in five of the 18 most

popular sports, while decreasing in only two sports (see Exhibit

V-4). Boys participation however, declined in eight of the 18,

while increasing in only two. If the decline in. the participa-

tion of boys can be attributed to the drop' in overall school

enrollment, the increases for girls would appear to be due to the

efforts of the equal opportunity movements in the United States.

It is also useful to examine the trend in the number of

schools sponsoring variousbinterspolastic sports. For sports

offered by at least 100 sdgools, the number of sponsors for most

sports, as shown in Exhibit V-5, either increased absolutely be-'

tween 1978 and 1980, or declined at less than the rate of NFSHSA

membership decline and thus experien a relative increase. De-

ball, and girlcs71track and field Sports with less than 100

De-

creases were sh by boys' and gir s' gymnastics/ boys' volley-

sponsors all decrelii,ed in absolute relative terms.

, Soccer is the sport with the largest increase in sponsor-

ship: 20.4 percent for boys and 87.1 percent for girls. Only

two other sports--girls' cross count0 running and girls' volley-

ball--had increases in sponsorship' that exceeded ten percent.

Boys' gymnastics is the ony sport which decreased by more than

ten percen relative to membership.

From the above data, it would appear that, in general,

growth continues in high school sports programs along traditional

lines off development for boys and girls., However, programs of-

fering sports to students of the sex for whom the sport is not

commonly sponsored are becoming even less common. Overall, trend

data indicate sponsorship is increasing. This bodes well for op-

portunities for students participation. -

. . x. 174
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NUMBER OP PARTICIPANTS IN THE 18 HOST POPULAR*
INTERSCHOLASTIC SpORTS,.1978-79, 1979 -80, '1980-81

1.980 -81 School Year
-NUMBER OF pARTICIPANTS
BOYS

1979-80-School Year 1978-79 School Year
NUMB'NR or PARTICIPANTS NUMBS, OF PARTICIPANTS

Y8 BOYS GIRLS

BASEBALL

BAswriaLl.

CROSS =tiny
FIELD HOCKEY

FOGTSALL 111 Prsor;

GOLF

GYMNASTICS'

uni Ivan
VISOCCER;7

I.SOFTBALL (Fast Pitch)

SOFTBALL (Slow Pitch)

SWISHING AND DIVING

TENNIS

TRACK MID FIELD (Indoor)

'TRACK AND' FIELD, (Outdoor)

VOLLEYBALL

.MATER POLO ,

WRESTLING

.422,310 "INNIM 410)60,

553-, 702 423,568 569,228

172,270 90,224 163,094

.81* 55,656 1,050

937,901 AIM MO 937,677

116,390 32,828 117'273

13,293 1)4,615 , .

19,844.

q.

25,925 56 24,442

149,376 41,119 133,649

479 181,908, 728

548 24,443 ,516

90,941 86,851) 84,204

130,045 119,889 131,290

33,275 15,464 33,134 '

507,791 377,9* 52',890

11,723 297,786, 12,659

26;869,, 282
.

10,168

2431629 alor 273,346

BOURdEs NFSHSA, Sports Parkicipation Survey, 1979; 1980, 1981

42 415,661 * ,49

409,894 619,601 449,695

'82,124. 170,126 59,005

,52,879 231 59,679

85 986,844

32,903, 117,668. 23,933-.

62,142 :- 19,706. 65,449

22 25,174 89-

26,716
I
132,073 23,475

159,329 811 161,962

A,372 2,376. 14,309

68,585 95,718 81,433

-124::171 156,376 1142,773

15,184 43,794 16,223

.382,584
.
562,567 414,043

265,120 12,812 261,816

390 10,027 365

"48 281,704
asosowasammewb±r.m.ishoossa ...an ....u.s.* wow.ecoo. , ........ .0.440.4

I I

*Sports with under 15,000 participants not included.
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a
EXHIBIT yz5.

NUMBER oy HIGH SCHOOLS OFFERING THE MOST OFTEN SPONSORED
INTERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS, FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, 1978-79, 1979-80, 1980-81

1978 9 1979-80 , 1980-81
No. of pools No. of schools No. of schools

_112112:- Girls Boys Girls
112ZP "Yls

Baseball'

Basketball

Cross Country

Field Hockey

Football-11-man

Golf

Gymnastic'

SoCcer.

. Softball (Fast Pitch)

Swimaiingand"Diving

Tennis

:track and FieldA0jidoor)

VolleYball

Wrestling
4

.J'

3.466 3 13,371
,

16.978 15,290 17,175 16,040

9,902 5,134 .9;654 4,095.

9 1,959 37 1.726 --

13,631 - -- 13,660 2 14,179
,

9,593 2,690 9,825 3,237 9,602 3,048

981 31260 1,097 3,394 845 2,990

3,783 893 3,879 1,052 4,555 1,671

41 6,888 39 '6,590 26 """4 7,374

3,820 3,516 3,828 it

'3,197k 3,757 3,5831

8,862 8,277 9,192 8,443 9,214 8,45

14,623 13,222 14,053 13,319 14,6 8 - 12,365

720 10,524 . 759 10,464

8,683 8,751 3 .512

11,952

14,027

18,041 16,595

9,952 6,938

1,997

)
2

SOURCE:' NFSHSA; Sports Participation Survey, 1981, 1980, 1979.
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. Information on physical activity, participation and pro-
grams in colleges were obtained from three .primary sources: the

National Collegiate Athletic Associaticin (MCAA --1956 -7, 1961-2,

1966-7, 1971-2, and 1076 -7),71111the National Association of' Col-

legiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA - -1973 -4, 1977 -8),9 and the

National. Center for Education Statistics. (LACES-- 1975 -6, 1976-7).5
. Some additional baseline data came .from the U.S. Bureau of the

. Census (USBC--1976 -7,4978 -9, 1979 -80, 1980-41)6 and the National
Junior College Athletics Association (NJCAA--1978 -79) ;1° College

ezercise..and sports, programs and participation data described
'below are divided into intercolegiate sports, intramural sports,

)i
physical edbcation'programs, other ports and exercise activity,
and trends in sports and physical ac ivity.

,

The NCA survey .for the 1976 -7school year collected data
on student participation by sex in fbur year colleges"for a total
of 57 exercise and sports activities. Exhibit V-6 presents stu=
dent partiCipation data'for egories of intercollegiate sports,

intramural sports, physical edu tion activity, recreation clubs,
and informal recreation.

Intercollegiate Sports
a

Examining the information on intercollegiate sports and
exercise activity first, male student participation is found to
be greatest in football, track and field, baseball, basketball,

soccer. For women students, basketball, volleyball, tennis,
field hockey, and softball are the sports with the largest number
of participants. From Exhibit 174, it can be seen that particj.-

pation in intercollegiate sports is consistently higher for men
than for women., To a minor degree this is ,expected, since U.S.
Bureau of the Census, data indidate that women comprised 46,per-
cent of total college enrollient in 19/6-7. Rowiver, inspection
of Exhibit V-7 reveals that for the five most popular sports,
proportitanal paiticipatiOn varies by sport. because of the
sport-sp4cific nature of the activity difjerences broad gen-

.
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EXHIBIT V -&

1

.NUMBERS OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN 57 POTSICAI. ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS,
BY SEX, AT POUR-TEAR COLLECIS AND UNIVERSITIES., 1976-77 (RCAA)

Intercollegiate
Sports

Intramural
Sports

Physical
Iducation
Activity

Recreation
. Clubs

Informal
' Recreation

MEI .,,y / Neiman Men Mown , Nen Women Men Women Nen Women
/*dusty . 107 .4.710 2,850 16,42111 15;195 443 277 11,145 6,597Badaieton --- 605 24,694 15,662 27.994 26,808 . 614 459 20,869 16.862Baseball 19,113 135 2,372 271" 1.953 621 . Wm 2,972 172Basketball 14.683 10,859 493.349 91.541 25,380 1).337 255 460 620.176 147,129Bicycling" --- 1,757 389 2.894 2,802 838 - 290 20,913 9,464

/
Billiards --- 11.716 2,586 5,327 2,347 - -- 148,399 34,498---
Bowling 272 271 39,750 15,103 40.089 33,788 2,174 974 143,345 114.308Boxing -__ 959 --- 55,455 113 518 12 140Copt:all 802 237 rtiP .'..,..... ..... ......... ,......... - --Canoeing 320 119 2,148 1,976 920' 536 : 14,544 7,285

Chess
Crew 2.731

.

1,283

. 1,306
394

411
- -- ---

2,252 355'

'525

1.361
53

644
3,738

- --

1,619

Cricket - -- --- --- --- 196
Cross-Country 8.810 1, 53 17.793 1.087 1,762 4248 267 354 27,555Dance 7 - -- --- -.--

. 2.499 35 ___
.13.017

---

pencin8 1,416 ' 699 1,063 - 427 11,574 8, 2,283 784 1,959 642Field Hockey 6,847. 1,054 1,310 709 5,2 68 464 20 685Foothill Skills --- 1,214 168 3,709 555 1,532 5Football, Tackle 41,551 ---= 3,167 584 --- 2,699 --- --- ---
MNE.M.

Football, Touch 360,075 58,929 7,397 1,575 --- --- 71,978 10.629

Free Throw --- --- 23,256 4.707 --- --- --- 15, 7 1,967Golf 6,713 1,069 22,325 2,637 34,790 20,364 149 119 41,5 19,102Eymnestics 1,)65 2,722 871 1,007 19,194 15.321 869 555 16,42 11,339handball --- --- 21,111 1.173 17,942 5,512 914 128 93,3 10,531
Horsemanship --- --- _.-- 3,208 4,189 -450 474 411
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=PIM V-6 (continued)

IntercSliegiste . - Intramural
Sports Sports

Physical
&locat ion Recreation
Activity Clubs

Informal
' Recreation

Soreashoei
Ice Mackay
Judo-Karate
(Lacrosse
One -On -One

Poddlsball
Pistol

Racquetball
Rifle
Rugby

Sailing
Self-Detense
Shuffleboard

Skin Diving

Soccer
Softball
Syusdball
Squash
Swimming

Synchronised awls
Table Tecibis

Tennis

Track/Track t Field
Turkey Trot

lies WcUsen Nea

11.284

24,719
2.130
4.176
1.915

25,438

Vaasa amm Hoe

4,361
9,667
3.179

41B!!

947
189
374

1.208
8.998

5.251

Vomm lien

2,829

7.999
14.329
3,985

95,609
90

62.472
4.909
4.545

10,565

/
2,072
19.776
3,495

23,517
98,979
2,0)0
14.580

457.143

94.930
272.237
24,255

Women

2,539

1,176

2,326
599
43
41

8.041;

279
1,134

19,361

3,270
11.11111

17.810
338

4,780
5.146
2.167

3,793
550
7641

12,288
6.530

13,476
11,806

745
6,452

64,840

303
265

7.004
1.039

.11!!I

8,603
139

2,570
1.882

15

1,703
825
776

8.734
1.848

4.166
8,098
1,607
1,816

44,216

dB.

1,507 .

66.468
4,285.

.111./M.M

131

2.480
444

581
713

9.909
873

4=!.

40.792
35

16,164

526
12

5.055
- - -

905
11.348
1.504

2.914
33,011

573

1.923
248,919

36,667
166,412
10.712

3,303

4.1119
110.

N.!
213

1,02t
381

1,272

1.173

Mil

503
94

51
121

782

1,626

!NM!
I!!!

75

296

8.838
3.805
489

1.040

1.111
2.326

88,057

351.908
349

6,619
42,293

3,006
426
15

210
*I.!!
1.319
333

9.617
129.158

145

1,141

18,589

9.884
26.873
10,415
1,854

!IN!

5.149
952

5.088
2.547

!!!.
SV3!

6,310
111. /=.

199

5,969

!le
7,127

5.831
IM

3,113
236

947
1,262

!Mb!

13,458
110

462
8.8)0

!SM.!

7,635
20,063

313
531

1,537

727
720

111.!

34

680

441

251
469
803

32,673
67,301 %

53,178
5,617

INN!!

4.767
79,620
10,439!!!
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EXHIBIT V-6 (continued).

Intercollegiate
Sports

Intramural
Sports

Physical
Education
Activity

Recreation
Clubs

Informal
Recreation

Hen Mate Men Women Women , &...e Women lien Women

Volleyball 803 9,356 209,860 129,124

.._11

38,853 29,115 2,708 1,605 58.516 34,976
Water Sasketball --- 4,260 1,770 --- --- --- --- 1,754 586

Water Polo 975 23,078 11,875 4,071 812 1,629 432 3,224 634
Water Skiing _1_ --- - -- --- 281 214 --- --_

Weight Lifting - -- 6,380 171 29,541 4,425 1,677 50 145,127 17,816
- ,

Wrestling 8,718 25627 76 11,669 356 630 .31 7,631 - -- .

Others 27,020 7,179 15,472 11,902 4,334 2,156 37,902 19.393

TOTALS 170,384 64,375 2,067.16? 576,648 684,242 381,868 78,540 25,141 2,730.214 1,077,057,

SOURcv: ?CAA, The Sports and Refreational Programs of the Nation'. Universities and Colleges,
Report No. 5, March 1978.
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EXHIBIT t-74'

PROPORTIONS or MN AND WOMEN PARTICIPATING IN TEE
FIVE MOST POPULAR INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS `AT NCAA COLLEGES, 1976-77

St

S

tr.

I

SOURCE: National Collegiate Athletic Association, The S ort and creational
Programa of the Nation's Uelversities and Colleges, Repo{ t-Nunbar Five,
Corrected Copy, tables 1 and 3. 4
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eralizay.ons.abodt men's and women's participation in sports and
exercise are ifficult to make. Football Is solely a male
sport. Bageball/softball and track are dominated by men while
tennis and basketball participation rates are roughly equal
between the sexes. Furthermore, these male-female participation

differences are also confounded by the factor of sponsorship.

Thus, it is also of interest to examine the percent 'of

colleges sponsoring the most frequently offered intercollegiate

sports. Exhibit V-8 shows that sponsorship, like participation,

is higher for mens.' thin womens' sports. Looking at specific

sports, we see that mens' basketball is the only sport offered by

almost all (99%) of the NCAA colleges and universities. More -

over, mens' football, which has the largest number- of parti-

cipantd-, ranks, only tenth with 66 percent sponsorship. In ad-
dition, it is clear that sponsorship fates for womens' sports are

J lower than for mens' sports. In fact, six of the nine womens'

Sports have sponsorship rates of less than 50'.percent. The lower

rates of sponsorship imply fewer opportunities for participation

by women in some.sports, and thus lower participation rates (as

was noted in the preceding paragraph). In contrast, sponsorship

rates .for ten of the eleven mens' sports are greater than 50

Percent.

Information on intercollegiate sports in ilk-year colleges

comes from two sources, the National Junior College Athietip As-

sociation (NJCAA) and the National Center for Education Statis-

tids (NOES). The former'iource provides information on the num-

ber of two-year colleges sponsoring varioda 'intercollegiate

sports as shown below in Exhibit V-9. Basketball, baseball/soft-

ball and tennis are the most frequently offered sports for"both
men and women. However, as was the case with four year colleges,

'availability is lower for all three of these sports for women.

than for men.. Specifically, 776 junior colleges offered'inter-

collegiate sports for men as 'opposed to only 562 for women, a

difference of 27.6 percent., Furthermore, the NJCAA sanctions 20

intercollegiate sports' fOr men, but only 11 for womei.

- 160 -
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EXHIBIT V-8

f

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF NCAA COLLEGES SPONSORING THE TWENTY MOST
OFFERED INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS FOR MIN AND WOMEN, 1976-77

ER OF
IONS

-1. Man's basketball: 715
2. Ment,s tennis 655
3. Men's baseball" ' 654
4. Women's basketball 649
5. Man's golf 620

6. Women's tennis 582
7. Man's doss country 576
8. Woman's volleyball 544
9. Men's track and field 533
10. Men's football 475

11. Men's soccer 435
1.r., Min's swimming 394
13.. Men's wrestling 379
14. Women's swimming 338
15. Women's softball 317

16. Women's track 314
17. Women's field hockey 290
18. Women's gymnastics 203
19. Woman's cross-country 176
20. Men's lacrosse 143

PERCENT OF ALL
NCAA INSTITUTIONS

99
91
91
90
86

81,
80'

75
74
66

60
, 55

52
47
44

43.
40.

28
24
20

SOURCE: NCAA, The Sports and Recreational Programs of the Nation's
Universities and Colleges, Report No. 5, March 1978.
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EXHIBIT V-9

NUMBER .OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGES OFFERING. INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS TO MEN AND WOMEN, 1977-78

Sport.

Number'

Men

of Colleges

Women

MP'

,

Baseball 379 0

Basketball 535 367

Bowling- 43 39

Cross Country Running 155 37

Fencing 3. 4

Field Hockey 0 33

Football 97 0

Golf
. 355 45

Gymnaitics 24

Ice Hockey 23 0

Judo 7 0

Lacrosse 16 0

Rifle .5 0

Skiing , 16 11

Soccer 126 0

Softball 0 204

SwimMing. 43 27

Tennis 369 -244

Tiack and Field, Outdoor 174 70

Track-and Field, Indoor 74 .0

Volleyball . 16 262 -

Wrestling 145 0.

NJCAA, Sports Participation Survey," 1978 -79 Hand= -book and
Casebook, 1978.
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Tbe proportion of men and women partiCipating in inrrco27
leglate and intramural athletics in two-year collogea comes from
.NC ES. Exhibit V-10 indicates that 24.3i of the participants in

intercollegiate sports are women and 75.7% are men. The.propor-
tion of women participating in intercollegiate sports is slightly.

less than for intramural sports(29.4%). In addition, the junior

college proportion is slightly less than the proportion for four-
year colleges (27.4%).

k
Intramural Syorts

While intercollegiate athletics have the highest visibili-

ty_ odtside colleges and 'universities, intramural athletics along
with informal recreation are the most significant forms of stu-

dent /particibation in exercise and--sports. Referring back to
Exhibit V-6, participation in intramural activities is tenfold
greeter than partiCipition in intercollegiate. athletics. Intra-
mUral sports ranking high for men include baskhtball, touch foot-
ball, softball and volleyball. For womew students, the most
popular sports are softball, volleyball, biskeiball,, and touch

football. Thus, overlap between Abe 'sexes exists for the four
most popular intramural sports.

'Nowever, once again, participation by women is found to be

at significantly lower levels than for men. As shown in Exhibit.

V-31, NCAA data indicate that participation in intramural :sports

by college women is consistently lower than their, relative pro-
portion of the college student population (46%). On average for

the'ten intramural sports shown in this exhibit, women account
for only 25 percent of the participation.

Physical Education Programs

Information from the NCAA, as portrayed in Exhibit V-12,
reveals the extent of required physical education programs in
four-year colleges. Of the reporting institutions, one year of
physical education' was required in 1976-77 for 46.1 percent of
the men and for 47.1 percent of the women. For the sail' period,

I
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EparmIlrly-10
s.

PROPORTION OF MEN AND,WQMEN PARTICIPATING .IN INTRAMURAL.
ADD INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS. AT TATO.,YEAR ODLLEGZS, 1975-76.

L

interscholastic

4

k

SOURCE: National Center for Education'Statistica, "Athletic Injuries and
Deaths in Secondary SchoOls and Colleges, 1975=76," 1978, table 9.

Ai6
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NUMBER AND PERCENT:
10 MOST POPULAR _

EXEMBIT

WOMEN PARTICIPATING IN THE
RTS AT NCAA COLLEGES 1976-77

Sport

Basketball
Softball
Football, Touch
Volleyball
Soccer
Tennis
Track and Field
Swimming
Bowling
Badminton

Man
No.

493,349
351,908
360,075
209;860

88,057
67,301
53,178
42,293
39,750
24,694

Percent

84.3%
73.2%
85.9%
61.9%
90.2%
71.5%
83.8%
89.5%
72.5%
61.2%

women
(---*0.Percent

91,541 15.7%
129,159 28.8%
58,929 14.1%

129,124 38.1%

9
9.8%

26,873873 28.5%
10,415 16.4%
18,589 30.5%
15,103 27.5%
15,662 38.8%

afP

Total
No. Percent

584,890 1Q0.0%
481,067 100.0%
419,004. 100.0%
338,894 100.0%

97,674 100.0%
94,174 100.0%
63.539 100.0%
80,882 100.0%
54,853 100.0%
40,358 100.0%

SOURCE: National Collegiate Athletic Association, The Sports and Recreational
Programs of the Nation's Universities and Colleges, Report Number Five,
Corrected Copy, 1978, table 4.
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EXHIBIT N -12

NUMBER ,OF NCAA COLLEGES WITH REQUIRED PHYSICAL EDUCATION, BY
NUMBER OF' YEARS REQUIRED, FOR MEN AND WOMEN,

1971-72 and 1976-77

Years
Required

Total
Institutions

Total
Participants

'Men
Total

Institutions

Total
Participants

Women .1976-77

1 year 179 1, 138,070- '178 104,443

2 years 131 90,860. 125 83,303

3' years 1 .850. --..1 _ --

4 years 10 10,462 10 2,222

*Other .
. 67 , .31,951 '65 27,288

None or Unreported 334
,

....-- 344 -__

Totals 722 280,193 722 . 217,256
'

A

1971-72

1 year 155 96,396 150
i

113,581
(

2 years. 182 153,481 166 168,109

3 years' 11,, 5,421 10 ,3,536

4 yekkrs 24
.

23,549 17 4,720

Other 32 22,675 27 15,214

None or Unreported 259 - -- 293 - --

1 Totals 663
, 301,522 663 305,060

SOURCE: NCAA;)diIecreatior__#__moftines\rtsatleNation*suniversitiesand
Colleges, Report No. 5, 1978.
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two years of physical' education were required for men in 33.8

percent of the colleges. 'The comparable figure for women was

33.1 percent. Thus, physical education was required almost

equally for men and women.

Physical education program data from Exhibit NT-6 indicate

a total of almost a milliod cases of individual participation, of

which roughly 60 percent are men. Given relativelk equal require-

ments for physical education, this implies that men choose to

take physical education classes on a voluntary basis a little

more often than women: The five most common physical education

activities for men are tennis,. Atimming, boxing, bowling and

volleyball/ for women,' they are tennis, swimming, bowling,

volleyball, and badmidton.

Other Physical Activity and Exercise Participation

In addition to the-forme of 'physical activity and exercise

described earlier, NCAA information on participation in recrea-

tion clubs and i 1 recreation is available. In looking at

data prespnted in E ibit it can be seen that informal rec-

reation boasted more 'participants than any other form

activity. More than 3.8 million college.students wer

in informal recreation, with the most popular,

physical

involved

is and

exercises for bah sexes being basketball, swimming, tennis and

bowling. Compared to intramural sportsthe next most common

form of participation--informal recreation had 40 percent Urn!

participants. The significance 91 this finding is that unorgan-

ized, voluntary participation represented the major means by

which college qiudents got exercise in 1976-7.

In contrast, recreation clubs Accounted for the leaith:

participation of any of the generic forms of physical activity

and exercise. Only 100,000 students were involved in theile'

clubs. Activities which' had 6,0004participanta or more includedki

judo- karate, rugby, skiing, soccer and sailing, indicating that

this kiqd of format was most Often utilized in the pursuit of

relatively uncommon forma of physical recreation. As was the

J.
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case forother activities, participation by women fell below that

of men, both in absolute and relative terms.

Facilities for-Sports and Physical. Activity

Information available from:NCAA affiliat.es describes the

tote'. numper of indoor and outdoor sports and recreation facili-

ties at NCAA Colleges. Indicated in Exhibit V-13 are 'the number

of facilities* and number of colleges which provided facilities

for' 12 indoor and 19 outdoor physical activities 4n 1976-77.

The most common indoor facilities were basketball courts,

bowling lanes and handball courts; for outdoor facilities, bas-

ketball courts, football fields and softball diamonds were the

most common. Five of the 12 indoor' facilities and seven of the

19 outdoor facilities were provided by a .majority of NCAA

Trends in Sports and Physical Activity

.Informatibn on-trends in college'student participation is

presented below for the categories of intercollegiate. sports,

intramural sports, physical education. programs, and 'facilities.

IntercolAgiate Sports. Between 1960 and 1976, the number

of four-year colleges increased.23 percent,p and the--number of

male students enrolled in college increased 126 percent for the

U.S. as a-whole '(USBC, Statistical Abstract. for the U.S., 1981).

Taking this growth into account, Exhibit V -14 reveals -that, Of*

the ten most fregdently offered men's intercollegiate sports,

participation in 'soccer alone kept pace with national enrollment

trends from 1956-7 through 1976-7. This .was true even.as'ehe

fnereasp in the number of the colleges reported by NCAA as'offier

.ing these sports--relative to the national growth in numbers of

four-year colleges--was suggesting a significant expansiOn' of

these sports programs during this twenty year period.
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MITUIT V441

NUMBER OF NCAA COLLEWPROVIDING 32 TYPES OF SPORTS AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FACILITIES AND NUMBER OF FACILITY UNITS, 1976-77

INDOOR

Archery Ranges
Basketball Courts
Bowling:Lanes
'Golf Driving Renges
Gymnasiums-Field Houses 7/

,Number
Institutions

1976-77

Number
Unit

OUTDOOR

Archery Ranges
'Baseball Diamonds
Baskeiball Courts
Camping Areas
Football Practice-Fields

Number
'Institutions

1976-77

Number
Units

149

642
201

113

589

281

.4.964
1,564

207

965

235
561
326

79,
470

,,

410
689

1,160

122

1,071

Handball Courts '374 1.473 Foottill Stadiums 419 422
Ice Rinks 85 110 Golf Courses 121 128
Rifle Ranges 153 193 Golf Driving Ranges 134 141
Roller Rinke 12 12 Golf Greene 108 . 588
Running Tracks . 234 266 Ice Rinks 37 41

Swimming Pools 47) ' 682 Lakes % 99 167
Tennis Courts 233 889 Play Areas 233 741
Wrestling Roost 121433 466 Ski Slides 69 79

Soccer Fields 517 789
Softball Diamonds 471 2,001

Swiiming Pools 133 / 224
Tennis Courts 640 7,799 -

Tracks 46$ 507
of Trapshooting 30

SOURCE: NFAA. The Sports and Recreational Programs of the Nation's Universities and Colleges,
'Report No. 5., March 1978.
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EXHIBIT NP1,4

AEN'S-PARTICIPATION IN TEN-INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS,
. RANKED BY NUMBER OFNCAA COLLEGES OFFERING,
1956-57, 1961-52, 1966-67, 197172, 1976-77

1957 1962 1967

participants 14,477 15,125 15,2"47

schbois 467 536 576

part.tipibants 6,062 6,936 7,155
schools 433 510 515

Participants 16,378 . 16,798 17,101
"sctilp:ols 431 497 527

GOLF

.11/

CROSS mummy.

participants
schools.

vpatticipants
schools

4,788
399

4,828
284

5,440
465

6,047
371

6;160
466

6,281
428

TRACK AND FIELD participants 16,441 18,180 18,967
schools 401 471 484

FOOTBALL participantS .28,032 30,519 36,799
.4 schools 384 . 410 447

participant's 6,120 8,270 10;370'
schools . 153 220 277

SWIMMING participants 6,524 7,913 8,269
schools i 233 292 312

WR2S'rLING participants 5,720 7,630 7,889
schools 220 289 332,

SOU*: NCAA, The SpOrts and Recreational Frogramsof the Nation's
Universities and Cdlleges, Report No. 5, 1978.
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1972 1977

16,760 14,683
658 71S

7,445 7,635
608 655

19,487 19,113
616 654

6,795 6,713
604 620

9,194 8;e10
556 576

19,190 20,063
535 533

42,187 41,551
465 . 475

12,024 13,418
351 435

8,667 8,830
382 394

4,437' 8,712
393 379



Next, 'it is notable that the 1972-77 period saw the first
/,

reel decline In participatioNfror some of the most frequently

offered intetcollegiate sports since the NCAA began record-

(keeping in 1957. Six Jof 4.14 mio#Iten sports lost participants

during that period, even as the number of schools offering five,.

of these six continued to increase.(

Trend data were obtained for two-year and four-year col-

' leges regarding the average number of intercollegiate sports of-

fered per college and are shown in Exhibit 11-15.

EXHIBIT- V-15

MEAN NUMBER'OP INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS OFFERED
BY TWO- AND FOUR -YEAR COLLEGES, FOR

MEN AND WOMEN, 1973-74, 1977-78, 1978-79.
II I

1973-74 1977-78 1978-79

Men Women Men (Women -lien Women

Pour-year colleges 7.3 2.5 7.5 4.7 7.4 5.0,

1
Two-year colleges 4.8 0.9 N/A N/A 5.0 2.9

Source: NACDA, Directory of College Athletics, 1973-4,
1977-8, 1/8-9. .r

These data suggest,that two- and four-year colleges have

significantly increased the number of intercpllegfato sports

available to women between 1973 and 1978, while the number of

sports sponsored for men has remained about the same. However,

the opportunity for participation was less for both-sues at two-
\

year than at four-year ,collegesi, though men at two -yeil colleges

Also have greater choice than women.
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V
Intramural Sports. Both men and women have increased

their participation in intramural sports." .As shown in Exhibit 3.7-

15, overall intramural participation has increased by 83.7 per-

cent between 1956-7 and 1976 -7; broken-down.by sex, there*was-a

62.3 percent increase for men and a 249.3 peicent increase for

women; The higher rate 134growth for women resulted in their

proportipn of the total amount of participation increasing from

11.2 percent in 1966-7 to 21.8 percent In 1976-7.

Physical Education Programs. Exhibit 17-12 (presented

earlier) illustrated a shift from 1971 to 1976 toward requiring

fewer years of physical eduqation. In the 1976 survey, one-ye'ar

programs replaced two-year programs as the .most common require-
.

ment and accounted for almost half of all physical education

programs. Moreover, between 1971 and 1976, the number of one-

and two-year required programs declined by 8.0 percent for men

and by 4.1 percent for women,

Facilities. From 1971 to 1976, the indoor facilities

growing fastest in numbers were basketball. courts; archery

ranges, ice. rinks,, and tennis courts. The faintest growing

outdoor facilities during that period were basketball courts,

gawping areas, lakes, ski slides, swimming pools, tennis courts,

and trap-shtioting. Indoor facilities which decreased in number

between 1971 and 1 76 were §oWling lanes, handball courts, end

rifle ranges. Four utdoor facIlities--baseball diamonds, golf

driving ranges, golf reens, and ice rinks decreased in numbers.

These deczpases.occurred despite a-nine percent increase in the

number of ICAA colleges.

SUMMARY

A partial picturkof student physical activity in the pa-

,
tion'a high schcalS'and colleges emerges from the preceding data

presentation. :Participation by students takes place in a wide

range of school-Aponsored physical activities in both high

schools- and colleges. tUtriand boys continue to greatly outnumber
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EXHIBIT V-16

EMERCOLLEGIATE AND INTRAMURAL PARTICIpATION
BY MEN AND wOMEN AT NCAA INSTITUTIONS

.1966,67, 1971-72, 1976-77

Intercollegiate

a

Intramural

Academic Year

1

Women . Total Men -Women Total

1966-67 Number 154,1/9 15,727 '169,906 1,273,90e 165,081 1,438,989
Percent. 87.5% - 12.5% J 100.0% 88.8% 11.2% 100.0%

1971-72 Number 172,447 31,852 204,299 1,676,995 276,167 1,953,162
Percent 84.4% 15.6%. 100.0%, , 85.9% 14.1% 100.0%

PiRCENT =Liz' '+11.8% +102.5% +20.2% +31.6% +67.3% +35.7%

19'76-77 Number 170,384 647375 234,759 2,067,167 576,648 2,643,815

Percent 72.6% 27.4% 100.0% 78.2% .11.8% 100.0%

OVERALL PERCENT CHANGE +10:52i +309.3% +38.2% +62.3% 4242.3% +83.7%

Aft

SOURCE: 'Comments of the, National Collegiate Athletic Association on the Proposed
Policy Inteipretation of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Regarding Application .o its Title IX Regulation to Intercollegiate
Athletics, p. 11.

-
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women and girls in participation for similar activities. How-

ever, female participation'continues to expand at a faster rate

than that for boys in high school interscholastic sports, as well

as in college Interscholastic and intramural sports. In general,

equal participation is more nearly the case in intramural than in

interscholastic sports. Trends for men in intercollegiate sports

indicate that in the mid-1970s, participation was down 'for the

first time in 20 years when measured against men's college en-

rollment. However, ehe,data also indicate that intercollegiate

sports attract only a small proportion of all college level

physiCal activity participation; intramural sports and informal

recreation account for A libel larger portion of overall parti-

cipation. '

High school and college sports programi generally continue

to expand, with the number of schools offering the most widely

sponsored interscholastic sports for men and women increasing in

the lati, 3970s. Two-year colleges_ consistently offer fewer ac-

tivities than do four-year colleges. While wimp still have a

more limited choice of activities than do men, the gap between

the sexes is narrowing. FinallylOrequired college physical edu-

cation progrims are becoming less prevalent, and the length of,

the requiremerit'is decreasing, with more students having manda-

tory participation for one year by the late 1970s than any other

length requirement.

Data for elementary schools, similar to the physical

activity information reported for high schools and colleges, was

sought as desirable information. However, an appropriate source.

as not found. The nature of physical education programs for

students in these lower grades is especially important to examine

because it is in these years that many students receive their

first exposure to, And school instruction in, sports and physical

activities, and also when students are more likely to be required

to, participate during their full tenure at the school.

4
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Ins, conclusion, AmpOrtant data about student physical

activities and school physical edhcation programs have not been

found for elementary and secondary schools in the body of infor-

mation examined in preparing this report. Further, information

Concezning measures of physical fitness for students has been

almost completely missing it all school levels' with the exception

of the norms for the Youth Fitness Tqst. In general, aside from

college data, little sports and physical activity participation

data have become available. Schoolsports and exercise programs

information is limited in main to head counts pf institutions by

activity,_ with little information at hand to describe OA nature

and level of school resources committed to these programs. Fur-

thermore, all of the participation information is the,form of

inetancei of individual participation by type of activity; Un-

duplicated counts of the number of individuals would be desirable

data to have.

Programs of physicalieducation, an important means of fos-

tering.ezercise and physical ,fitness for studerits at all levels,':,

remain undiscribed in most of the identified sources of data.)

This information is perhaps most needed in assessing physical

activity at the elementary school level, where the student first

comes into contact with many asOects of such activities. For

these schools, the picture remains indistinct not only for physi-

cal education programs, butt for all significant elements of ele-

meiltary school fitness programs.

However, Granville currently is working with ODPEEP to de-

velop physical fitness and exercise instruments that .can be used

to measure the physical activity patterns and fitness status of

schoolchildren and youth ages 10 through 17. These instruments

will be used in an upcoming, large-scale ODPHP evaluation project

of elementary and secondary school students starting in late 1982

and extending, for one year.
Oa
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V7. CONCLUSIONS'AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The, purpose of thks study has been to conduct a secondary

analyais\ of existing data sources on physical fitnpss, leisure

time physical activity, sports and exercise partidipation and

programs of the %general population, employees and school, stu-

dents The aim,has been to Collect the best possible baseline

data on these topics as a means of enhancing ODPRP's ability to

direct its national prevention strategy in a manner consistent

with achieving the physical. fitness and exercise goals set forth

in Promoting He Preventing Disease--Objectives for the
1!fNation-.

Whereas Cha ters III through V' provide descriptions, anal-

yses and summaries of actual data for the three target groups,

this chapter presents a broader overview on the overall avail-

ability and usefulness of the data oft physical fitness and

exercise. For.each of the three groups, findings about data col-

lection approaches, information gaps, and survey/study deficien-

cies are described. Recommendations for each of the three areas

,then follow.

4

GENERAL POPULATION

The .best available information on physical activity be-

haviors and attitudes comes from surveys on the general popula-

tion. A number of different surveys identified in Chapter II and

described in Chapter III collected information on representative

samples of the United States population. Overall, these surveys

provide a broad range of recent information on the physical

activity patterns of the American populace. Moreover/ most of

the findings' are generally consistent, once differences in

methodology. and question construction are' understood. -Nonethe-

less, there are instances in which data from different surveys

176 - '201
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are divergent, an$ further or imeroved data collection is oneeded

to clarify sefreral aspects of physical activity behavior or

perceptions.

Because of the number of surveys and their

various emphases,.a'great deal of data has been collected on the

physiCal activity behaviors and attitudes of the general popu-

LatiOh. Many topics of interest have been addressed by one

survey or ,another. However,_ since all or- even most of the

information is not found in any one survey, some desirable

analyses-4nd cross tabulations' cannot be done. Thus, while a

great number of topics have been investigated, the value of

available information is lessened.

In addition, there are gaps in the data on physical

fitness and physical activity. The most obvious information gap'

exists with regard to a description of the physical fitness

status of the general population in terms.of endurance, strength

and flexibility. However, this is not surprising given the time,

effort and cost- that--would -be' -involved-in- the 'elf"that

data. Despite these barriers, the government of Canada has

recently conducted a large and comprehensive study of physical

_fitness and activity. Over 20,000 individuals were queried about

their physical activity patterns, and more than 15,000 persons

were tested for fitness. Preliminary results are described in

Appendix H. Thus, in this regard, Canada is one `step ahead of

the United States.

In addition.to the lack of information on physical fit-

ness, the surveys generally did not inquire about physical activ-

ity at work or during non-leisure time, e.g., chores around the

house. Thus, potentially sigRificant aspects of the physical

activity patterns of survey respondents were neglected.

Despite the focus on leisure time physical activities by

the general population surveys, some information remains lacking.

Specifically, none of the surveys asked about intermittent exer-

cise involvement, extent and importance of ,one or more partners

in exercise participation, perceptions of the 'need for exercise,

- 177 -
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perceptions about what exercise is, and attitudes about the re-

lationship between exercise and better health status. This in-

formation too wquld be useful in providing a fuller understaiding

of exercise and sports participation.

As portrayed in Chapter If, analysis was not hindered by

limitations related to survey sampling design or data collection

procedures since the general populationrsurveys used sound sta-

tistical techniques. However, questions about the reliability,
and validity of data on individual questions did arise for

several of the-surveys.

The deficiencies, as opposed to gaps, in the available

national survey data, are general and conceptual in nature.. Five

such problems have been identified and are discussed below.

1) Seasonal aspect of sports--In the cases of many
sports, participation does not continue through-
out the year. Rather, involvement in the sports
spans one, two, or in a few cases three seasons

-efthe-year. ?or -example, diiiikking and' water
skiing participation is limited to the summer
months in most parts of the country. Likewise,
snow skiing and ice skating are generally re-

. stricted to the winter months. Other sports,
such as bowling, are not limited to any parti-
cular season.

This seasonal aspect of sports partici-
pation creates a problem for survey design in
that it may, be difficult to obtaila a reliable
estimate of sports participation due to poor
recall by some interviewees.

Three.techniques have been used, sometimes
in combination, to address this problem. First,
some'surveys asked about participation during the
past year. Second, some surveys prompted respon-
dents with a list of activities. Third, Fitness
Ontario and some of the states conducted surveys
at more than one time during the year. This
third, technique is also to be used in an upcoming
National Park Service survey. Yet another pos-
sible means to redude recall problems which has
not been used in any large-scale studies would be
to have survey respondents keepa diary of their
leisure time physical activities.

-.178 -
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The seasonal aspect also is relevant tio

the .EegularilTalse issue (discusiod be )

since exercise may be regular' during one season
and not in another season.

2) Regular exercise--In a n of the surveys,
especially the national' on s, questions about
"regular°. exercise were asked without defining
the berm.. Thus, survey respondents"-needed*to
make their own individual decision about what
constituted regular exercise. This means that
some respondents may have deemed Monthly exercise
as regular while others defined weekly exercise
as regular. This lack of definition most likely
had an effect on both the variability of respon-

c

sits within each .survey as well as the caaparabil-
ity of responses between surveys. As already
mentioned, variations 4n proportions of the
samples reporting regular-exercise were likely to
have been different as a result of varied defini-
tions of regularity.

The Perrier survey avoided this problem by
not asking about regular exercise at all. In-
stead, it asked about activity frequency and
duration for a set bf- prompted exercises' and
sports.

3) Beneficial versus less beneficial exercises--One
of the considerations.,associated with exercise as
a. contributor to physical fitness is that some
exercises produce much greater physical benefits
than others. ThUsi it is helpful for surveys,to
identify not only- -specific activity participa-
tion, but also to collect information on the fre-
quency, duration and intensity of that partici-

. patidn. Further, it is also useful tb realize
that physical fitness is generally considered to
be composed of cardiorespiratory endurance,
strength, and flexibility. Again, some exercises
will .produce much greater benefits than others,
for specific aspects of physical fitness.

When the duration, frequency and intensity
of specific activity participation'are known, the
relative effect of exercise and sports on physi-
cal fitness can be better estimated. Some acti-

r- vities contribute to the 'development of an indi-
vidual's overall physical fitness status. Running
and swimming are two highly beneficial activi-
ties. On the other hand, baseball, golf and
bowling do little to maintain or promote cardio-
respiratory physiqp1 fitness; although, as a form.
of recreation, they may promote psychological
well-being.

J
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Of all the surveys, only Perkier collected
'data on duration and frequency of exer,cise.
Using estimates of intensity, conversions of the
activity participation statistics were then made
by- use of caloric expenditure factors. 'High,
moderate, low and _non-active categories of
caloric expenditure were developed. Thus, while
the information was.collected in a more desirable
form, it was not reported in a manner that allows
future comparisons- on an exercise-by-exercise
basis. Also, some precision, is ,lost in applying
average caloric expenditure fi ures for estimated
'levels of intensity, for Men .d women and for
different body types.

4) Inconsistent demographic disaggregations--One of
the problems encountered in the analysis was the
use of inconsistent classifications of the demo-
graphic characteristics. For example, no two of
the surveys-presented age breakdowns using the
same age groupings. While the general trend of
decreasing participation in exercise with in-
creasing age can be seen tc*, all the surveys,
inconsistent demographic disaggregations hindered
more specific analyses and conclusions regarding
exercise participation for any specific age
group. Other demographic variables suffered from
this same deficiency.

5) Prompted versus non-prompted responses - - Another
\factor which limited the comparability of data
among the surveys was the use of prompted
response in some surveys but not others. In
general, when a subject area has not been
previously researched, openrended questions
(i.e., questions which do not have a priori
specified responses) are preferred; this contri-
butes to an understanding of the full range of
responses which a sample may provide.

However, after the more exploratory
phases, prompted responses are pfeferred as a
survey technique for several reasons. First, the
use of closed-ended questions prompted
responses)-is more likely to tap the dimension of
importance. In contrast, open-ended questions
are more .likely to provide salient answers, i.e.,
responses which come to mind the quickest, but
are not necessarily the most important on close
consideration.

it Second, comparability is facilitated by
closed-ended questions because responses fall
into consistent piedesignated categories.
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related concern revolves around the subjective
nature of the content analysis which is performed
when 'open -ended responses are coded for summary/
analysis. Although. agreement about what cate-
gories to code the individual responses into may
be reached, different codes may. not utilize the
categories consistently for the same responses,
much less for responses collected at a subsequent
'time.

4

Third,,the use oLL prompted responses is
desirable in farms of cost and error reduction.
When ,using open-ended iquestiogts, a slot of time

. money is spend on 'defining, classifying, and
gr ing a divergent set of responses. This is
avo wed with closed-ended questions. In terms of
errors, open-ended. questions can have two common
types of errors: coding of responses and key
punching. Since responses to close-ended ques-
tiOns' fall into predesignated categories, post
hoc coding is not necessary. Thus, one comskon
type of error is avoided.

This discussion [of deficiencies was not designed to be
444 *la

overly critical of the approaches and techniques used in national
surveys of the general population. Most of the organizations

coriducting the surveys obviously put a lot of thought into metho-

dology and quistionnaire construction. Furthermore, their re-
sults have produced useful knowledge on physical activity
patterrik and associated attitudes.

However, having reached the current level of understand-
-ing, Granville has sought to be critical Of the national surveys
in order to provide some perspective on the improvements which
can be made in the design of future sueveys. The adoption of

changes relative to the five identified shortfalls will allow

future surveys to provide more solid data for ODPHP'and others to

develop policy in the pursuit of the physical fitness and exer-
cise goals identified in Promoting Health/Preventing Disease- -

Objectives for the Nation.

In contrast to .the national data, the available state surr

veys typically provided little reliable information on physical

fitness activities within their borders.. Both 4he Centers for
Disease Control Health Zducatioh -Risk Reduction surveys and
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recreational surveys conducted at the state level tended to suf-

fer from 'problems. related to less, titan adequate sampling pro-
cedures, pIor questionnaire construction or ,limited data
collection. Furthermore, comparisOns, ambng the state surveys for
tie purpose of identifking, regional 'characteriptics were pre-
eluded because of differences in methodology, sample population,
the lack of commonality of questions sand their wording, answer
categories, and question sequende. Finally; the state recrea-
tional surveys tended to restrict their investigations to outdoor,

activities, 'thereby further limiting their value to this study.
The result is that useful information on state level physical

activity patterns is very limited. Bece#4e of the problems as-
sociated with the state surveys, analyses similar to those con-

ducted for the national data were not performed.

Recommendations on General Population Surveys

Ideally, ODPHP would, be able to conduct an assessment of
the physical fitness stptus of\a sample of the U.S. population as
the means of establishing baseline or trend data for its physical

fitness and exercise objectives. However, the level of effort
and cost may be prohibitive. The alternative is to use a ques-
tionnaire to determine the physical activity patterns and

attitudes of the general population. A comprehensive question-
naire instrument would include questions regarding level of

physical activity at, work, in daily maintenance activities (e.g.,
going to and from work, chores around the house, etc.), and lei-
sure time activities.

Having spent a number of months collecting and analyzing
physical activity surveys, Granvi4e has developed some definite
opinions as to how questionnaire on leisure time physical ac-

tivities should be constructed. In Exhibit V7-1, (starting on

page 193), a proposed physical fitness survey instrument and as-

sociated technical notes are, presented. GranVille itcommends
that the proposed questionnaire be reviewed and modified as

necessary to meet the needs and desires of the organizations that

agree to co-sponsor the questionnaire.
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Tha, identification of crucial conceptual anti; methodolopi=

cel Ammar was a by-product of the. current effort which greatly

contributed to the selectibn of the most appropriate areas which

should be covered in apy future instrument, as -well as to the

questionnaire wording and" format. The questionnaire, as con-
,

structed, is intended to address the deficiencies identified
A

earlier that Xhe)usefulness of past national surveys.

Specifically, Granville recommends that those points be addressed

as follows:

Seasonal aspects of exercise--Granville has
chosen to ask a direct' qUestion about the
period(s) during which an exercise is pursued,
rather than try to make difficult judgments about
when a survey should be conducted to minimize'
problems associated with the seasonal nature of
exercise.

, Granville is reluctant to suggest that a
survey be conducted at any specific time of the
year becaupe no objective basis for such a pre-
ference is apparent. However, our subjective
belief is that the transitional periods of spring
or fall may be more desirable than winter or
summer. During the spring and fall, activities
of the previous season are probably still fresh
in one's memory while at the same time the up-
coming season's activities are just Calming to
mind.

N.

Informati n on seasonal aspects of various
forms of exerc could be useful in the timing
of public awe ness campaigns.

Regular exe ise --Granville proposes that the
collection of participation information include
data on frequency duration and intensity by acti-
vity, rather than making an arbitrary decision
about a definition of regular exercise. This ap-
proach would allow any analyst to classify data
on individuals as a function of their own needs
and categories.

Prompted versus non-prompted responses--For a
number of reasons cited 'earlier, Granville
strongly favors--tiff use of prompted responses.
The most dominant reason for this preference is
to allmw comparisons of survey results over time
and to obtain the most important in the sense of

1
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significant, rather than the most salient or
conspicuous, responses.

Demographic classification consistency - -In the
technical notes to the survey instrument' (see
Exhibit v1-1), demographic classifications are
suggested. Granville believes that these clas-
sifications are appropriate based on its review
of past surveys, but would be satisfied if other
reasonable classifications were to/be consistent- A.-
ly used.

Data Ahat would provide regional
distinctions in terms of the types and timing of
exercise and sport participation Also could be
helpful in the development of public awareness
efforts.

Beneficial types of exercise--Aerobic exercises
are widely considered to be the best means of
maintaining and improving an individual's
cardiorespiratory physical fitness. Aerobic
exercise, in simple terms, is considered to be
any body movement which makes one's heart beat
rapidly and produces heavy breathing to the
extent that maximal oxygen uptake is sustained
for at least fifteen minutes. Improved physical
fitness as a function of the "training effect"
occurs when an aerobic exercise is performed for

A at least 20 uninterrupted minutes per session flit
least three times a week over a period of time.J.

,

Based on the definition above, many forms
of exercise can be aerobic depending on how a
person engages in them. However, some activities
are much more likely than others to require aero-
bic exercise when participation occurs. Given
the goals of ODPHP and the goals in Promoting
Health/Preventing Disease -- Objectives for the
Nation, Granville believes that it would be
iiiZTUDto identify aerobic activities as a basis
for focusing on the exercises and sports that are
effective in improving an individual's cardio-
respiratory physical fitness. In addition, some
of these exercises contribute to improve physical
fitness in terms of strength and/or flexibility.
Granville suggests that ODPHP consider the fol-
lowing activities to be aerobics
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Rhnning/jogging
-- Swimming!
-- Squash
-- Handball
-- Basketball
-- Wrestling
-- Boxing
-- Soccer .

-- Gymnastics
-- Tennis*.

Bicyci4ng*
- - Calisthenics*
-- Skating* --ice or roller

Siow Skiing* --downhill or cross country
-- Walking*
-- Hiking*
-- Dancing*
-- Rowing*
- - Jumping rope*
- - Stair climbing*
- - Weightlifting (rapid repetitions)*

Because the beneficial nature of some
exercise depends on the intensity of the activity
as well as its frequency and duration, it is im-
portant to collect intensity data. When frequen-
cy, duration and intensity are all known for
specific, exercises and in total; estimates of
caloric expep4itures and expected benefits can be
made. The use of metabolic cost ratio as des-
cribed by Karvonen2 to estimate energy expendi-
ture will produce more accurate figures than the
method used by Perrier. In turn, the estimates
of the benefits of exercise will be better.

In addition to addressing the issues above, the question-

naire is broken into two sections: major questions and supple-

mental questions. The latter questions Are seen a being of
interest of cDPHP. and others but having less direct relevance.

than the major questions. Ideally, the major questions would be

asked each and every time that a survey. was implemented; the

supplemental questions would be included in surveys on an as
needed or as desired basis.

* When done vigorously for at least 20 minutes
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Even though Granville has put a -considerable amount of

thought into the proposed questionnaire, a preteit of the survey

instrument is needed, nonetheless, to identify problems with
wording, response categories; or sequence of questions. A

pretest may require some time and effort, but it would avoid

problbms that would confound the analysis di the conclusions.

In the future use of this survey instrument or in the

conduct of other general population suiveys, ODPEP or other

plementors may want to consider investigations into one or more

the following areas:

Examine whether individual activity patterns fall
into core and peripherial activities. The reason
for such an examination would be to test the hy-
pothesis that, for any,given individual who is
active in sports, there are a limited number
(o e, two, or three) of core activitiesthat
account for a large majority of a person's exer-
cise'activities. Peripherial activities.would be
the ones that are pursued on a more intermittent
and sporadic basis.: If this is the case, it may
affect the means by which ODPEP chooses to convey
its fitness message.

Conduct research on whether involvement in
exercise has a synergistic effect, i.e., whether
involvement creates a desire to be more involved
in exercise and sports. In reviewing survey in
formation' on exercise patterns, the persons who
feel that they do not get enough exercise, rea-
sons for exercise, and benefits of exercise, it
appears to Granville that increased involvement
in exercise may have a synergistic effect.

If there is a synergistic effect with
involvement in exercise, this too could have
implications. for the means by which a national
policy on physipal fitness is structured and
implemented. Furthermore, if such an effect-does
exist, it would provide support for the current
ODPEP strategy of encouraging incremental in-
creases.in exercise participation.

In addition, it would be interesting to
.kniow if there is any synergistic effect among the
health promotion practices. For instance, are
higher levels of exercise correlated with (or
influence) other health habits, e.g., nutrition
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and weight codtrol. This inforMnation also could
be useful to ODPHP in directing its health pro-

, motion efforts.

Another possibility for ODPHP in cooperation with PCPFS is

to examine the potential for assembling a group of public, and
1/4

possibly private,- organizations that would be interested in

supporting a periodic assessment of physical activity patterns

And attitudes. ,As noted in. an earlier' Granville report for ODPHP

on physical fitness and exercise 'policy in-the(q.S, Canada, and

Australia, there are numerous private sector parties in the

country that have become interested in physical fitness and

exercise in the last several years. Three of the most common

groups are 'employers; corporations with general or specific

concerns abdbt health care or-fitness, and insurers.

Given the present level of private'sector interest and the

current climate of government fiscal constraint, the opportunity

for bringing together a consortium of interested parties is

greater now than-it has been at any time in the past. *o the

extent that awareness of the - benefits of exercise and sports

increases and involvement in physical activities grows, future

opportunities for coordinating interest in a representative and

periodic exercise survey will be enhanced. Furthermore, common

sponsorship of a survey by pudic and private sectors may provide

a foundation for development and implementation of other jointly

sponsored physical fitness and `associated activity initiatives.

In conclusion, Granville has four recommendations for

ODPHP as follow:

RECOMMENDATION #1: amp should seek to find other
organizations and groups to co-sponsor a survey on
either physical fitness or physical activity or both.

RECOMMENDATION #2: ODPHP should give highest pri-
ority to a survey that would measure physical fitness
status', physical activity patterOs (work, daily main-
tenance and leisure time aspects), and the associa-
tion between the two. Physical fitness assessments
Alone orphysical activity pattern surveys alone will
not be as useful as a combination of the two.
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RECOMMENDATION #3: ODPHP should be willing to spend
some time and effort to promote the adoption of uni-
form survey measures for physical fitness, and uni-
foist questionnaire isqtruments for physical activity
behaviors and attitudes. The availability of consisi-
tent survey,results over time would be extremely use-
ful. In particUlar, information should be sought on
frequency, durationt. and intensity of -exercise as
well as on seasonal aspects of participation. Gran-
ville believes that further refinement of its pro-
posed questionnaire is a good starting point for such
a survey.

RECOMMENDATION #4: ODPHP should conduct research on
the extent to which: 1) leisure-time physical .acti-
vity patterns are comprised, of core versus peri-
pherial activities, 2Y layplvement in exercise has
synergistic effectlead*ng to increased activity, and
3) involvement, in exercise has a synergistic effect
on other heitth promotion behaviors.

EiatPLOYEES

The available information from surveys, articles and other

sourced' does not provide many useful insights into employee fit-

ness programs. Two basic data problems exist on employee fitness

programs: the data are limited, and they were not collected in a

manner that allows reliable generalization. More specifically,

one or more of the folloWing statements apply to available data

concerning fitness programs sponsored by employers:

Data collection instruments contained questions
that were poorly phased or suffered from defini-
tional problems

Random samples were not selected which would have
permited the results to be representative of a
stated population

bias existed towards surveying large-companies
which would.be more likely to haver employee fit-
ness programs

Small sample sizes limited either' the applic-
ability or the reliability of the results

Low response rats existed

Rigorous study procedures or survey implemen,-
tation methods were not utilized
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Eligibility constraints for programs. wire Act..

identified

Information from Canadian firms pare incorporated
in survey results.

Moreover, there was little opportun 'y to compare results

since there was generally only one source for most of the infoso-

nation available. The overall effect is' that the lack Of reli-

able and representative information overshadows other concerns

that might be expressed about. gape on deficiences. in .this

information. r

A
The most obvious gaps-and deficiencies are that 1) no well

designed, research 02,- the actual benefits (and their comparison

with costs}' of employee fitness programs has been conducted, 2)

there have been no attempts to define what constitutes an em-

ployee fitness program, 3) appropriate activities and facilities

for an employee fitness program have not been identified, and 4)

factors which facilitate and inhibit the establishment of em-

ployee fitness
)

programs have not been Nell documented.

Recommendation

Granville recommends that ODPOt work with other public and

private organizations to encourage funding of a broad based em-

ployee fitness program Bury* of a representative group of U.S.

companies. Areas of investigation would ideally include:

Incidence of employee fitness programs ( 4'

Characteristics, to include eligibility, super-
vision and access time

Type of facilities made available--both in-hops.
and at outside locations

Benefits of employee fitness programs in terms of
productivity, absenteeism, morale, health care
costs, etc.

Cost -- initial investments, continuing /program
costs, employee contribution, and comparison to
benefits
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Participation rates, duration and frequency for
such prOgrans along with, new start and dropout
data

Types of activities' which are part of existing
employee fitness programs.

A number of organizations would probably have interest in

a *survey of employee fitness programs. They include the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, the National Institutes of Oc-

cupational Safety and Health, the Occupational Safety and-Health

Administration, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the American Associa-

Ntion of Fitness Directors in Business and Industry, and the
National Employee Services and Recreation Association. All of

these owanizations should' be considered as potential contri-

butors to an investigation of employee fitness *ograms.

Thus, it is recommended that:

RECOMMENDKTION #5: Since OMB has disallowed an em-
ployee, fitness program survey by ODPHP, the agency
should seek to develop a coalition of organizations
that can fund such a survey whether it be under a
public or private aegis.

=wins
In general, limited data were available on school physical

fitness and sports programs, activities and participation. The

broadest and most detailed information in this vein came from the

NCAA survey of its iiiiSer colleges and universities. Intercol-

legi4e, intramural, physical education programs, recreational

clubs, infbrmal recreational and facility data were provided.

Both the number of institutions offering such activities and the

number of students participating'wpre provided.

Available and useful data about exercises and sports acti-

vities for other school levels is much more scarce. Junior col-.

lege informaticin consisted only of the average number of sports

offered, the number of institutions offering the most common

sports, and the proportions of males.and females involved in in-

tramural and interscholastic sports. High school participation
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information was available'for 39 interscholastic and intramural
sports. No information was available for ,the elementary school,

level.

Surveys of schotiA exercise and sports activities typically

were conducted by national school associations using rudimentary

rather than rigorous data collection procedures. Validation
checks were not used,. and in some caves response rates are not
known. Furthermore, the high school data are known to suffer
from inconsistent data collection procedures because different
states collect data in dissimilar ways. Finally, it is possible,

if not probable, that definitional problems exist in terms of how
certain activities, programs,' or participation were defined by

t

the respondents to surveys.

It is obvious that a large number of gaps exist relative
to the fithess and sports information which has been collected
from schools. None of th surveys provided information on 1)
physical education progrik curricula or frequency, 21 undupli-
cated numbers and percents of students involved in intramural
and/or interscholastic/intercollegiate sports activities, 3)

physical activity participation over and above-that in organized

settings, or p the physical.fitness status of students.

N' Other missing information for one or more of the school

groups includes physical education-requirements and participa-'

tion, availability of facilities and the extent to which students

have the time to' use them, and the results of any *performance

tests that may have been given.

Finally, it is clear that very little useful information

is available on' the target group of ,greatest interest to ODFEEP,

students age 10 to 17. In line with this need, ODPNP has engaged
Granville to develop physical fitness, status measures and a

physical activity survey instrument for students. Further, OWED,
is planning to use the physical fitness test and physical activi-

ty questionnaire, in an upcoming, large-scale OVOID evaluation of
school students ages 10 through 17 starting, in late 1982 and ex-
tending for one year.
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Recommendation

Since ODPHP is in .the process of*developirii- physical fit-

ness measures and a physical activity questionnaire and is plan-

ning to survey a national sample of schoolchildren, Granville
does not have any major recommendations. ODPHP is already pursu-

ing the recommendation that would have been made. However, in
addition to measures of physical fitness, Granville believes that

desirable information to collect' would be:

Physical education class contents, frequency,

duration, and requirements

Intramural and interscholastic participation rate's in

exercise and sports with an unduplicated total,.either

in absolute numbers or percent

-7
Participation in other forms of exerspise and sports

Exercise and sports facilities and access time.



came= VI-1

PROPOSED QUESTIONNAIRE ON LEISURE-TIME
PHYSICAL ACTIvITY

L I as going.to sead you a list of leisure-time physical activities and I
would like you to tell as if you participate in any of these activities.

Activity Participation
hes No

Walking in a leisurely .fashion
Walking briskly
Swimming as recreation
Swimming laps or vigorously
Calisthenics
Bicycling
Bowling
Jogging or runn4ng
diking
Weight training/lifting
Downhill snow skiing
Crass country snow skiing
Ice skating
Ballet or modern dance
Disco or square dance
Ballroom dance

'Tennis
Basketball
Softball
Baseball
Golf
V011eyball
football
Racquetball or squash
Soccer
handball
Yoga
Martial Arts

PHNOM, What else? until no sore offered

Tor aach activity the respondent. &Mita to engaging in, utilize one of the
probing sheets attached. Special Probing Sheets are to be used for the
following activities,

Jogging or riming; Tennis

Poe all other Activities, use General Probe Sheet and fill in name of activity'
being probed wbereapprogciate.
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EkHIBIT VI -1 (continued)

GENERAL PROBE SHEET FOR CONTINUATION OF =STICK 2:

2a. During which months of the year do you participate in (the activity
named)?

Jan.
Feb.
mar.
Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

2b. What would you say.ii the average number of times a week that you
participate in (the activity named)?

# of times a week

2c. What would you say is the /average length of time involved tha4kou are
actively participating--rather than getting ready for or relax g
afterwards-in (the activity named)?

time in minutes

2d. When you are involved in this activity, do you usually have

(a) heavy breathing,
(b) above normal breathing, or
(c) slight changes from normal?

1
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=MIT VIsil (continued)

PMCIAL PROEM saiiT rqR commum;om OT =mom 2:

Osamsaa.mainia

AL During which months ofthe-year do you jog-or

) Jan.
Feb.
Nix.
Apr.

June

b. What !cold you say is the
run during these months?

I of times a nth

run?

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

average number of times:a week tbit you jog or

a. that would you say is the average length of time you spend running or
jogging each time you go out?

times in minutes

41. When you are involved in this activity, do you usually have

(a) heavy breath/114,4
(b) above normal breathing, or
(c) slight changes from normal? >

1114v Many people who are considered to be expert runners make the distinction
bitween running and jogging. They define running as involving a
relatively long stride where the individual goes steadily forward by
springing steps, often with a sense of urgency. On the other hand, they
define jogging as .mowing up and down or about with a short, heavy motion- -
a sort.of slow, leisurely, monotonous trotting space. Given this
difference, would you say that your activity consists of mostly running or
mostly jogging?

mostly running
mostly jogging



EXHIBIT VT-1 (continued)

SPECIAL PROBE SHEET FOR CONTINUATION OF QUESTION 2:

TENNIS

2a. During which months of the year do you play tennis?

Jan. July
Feb. Aug.
Mar. Sept.
Apr.- Oct.

May' Nov.
June DSC.

2b. What would you say is the average number of times a week that you play
tennis during these months?

11 of times a week

2c. What would you say is the average length of playing time involved each
time you play tennis?

time in minutes

2d. Do fou play mostly singles or doubles?

mostly singles
mostly doubles

2e. When you are involvt in this activity, do you usually have

(a) heavy breathing,

(b) above normal breathing, or
(c) slight changes from normal.



EXHIBIT (continued)

3. During the past year, have you taken part in any exercise classes, for

example, aerobic dancing, jazzerase, slimnastics, or have you been
exercising with the help of SOMOOft who has some professional knowledge

about physical fitness?

no f

3a. (If yes) Bow many months out of the year did you actively participate in

this exercise program?

months

3b. (If yes) About bow many times a wok would yoU say that you participated
in thfi exercise program during ail, months yOu were active in it?

times a week

3c. (If yes) And about how many minutes would you say that you spend during
each occasion you exercised within the contest of this program?

minutes per occasion

4. Is most of your leisure-time physical activity done alone, with one other

person, or-in a group?

Alone
With one other person
With a group

S. Which of the reasons on this list would you give as the as or reasons for
your participation in leisure-time physical activities?

Reasons Yes

To haves good time
TO feel better
To meet friends
To loss weight or keep weight off
To feel better psychologically
To stay healthy
To improve muscular strength
TO improve coordination
To strengthen ay heart and lungs
To improve flexibility
To reduce tension
My doctor recommends it
What else? (specify)

(Za' MORI TRAM TERER maw am, AM Which of those would you say are the

three mast ivirortant reasons? Amp PROMPT WITH REASONS OFFERED)

`mg
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.EXRIBIT VI-1 (continued)

6. How important do.you feel it is for you to get vigorous exercise at leait
once a week?

Very important
Soiewhat important
Not very important
Not important at all

7. sometimes the amount of leisure-time physical activity people engage in
can change over time. Would you say that your level of relatively
vigorous physical activity (for example, sports or exercise participation)
has changed from what it was a year ago?

yes
no

7a. (If 'yes) A,year ago, would you describe your leisure-time physical
activity level as:

(a) not active,at all
(b) a,little less active than you are now
(c),a lot less active than you are now
(d) a little more active than you are now
(e) a lot more active than you are now

8. Over the past five years, has your level of participation in exercise and
sports remained fairly constant, fluctuated a little, or fluctuated slot?

(a) Remained fairly constant
(b) Fluctuated a little
(c) Fluctuated slot

9. Do you think that you get enough'exercise?

YRS
NO

4
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VI41 (=Wand)

9a. (If no) Which of the reasons an this list -would you give as the main
reasons that you aren't getting enough exercise.

Yes NoReasons

Not interested
Don't have enough time
No one to participate with
Poor health
Don't 4pve enough energy
Cost of equipment or facilities
Lack of good facilities
Family obligations
PhysiCian's recommendatigt /41 4

Poor weather
Not disciplined encogh-
What else? 05110cdly)

(Iim= ISAN TERSI num mu, NU: Which of these would you say
three most important reasons? AND MCKIM WITH MAIM Mr= 4

10. Mould any of these factors be very likely to lead you to be more involved
in sports, exercises, or other leisuri-time physical activities?

are the

Reasons

Less expensive facilities
A physician's necommendation
If you had someone to do the activity with
A lour -day work week
Influence of your family
If a fitness program were begun

at work, would you bet sore physically
active at other times

Nor* flexible scheduling of
yeas day

Greater availability of facilities
flIf your friends began doing it
if my work were less physically demanding
More information on benefits of

physical fitness
Influence of friends who are fitness

enihusiasts
Nicer weather
There are none
What else? (spicily)

cm NOM TUN°
are the three
Gam)

TIN

.0.0^n

No

TIM MASONS GIVEN, AU: Mich of these,would you say
most influential factors? AND MOUT WITS FACTORS
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=Emir VI -1 (continued)

11. I'd like to ask you about where you get information concerning such health
care topics as fitness, nutrition, smoking, drinking, and coping with
stress. For each source identified below, would you please tell me
whether you personally get a great deal of information from this source,
some but not a good deal, only a little, or no information at all about
those topics.

4

Some but No infor-
. A great not a Only a mation at

sour ow deal \iitrest 51.al all

/bur own doctor or doc-
tors

Public service messages
on television or

radio (for example,
the Cancer Society on
cigarette smoking)

Television or radio programs

"toles about health in
magazines and newspapers

Publications from organi-
zations like the Heart
Association, the Cancer
Society,.etC.

Medical columns in news-
papers and magazines

Medical news stories on
television and radio

Health courses you
have taken in
school

Advice from the
pharmacist or
druggistyou use

friends, relatives or
neighbors

Government publications
on health 4
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man= VI -1 (continued)

13. Dolour daily living activities, such as housework, yardwork, or going to
and from work, involve vigorous physical activity that noticably-
increases your heart rate?

Yes
No

13a. (If yes) On average, how many days per week and hours per day does your
job require vigorous physical activity?

number of days per weak
...4number of hours per day

13b. (If yes) Do instances of this activity tend to be of

relatively short duration, 15 minutes or less, or
relatively long duration, more than 15 minutes

14. Do you believe that exercise and physical activity are associated with
better health

Yes
No

SUPPLEMENTAL QUENTIONS

AU EVERYONE

1. Are you satisfied with your present physical condition?

1. Yes
No

2. Are you definitely planning a change in your participation in exercise or
sports in the near future?

Yes
No

2a. (If yes) Do you plan to become
(a) such more involved
(b) somewhat More involved
(c) such less involved
(d) somewhat lees involved
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EXHIBIT (continued)

3. Row impornt is eAercise to you compared to other non-work activities?
(a) very important
(b) somewhat important
(c) about the same
(d) somewhat unimportant
(e) very unimportant

Mb,

4. Have you discussed with your doctor what an appropriate level of exercise
is for you?

Asa COLT Cr THOSE RESPONDING nos TO QUESTION 7 OP TEE BASIC 90ESTIONRAIRE

3. When did you begin your present level of activity?
(a) Within the last six months
(b) More than six months but less thmairlrmar
(c) Between one and three years Sgo
(d) Four or ere 'ears ago

AU CULT OF THOSE RESPONDING "TES° TO QUESTION 7 Cr TEE BASIC gmmerromarn

6. Would you say that the change in your overall level of activity is
because=

(a) the number of activities you've engaged in bas changed

(b) you've changed your level of involvement within the activities rather
than the number of activities



EXHIBIT VI -1 (continued) fab.

Given that we have taken on the task of formulating such an instrument

in the absence of currently unavailable information about exactly what kinds

of organizations mold be utilizing it, and hence knowing nothing about the

scope of purposes or facilities involved, 'a detailed treatment of methodo-

logical issues does'not sees. to be appropriate. However, the following issues

are raised to serve as guides for thought or discussion when more complete

information is available concerning how and by whom the instrument is likely

to be utilized.

Administration

Although as always cost is a dominant consideration in the decision to

utilize face - to-face or telephone interviews, another factor which should be

carefully copsidered revolves around bow the method of administration can

exacerbate the influence of the context effect. In other words, given the

clear purpose of the questionnaire and the positive social value which fitness

has recently acquired, the socially,desirable response would be to exaggerate

one's fitness-related activities. It is possible that face-to-face interviews

would exaggerate even further this tendency for respondents to- place them-

selves in a favorable light. In contrast, the relative anonymity of

phone interaction may tend to minielize somewhat the need to present oneself

favorably and correspondingly reduce possibly inflated estimates of fitness

activities. Since it is extremely difficult to word the questions in a manner

which would create the appearance. of complete impartiality, this potential

influence is one which should be given careful consideration.

a'
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EXHIBIT VI-1 (continued)

Demograniiic Variables

The most important consideration with regard to the collection of

accio-demographic data is of consistency. If there., is a, desire to

monitor progress toward stated goals over time it is crucial that some kind of

consistency 6- maintained, regardless of what final response alternatives are

decided-upon. Therefore, careful initial consideration should bcgiven to the

needs of the organisations utilizing the instrument and ,then datmographic

breakdowns should be specified- and consistently used. On the basis of the

data we haw reviewed, Granville recommends rt the following information and

related breakdowns be seriously considered.

Age groups (these recommendations are based on the assume-
tion that OMB will "continue their efforts to develop a
schoq-based guestiOnnaire which will collect desired infer-
natio& from those individuals between ages 10 and 17.)
-- 15-24
- - 25-34
.. 35-44
-- 43-34
-- 33-64

65+

Race
White

-- Black
-- Native American (Indian, Eskimo, Aleut)
-- Asian or Pacific Islander
-- Other

Are you of Spanish origin?

- zee
No

(If Yes) Which country best describei your ethnic group
- - Puerto Rico
-- Cuban

Rican
-- Chicano
-- Other Latin American
-- Other



Eirmarr VT (continued)

Family income
0-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000-7,499
7,500-9,999
10,000-12,499
12,500-14,999
15,000-17,499
17,500-19,999
20,000-22,499
22,500-27,499
27,500.29,999
30,000-32,499
32400-34,999
35,000-37,499
37,500-39,999
40,000-44,999
50,000-59,999
60,000-74099
75,000 and over

Residential location (stratifier)
-- ventral city (50,090 or more population)
-- metropolitan areas other than central city

non - metropolitan or central city

Region of country (stratifier)
-- Northeast

North Central
South
Nest

Occupational classification
-- Executive, administrative, managerial

Professional, specialty
Technician or related support occupation
Sales
Administrative support including clerical
Private household occupation
Protective service occupation
Other (non-private hmsehold or protective) service
occupation

.1MP Farming, forestry, or fishing
Precision production, crafts or repair occupation
Machine operator, assembler, or inspector (non-
managerial)
Transportation and material moving

MIMP Handler, equipment cleaner, helper, or laborer
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num vi-i ommUsumwo

Health status
No disability
Partial disability (able to work full-time, regularly
and at the same work but with limitations in the kind or
amount of work that can be performed)
Severe disability (unable to work altogothir or
regUlarly)

Finally, .depending again on an analysis of the needs and resources of

concerned organizations o. decisions need to bi made about whether the continen-

t 10nited States (48 states) or all 50 states should be surveyed, and whether

the omission of resident student and other institutionalized groups (e.g.,

those living military barracks) is warranted by the increased cost which

would be incurred ifjbey were to be included. In addition, the occasionally

utilized practice of having a primary respondent give information about other

family members should not be considered because of the demand of many of the

items for highly subjective. judgments.
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APPENDIX A

SOURCES CONTACTED

Associations
E.

Administrative Management Society
- American Alliance for Health., Physical Education,

Recreation and Danpe OUMaIMMO
- National Association for Sports and'Physical

Education

American Athletics Union

American Association of Fitness Directors in Business
ang Industry

American School. Hearth Association

National Association of Counties

National Association of County Park and Recreation
Officials

National Collegiate Athletic Association

National Education Associations

National.Employee Services and Recreation Association

National Federation of State High School ASSociations

National Jogging Association

National Public Health Program Reporting System- -
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials

National Recreation and Park Association

National School Boards Association

Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA)

Young WOmen's Christian Association (YWCA)

Corporations Having Physical Fitness Programs

,70
Exxon Corporation

IBM Corporation

Ximbetly Clark Corporation

New York Bell Telephone Company

Xerox Corporation

MASA
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APPENDIX A (continued)

SOURCES CONTAC'rED

Cor orations Providing Services or Conducting Research Related to
ys ca Fitness

A.C. Neilson Company

Educational Research Service

Fitness Systems, Inc.

Gallup Poll

Louis Harris and Associates

10 Management Sciences for Health, Inc.

Parcourse, Ltd.

The Rand Corporation,

Roper Organization

Social Science Research Council

Wellness Resource Center

Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc.

Federal Government Agencies

Center for Disease Control
- Center for Health Promotion and Education

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

National Center for Education Statistics

National Center for Health Statistics
- National Health Interview Study
- Health and Nutrition Eiamination Survey
- National Survey of Personal Health Practices and

Consequences

National Park Service
- John Peine (Ann Arbor, Michigan)
- Dr. Merle Van Horne (Washington, DC)
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APPENDIX A (continued)

EMCEE; CONTACTED.

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports

U.S. Forest Service
Research Branch (Durham, NH)
Recreation Management Staff (Washington, DC)
Northeast Experiments Station (Broomall, PA) "

Agricultural E riments Station, University of
Vermont (Burl gton, VT)

Health and Medical Organizations,

American College of Sports Medicine

. American Health Foundation

American Public Health Association

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

Center for Fitness and Sports Research, University of
Michigan

Center for Health Promotion, Colu'bia University

Health Insurance Association of America

Institute for Aerobics Research

Institute for Behavior and Health

National Center for Health Education

National Science Foundation

,Vanderbilt University School of Medicine

Libraries and Bibliographic Services

Clearinghouse' on Health Indexes National Center for
Health Statistics

DIALOG - U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Library of Congress .

Index Medicus (for health journals)

National Library of Medicine's In-House Comcat (for
books published since 1965).
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APPENDIX A (continued)

SOURCES CONTACTED

Other Sources

Dr. D. Eddington
Department of Physical Education
University of Michigan

Dr. R.S. Paffenbarger
Stanford University

Dr. Bernard Gutin
Center for Health Promotion
Columbia University
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APPENDIX B

Canadian Surveys

In the course of identifying and subsequently acquiring

surveys of the general population concerning participation in

physical fitness activities., two surveys representative of parts

or all of the Canadian-population.were also investigated. Al-

though we do not mean, by their inclusion in this Appendix, to

imply that the results can be considered to be at all indicative

of U.S. trends, it was thought that the availability and relative

congruity of the findings with the major U.S. surveys justified a

brief discussion, if only to illustrate-conditions in a geograph-

ically and climatically similar nation with A clearly expressed

concern with an national standards of physical fitness.

I

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN ONTARIO.

*Published in 1981,'Physical/Activity Patterns in Ontario

(henceforth called Fitness Ontario) consisted of the findings

from three surveys conducted by the Canadian Gallup PO11 Ltd. in

November 1978, and June and November 1979. Approximately 3,200

adults of 18 years oi older, selected (via a two stage stratified

cluster design, were queried in face-to-face interviews.

Participation Levels

Respondents were asked about what type of physical acti-

vity, exercise, or recreation they had en involved in within

the previous month and were also asked _o provide approximate

frequencies of participation. An average of 50 percent of the

respondents reported that they participated in such activities at

least once a week, with between 26 percent (November 1978) and 32

percent (June 1979) reporting involvement in fitness activity at
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least' three times a week; Appzosimateiy 43'pereint retorted:no
activity during the prior month.

Of all the *participants" (those engaging in activity at
least once a monthapproximatel 57 percent of the sample), 46

percent reported spending more than one hour. a week in exercise

and sports. The average length of time engaged in each activity
(averaged over all identified activities), as well as in three
selected activities, is presented in Exhibit B-1.

Profile of Participants

Comparison of the demographic characteristics of partici-

pants versus nonparticipants resulted in the observations that:

more men than women reported participating in
physical Activity

greater participation was found for younger age
groups

participation increased with higher education
levels

participants tended to be' professionals/execu-
tives or sales/clerical personnel

pa ticipation rates increased as income levels
r e.

No differencei were noted as a function of region within Ontario
or community size.

Preferred Activities

In order of popularity, the top five most preferred year-

round activities were:

walking

calisthenics

jogging/running

swimming

bicycling.



EXEIBIT S-1

AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME ENGAGED IN ALL
ACTIVITIES AND THREE SELECTED ACTIVITIES FROM

THE FITNESS ONTARIO SURVEY*
-

Percent of Participants
s

Average time
engaged in
exercise

All Acti-
vities

1

Walking
Jogging/

0-15 Min. 10% 8%

,Running

16%

,Squash,'

ME.

16 - 30 Min. 19% 29% 42% 6%

31 - 60 Min. 24% 32% 19% 65%

over 60 Min. 46% 31% 19% 29%
C

4,

41

* Five hundred and fifty-five participants engaged in 991
activities.

3-3
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_ ..
Also, therejwere seasonal differences- with, for 'example-, skat

ing/hockei among the tap five in the fail /winter surveys, base-

ball ranking sixth in the summer, and bicycling ranking second in

the summer, but only seventh in the fall/winter.

In addition, the following sex and age differences were

noted:

More females walk than males

More older people walk than younger people

Swimming we more popular with women than men

Men engaged in a Wider variety of activities

Younger people engaged in the =1St strenuous
activities.

a

Barriers to Activity

Individuals who reported engaging in activity less than

four times a month were asked, the reasons for inactivity. The

most often cited .reason was lack, of free time with the 'second

most common reason was being physically unable" It should be

noted, however, that the variety of reasons offered by the three

U.S. surveys which covered this topic far exceeded those covered

in Fitness Ontario.

Activity Level: Perceptions and Plans

!

About half of the respondents (51 perc 11) said they were

getting sufficient activity; this was the cam for both nonpar-
ticipants (51 percent) anethose individuals exercising at least

three times a week (57 percent). However, those who exercised

less than three times a week were more likely to feel that they

should be getting more exercise (57 felt.this).

Non-active individuals were also asked about their plans

for becoming active in the future. Nineteen percent said they

were definitely planning to begin some form of physical activity

in the near future; another 32 percent said they'd like to to

take part in some form of physical activity. Finally, however, a

full 25 percent said they were definitely not interested in be-

B442
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coming involved in physical activity-in fact, the majority of

this group said they felt they got enough exercise. Exhibit B-2

presents the plans of inactive individuals as a function of their

perceived present level of activity. It is clear then, that of

those who feel they should 'get more physical activity, over 70

percent are definitely planning to or would like to do so.

CANADA t& FITNESS

The 1981 Canadir Fitness SurviY consisted of both a quest-

tionnaire to assess physical activity patterns and a physiologi-

cal tenting procedure to as fitness levels. Eighty-eight

percent of an enumerated sample of 13,440 households agreed to

particpate in one or more aspects of the survey: these households

comprised a sample designed to be representative ofithe regions

of Atlantic Canada, Quebec, Ontario, Prairies and British Colum-

bia. A systematic sample of one -third of the houSeholds'was

selected to serve as thebasis for a report of preliminary find-

ings*. This description is based on the preliminary report.

Participation /levels

Seventy-sevgn percent of the sample raged 14 years and
older said they had participated in some sport within the pre-

ceeding 12months, and 66 percent reported having taken part in

exercises. ( "Exercises included such activities as walking,

jogging, cycling, calisthenics and exercise classes.) It was

further reported that these figures represented' a five-year

increase (from a 1976 surveir) ;of 23 percent in sports, whereas

,exercise participatioh stayed approximately the same (63 percent

in 1Y/6).

Profile of Participants

The. preliminary findings for the 1981 survey. were reported

to be virtually the same as the 1976 findings with regard to the

question of who.participates in fitness activities. In. general,

the data showed that: 243
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EXHIBIT B-2

PERCENT OF INACTIVE PERSONS 'PLANNING TO BECOME
MORE ACTIVE FROM THE FITNESS ONTARIO SURVEY

Perceived Need

. Plans on Physical Activity
Get Suffi-
cient Activity

Should Get
More Activity,

Definitely planning .' 13 24

Would like to take part 18 47

Definitely not interested 38 14

Physically unable 18 13

Other/none apply 12 2
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Sports were more popular with men, while exer-
cises were more popular with women. (The latter
finding indicates a change from 1976.)

As the age of the respondent increased, activity
levels decreased, especially for sports

10-14 through 65+ age ranges, sports
dropped 70 percent whereas exercise
dropped only 37 percent.

over. the
activity
activity

Occupational groups, although not differing in
sports activity levels, show differential pat-
terns of exercise participation

11M,

professionals and managers exercis, ,t -fie

than other white collar workers, who in turn
exercised-more than blue-collar workers.

full-time homemakers had exercise patterns
near the population mean but were low on
sports.

Preferred Activities

Although breakdowns of participation in different activi-

ties were not reported, activities which respondents said they'd

like to begin were included. It can be seen in Exhibit B-3 below

that the attractiveness of many activities have apparently

changed since 1976. In fact, siz of the ten most popular in 1976

were not ranked among the top ten in 1981; these included alpine

skiing, golf, hockey, ice skating, curling and gymnastics.

Barriers to Activity

The most frequently cited reason for why individuals did

not increase, their activity was lack of time due to work (43

,percent). Another oft-cited reason. was that facilities were too

distant (16 percent offered this reason). Lack of time due to

other leisure activities was a factor cited by 15 percent of the

respondents. Additional reasons reported by more than ten per-
cent of the respondents included: lack of energy, lack of self-

discipline, and cost. Finally, it should be noted'that 21 per-

cent of the sOmple said they didn't want to increase their

activigiir
245
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mairsma.3;

ACTIVITIES PEOPLE (AGE 14 AND UP) WOULD
LIKE TO BEGIP-FROM TEE FITNESS CANADA SURVEY

Activity Proportion-1981 Rank-1981 Rank-1976

Swimming at a pool 12 1 2

Jogging - 8: 2 23

Tennis 7 3 1

Calisthenics 6 4 '40

Cycling 6 5 24

Walking 4 6 3
Racquetball 4 7 39

Running 3
,

8 23

Bowling 3 9 5

Cross-Country Skiing 3 10 , 4
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Activity Level: Perceptions

When asked about the relative importance to contribution
of each of a number, of factors to personal well-being, regulap
physical activity was ranked as "Very important" or "of some
,importance" by 78 percent of the sample (age 10 and above). This
gave It a ranking of fifth among 11 factors, and put it behind
only: adequate rest and sleep, a good diet, adequate medical and
dental care, and maintenance of proper weight.

c
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APPENDIX C

STATE SURVEYS

nairRoDucrIon

Information about exercise participation and patterns in
individual states was found in two sources: state recreational
plans, and Centers for Disease Control Health Education-Risk
Reduction surveys. Overall, ten states have conducted surveys
with fitness-related Gomponents as support for their state
recreational plans. Nine states have implemented the. CDC sur-
ve. Although valuable information was found, regional char-
acteristics were difficult to discern because of methodological
differences. Summaries of the surveys and their results are
presented below.

HEALTH RISK FACTOR SURVEYS

Introduction

Because of a growing concern about health risk factors,
the Federal government established the Health Education-Risk
Reduction Grant program ammo which is administered by the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC).

As part of this program, CDC has funded a number of health
risk factor surveys in individual states. At the time of writing
this document, the results of nine, state surveys have become
available. Those results are summarized below. The question-
naires used and the methodologies followed were not standardized
in the nine samples examined here, and thus comparability is
precluded. However, the HERR surveys presently being conducted
have been standardized, and those results will start becoming
available in the coming year.
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Typically, from one to three questions were asked about

physical fitness, and they tended to be vague:. Given theimacitt

of results, one would assume that a rather low priority has been

given physical fitness by the states.

Colorado

The *Colorado Department of Health conducted a random digit

dialing telephone survey from April 16 to May 8, 1981. A total

of 469 interviews were completed out of 769 attempted for a re-

sponse rate of 61.0 percent. Only adults aged 18 and over were

surveyed.

The results below are quoted directly from their report:

Approximately a quarter of the survey respondents

encounter a 'great deal' of hard physical work in

their job or daily household tasks. Of all the

individuals surveyed, 47 percent of the males and

44 percent of the females surveyed exercise this

frequently. The average frequency of exercising

is /.5 times/week. When exercising,* 62 percent

of all the respondents, 69 percent of the male

si

respondents'and 58 pircent f the female respon-

dents keep at. their exerci greater than hail an

hour each time. Approxima Oily 50 percent of.all

the respondents usually exercise vigorously

enough each time to cause sweating. Survey re-

spondents participate in physical 'recreation or

hobbies an average of three times/week.

Connecticut

The Connecticut Department of Health Services commissioned

a random digit dialing survey of 500 adults that was conducted in
o

April 1981. Numbers were clustered according to telephone ex-

changes (first three digits) and chosen according to percent of

population in a given cluster.

C-2
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Those people reporting a *sedentary life style* totaled

28.8 percent with 35.9 percent of the men aged 55 and older, and

36 percent of women aged 55 plus being sedentary. Exercise for

five or more days a week was reported by 47.6 percent of the pop-

ulation while 16.9 percent of the reported participating three to

four days a week, and 15 percent one to two days a week. Parti-

cipation for over one hour per session was reported by 24.6
percent. Exercise for up to 15 minutes was reported by 11.6

percent; up to 30 minutes by 20.8 percent, and up to one hour by

19.8 percent.

Georgia

The Georgia Department of Human Resources conducted their

survey during a ten/ day period in October 1980 using a random
digit diilingtechnique. The sample totaled 534 adults aged 18
and over.

As in othei samples, women were slightly less apt to exer-

cise with 38.7 percent reporting that.they neverexercise as com-
pared to 32 percent of the men. In addition, men were slightly

more apt to exercise every day then women with 20 percent of men

reporting daily activity versus 17.4 percent of women. Men were

also more apt to exercise for a longer period of time: 58.8

percent of men exercising for one hour or more at a time compared

to 39.8 percent for women. Roughly,' '15 percent of the women re-
ported exercising for 15 minutes or less as compared to 6.9
percent of the men.

Running was by far the most favored activity with 40.8

percent of the exercising men and 33.2 percent of exercising
women reporting thin activity. The second most popular category

for women was calisthenics with 22.5 percen of exercising women
participating. The second most popular activities for men were

team sports with a participation rate of 16 percent.

rt
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In November of 1981, the Maine Department of Human Ser-

vices did a statewide random, face-to-face interview of 1,255

adults aged 15 and over. The interviews were conducted using

auestions from a National Heart, Lung, rd Blood Institute sur-,

vey.

The results from Maine indicate that 18.6 percent of the

men and 24.1 percent of the women get no exercise. Participation

in exercise for up to six, hours per week was reported by 61.3

percent of the men, and 65.3 percent of the women. Exercise for

more than six hours a week was reported by 20.1 percent of the

men and 10.6 percent of the woman. People over the age of 55

were most likely to get no exercise (30.1 percent of .the men and

39.5 percent of the women), and least likely to participate for

over six hours (14.8 percent of the men and 4.2 percent of the

women). Of women aged 18 to 34 years, 71.4 percent got up to six

hours per week; the comparable figure for men was 27 percent.

Massachusetts

In September 1980, the Massachusetts Department of Public

Health surveyed 1,091 adults aged 16 years and up. A random

digit dialing technique .was used, and a response rate of 61.1

percent was achieved. Data were' weighted to reflect each health

service area's proportion of the adult population.

For the population in general, 71 :'Jkpercent had exercised

at least once in the two months preceding the survey, and 56 per-

cent were exercising the survey, and 56 percent reported exercis-

ing at least twice weekly. Over 25 percent of the respondents

exercised daily. The median exercise time was 47 minutes.

The findings of the survey also tended to confirm some of

the patterns found in the national surveys. For example, less

than 50 percent of those 65 and qlder had exercised during the

two months preceding the survey. However, for such persons who

did exercise, they were more likely to exercise daily. Walking

was the preferred exercise of the senior citizens.



Non-high school graduates were found to be the group least

likely to exercise, and exercise participation was found to in-

crease linearly with both income and education.

No auestions were asked regarding the strenuousness of the

exercises.

Massachusetts diverged from the other surveys, however,

when reporting the most popular forms of exercise. Walking and

jogging were reported as practiced by 14 percent and 12.8 percent

of the respondents respectively, but the two forms most often

cited at the top of the other surveys, bicycling and swimming,

had participation rates of only 4.3 and 4.0 percent respectively.

Rhode Island

Results from ahode-Island came from the first 10,000 par-

ticipants in their "wellness wagons program, a computer equipped

bus designed to give participants advice about health risk fac-

tors according to information given on their individual life
styles. Participants were self-selected.

Those reporting participation in at least 20 minutes 'of

vigorous conditioning exercise on a daily basis totalled 15.5

percent. Another 22.7 percent do so at least three times a week,

23 percent one to two times a week, and 38.8 percent seldom or

never. Again, it must be stressed that these figures came from

self-selected participants, suggesting a possible predisposition

to greater concern about health and reducing the representative-

ness of the results.

South Carolina

A series of cross-sectional surveys were done by the South

Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control from late

1978 to early 1980. Housing units were clustered using mapping

primaries and eight housing units were chosen from each cluster.

All adult occupants (18 years and older) of each unit were in-

cluded in the sample for a total of 5,500 persons. The purpose
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of this survey was to establish baseline data to be compared to
later surveys. The results of a follow-up survey should become
available in September 1982.

The only available data from the baseline survey are that
19 percent of the state population report participating in a reg-
ular exercise program, while 80 percent say they are not. One
percent of the results are missing.

Utah

in September 1981, the Utah Department of Health conducted
a survey using random digit dialing of 500 adults (ages 21 to
75). A questionnaire was then mailed to the participants. With
several follow-up reminders, a 92.6 percent response rate was
achieved.

Results published in-the CDC moradity and mortality week-
ly report state that 70 percent of Utah adults do not have a reg-
ular physical ,fitness program.

Wisconsin f

The Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services
conducted a survey during January and February 1981 of 8,036
adults. A stratified random digit dialing technique was used in
four ampling areas throughout the state. The women of the
house old was chosen to be the interviewee. Overall accuracy was
ddtermined to be i3 percent.

When participants were asked Who in your household is
getting enough exercise?, 75.9 percent named a household member.

/Of these named, 54.5 percent were said to get enough exercise

through normal daily activities, 13.1 percent, participated in a
sorts program, and 8.2 perceqt had an exercise program.

Jogging/running was the most popular form of exercise at
3.4 percent followed by baseball With 2.8 percent, bicycling at
2.5 percent, and swimming at 2.2 percent. Other exercisers that
had participation rates of 0.9 to 1.9 percent of the population

* -I
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were exercise, lealking, softball, track, weightlifting, and

physical education classes.

411

STATE RECREATIONAL SURVEY'S

Introduction

The United States Department of the Interi r has comp led

recreational plans in its archives for all the states nd to ri-

;
.tories of the U.S.A. Some of the states have condUct d recrea-

tional surveys as the basis of or support for their re eational

plans. In general, these surveys are oriented toward1
\

leisure

and recreational activities. However, ten states have Oondgcted

surveys that provided some data relevant- to physical fitness

activities: Unfortunately, pertinent information is scarce.

Those states having pertinent data are briefly described

below. Two exhibits having data on participation follow the

state. survey descriptions. Exhibit C-1 presents state informa-

tion on percent participation for the ten most popular national`_

exercise activities. The' Exhibit' C-2 provides per capita

participation data for four states.

Arizona

The State of Arizona condbcted persons n-home interviews

with 3,750 beads-of-households from January to September 1977.

The 3,750 interviews were divided into three gr ups of 1,240 and

done between January-April, May-Augusti and*September-December to

account for seasonal variations in recreationla partipation.

t

Florida

From- April 1978 to March 1979, the Florida Division of

Recreation and 'arks sent out 5,850 mail questionnaires to
i

randomly selected house ldsb Data were returned on -11,300

individuals throught the state.

255
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While Florida is a semi-tropical state surrounded by
oceans, it was still interesting to note that a. high percent
(70.91 of the,-state residents participated in salt water beach
activities. This rate isalmost twice that of similar activities
in other surveyed states, i.e., lake swimming, pool use.). Other
activities of interest such as hiking, bicycling, and tennis were
also in the high average range when compared to other states.

These results are probably due to Florida's climate which allows
year round participation in most activities.

Illinois

From October 1976 to January 1977, Illinios conducted
statewide telephone interviews with 10,000 households. As with
most of the other state reviewed, most of the survey'focused on
leisure activities which included some physical fitness cate-
goriesq The only statistic which was remarkable was that only
14.2, percent of the population participated in bicycle riding.
Less than half the rate reported by every other state examined
except Washington.

Indiana

Indiana's recreational plan was based on several surveys,

and the supporting statistics were not cleatly identified with
specific surveys or associated methodology. Percent participa-=

tion figures for various physical: activities by state residents

are average when compared to other,state recreational data.

Kentucky

In 1978, Kentucky conducted a statewide survey by mail to
determine demands for recreational. activities. Of the 23,350
questionnaires mailed, 4,854 were returned for a-response rate of
20.8 percent. -While percentages of population participation were
not given, per capita participations per year were calculated and
reported. Rates for hiking and basketball were in the average
.range, but bicycling with a rate of 12.13 was much higher than

C-8
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data from any other state. Unfortunately, the reason for this

'difference. remains* unclear:

Maryland :.

Maryland conducte4 a random stratified sampling of all its

counties and the city of Baltimore, Two survey instruments were

used: one for telephone interviews. and one for mail question-

naires. 'Both were conducted simultaneously in 1978 with 2,000

'participants in each sample. .

Maryland was the only state revieweh that reported the

percentage of the population who walk as a leisure activity, al-

thoUtjh three other states gave per capita occasion rates. There-

fore, the 40.5 percent participation rate for walking cannot be
directly compared to other states. However, it is Comparable to

some national statistics. All other activities statistics were
in the average'range.

Michigan

Michigan's recreational survey results are also e

as activity occasions. Walking, jogging, and hiking data were in

the average range. Statistics for bicycling were very" gh,

. second only to Kentucky. Although it has a' relatively short

season, swimming has the &highest participation rate by far at

11.3 occasion per person. ,All occasion rates are calculated by

dividing" numlIr of participations by the U.S. Census Bureau
po ation figures for the state of Michigan.

Nebraska

In 1978, the Nebraska Annual Social Indicators, Survey,

telephoned a representative sample of 1,940 adults throughout the

state. Information on the perceint of the popuUttoa,participat-

ing in various ties were collected. These data are compar-
;1,

able to the o s .that have been reriewed. The study
Claimed that when compared to a,1972 study, "tennis, bicycling,

and other strenuous activities have,enjoyed the greatest increase
in popularity." 1

C-9
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Utah

1976-1977 using a *Mail-back Diary Questionnaire*. Question-

naires were sent to 13,000 households containing 36,000 indivi

duals eight years old and.older. A random telephone sample was

done of those households failing to respond,. When compared' to

oter states reporting per capita activity occasions, Utah rates

' were in the average to low average range. When residents were

asked what 6revented them from doing their favorite ,activity,

53.4 percent cited lack of time. This was almost twice the rate ,

given for any other reason7 28.9 percent ,cited .,lack of money, and

23.8'percent reported facilities ioree too crowded.

F

The Utah Outdoor Reireation Agency conducted a study* in

,Washington

Thi.1975 -76 outdoor recreation l survey was conducted

through random sample telephone interviews. Residents consen-
.

tious to be interviewed were then mailed four seasonal question-

naires. Only those households returning all four questionnairei

and responding to the telephone interview were used for anlaysis

purposes. Total activity occasions (calculated using U.S. Census

Bureau population figures to obtain per capita rates for this 're-

port) and percent participation-rates were reported for thp,popu-'

lation. When- compared to. the other states reviewed, the percent

of Washington residents participating in various' activities is

generally below average. Per capita, activity occasions were move

com#arable to othet states, but still on the-low side. No satis-

factory reason for these discrepancies has been uncovered-. Wash7

ingt9n was also unusual in that weather was cited sore often
(31.4%) than lack of time (29.2 percent) as a hinderance to exer-

cise and sports participation.

Conclusions.

A

Methodologies used for the recreational survey varied a
great deal. Coftbinations of. mail and telephone interviewing



techniques were used, and there was no standardization of ques-

tionnaires used by the different states.

Data from the recreational surveys were similar to the na-

tional and CDC surveys in reporting the preferred activities.

The same ac ties were at the head of all the lists (when acti-

vities such as camping, boating, etc. were eliminated from the

recreational surveys). Percent participation rates in selected

activities, although varied, tended to be comparable among the
states.



EXHIBIT C -1

PERCENT PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN
SELECTED ACTIVITIES FROM SEVEN

STATE SURVEYS

Top Nina Arizona Piorida Illinois
Activities '77 '75 '77

Swimming 30 70.91 34.3
2

Biking 18 26.8 26.6

Walking N/A N/A N/A

Zagging/
Running 19 N/A N/A

Tennis 19 .20.8 N/A

Bicycling 31 38.9 14.2
,

Softball 20 16.4 N/A

calisthenics N/A N/A N/A

Basketball NIA 11.1 N/A

'Often Swimming - Pool Swimming is 35.62

2Peal Swiming Lake Slimming 0 29.2%

3aported As Biking/Walking,

N/A - Indicates data are not available.

Indiana Maryland
'76 '78

Nebraska Wash.
'78 '76

38.1 43 45.1 13.2

33.7 15.7 22.3 16.6
3

N/A 40.5 N/A N/A

.

N/A 6.6 N/A 4.0

16.1 30.7 17.8 9.4

30.6 35.7 33.4 6.9

N/A 23.9 17.7 N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A

1
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kw
EXHIBIT C-2

PER CAPITA PARTICIPANTS FOR TEN SELECTEDf
ACTIVITIES PER YEAR FROM POUR STATE SURVEYS

I
washington Kentucky Utah Michigan

Activity 1976 1977 1978 1979

Swimming 2.89 5.97. 2.81 11.3

Walking 2.14 -- 1.99 3..2

B4king -2.14 1.72 1.55 1.08

Bicycling, 1.93 12.13 4.19 9.82

Tennis 1.65 3.40 1.92

Jogging 1.24 1.72 1.18

k
Basketball 3.39 2.19

Exercise 1.05

Softball 48 Ile 1/1.,
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APPENDIX D

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS WHICH WILL PROVIDE
FUTURE INFORMATION ON PHYSICAL FITNESS TOPICS

This appendix contains survey instruments, i.e., the

actual questionnaires, which are expected to be providing

additional information on physical fitness topics in the near

future. In some cases, the surveys will soon be conducted. In

other cases,,the surveys already have collected information but

not published the results. Furthermore, some of the surveys ask

only a few auestions about physical fitness or exercise while

others focus entirely on sports and exercise participation. The

seven surveys from which future fitness-related information is

expected are:

A longitudinal' study by the Institute for Aero-
bics Research on the relationship between aerobic
exercise and health

Behavioral Risk Factor Survey by the Centers for-
Disease Contiol (DUNS)

Health Insurance Study by the Rand Corporation

Second National Wealth and Nutrition Examination
Survey by the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics (DHHS)

Wave II of the National Survey of Personal Health
Practices and Consequences by the National Center
for Health Statistics (DHSS)

Canada Fitness Survey by Fitness Canada (Govern-
ment of Canada).

National Recreation Survey by the National Park
Service.

National Hispanic Health Promotion Survey

National Urban League Health Promotion Question-
naire

NCAA Sports and Recreation Programs Survey

D-1
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AEROBIC
EXERCISE AND HEALTH:
THE AEROBICS CENTER
LONGITUDINAL STUDY

This survey of all Cooper Clinic patients is part of the longitudinal study on
exercise and health conducted by the Institute for Aerobics Research. This is a
unique opportunity to help determine the beneficial effects of aerobic exercise.
Most individuals find that the questionnaire can be completed in approximately 10
minutga. Please answer the questions to the best of your ability and be as complete

vs possible.

If you wish to comment on any of the questions or to qualify your answers. please
write in the margins. Your comments are welcome and will be taken into account.

It is very important that we have replies from as many individuals as possible.
Your responses are important to us. Please return the completed questionnaire
today. We want to hear from you even if you are hoc currently following a regular
exercise program.

Thank you for yohr help.

t

institute for Aerobics Research
'12200 Preston Road
Dallas. Texas 75230



EXERCISE
In this section we would like to ask you several questions about your current
exercise habits. Please answer as accurately as possible. Circle your answers or
supply a specific lumber when asked (only one answer per question).

1. How do you rate the physical activity that you are now getting compared to
others your same age and sex? Think at both your leisure and work
activities (please circle your response).
1 DCTREMELY 1NACTNE S. SOMEWHAT ACTIVE
2. INACTIVE 6. ACTIVE
3. SOMEWHAT INACTIVE 7. EXTREMELY ACTIVE
4. ABOUT AVERAGE

2. For the last tkrtite moults, which of the following activities have you per-
formed regularly? (Please circle YES for all that apply and NO if you do not
perform the activity; provide an estimate of the amount of activity for all
malted YES. Please be as complete as possible.)

Play strenuous racquet sports (singles tennis, paddlehall, etc.).
YES hours per week
NO

.y

0.

running).
Play other strenuous spoils (basketball, soccer, or other spats involving

7.1
YES hours per Week
NO -,

Ride a bicycle.

YES ...go. miles per week
NO

Swim.
YES ...pi. miles peg week.
NO

3. How many times a week dci you engage in vigorous physical activity long
enough to work up a sweat?

times per week

\ 4. Do you follow the Aerobics exercise point program?\ YES On the average, how many Aerobic points did you earn per
week daring the last year?

NO
t How many Aerobic pass did you earn last week?

In what year dicklyou start the Aerobics program?

D-3
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5. Do you walk, nm, or jog in your physical activity program? (Please be
complete.)
YES How many workouts per week?
NO How many miles' do you average per workout?

.

6. During the last seven days, how much total time did you spend doing
VIGOROUS physical activity and MODERATE physical activity? Record
only time actually engaged in the activity (ignore breaks, test periods, etc.).',
Please do not record any LIGHT physical activity (office week, light house-

lwork, vely light sports such as bowling, or any activities involving sitting).

Taw bows for last
7 days,* nearest .5 hours

VIGOROUS ACTIVITY (jogging or running, swim-
ming, strenuous sports such as singles tennis or racquet-
ball, digging in the garden, chopping wood, brisk walk-
ing. etc-)
MODERATE ACTIVITY (sports such as golfor doubles
tennis, yard work, heavy housecleaning. bicycling on
level ground, etc.)

7. Compared to a year ago, how much regularphysical exercise do you currently
get?
I. 'MUCH LESS 4. SOMEWHAT MORE
2. SOMEWHAT LESS 5. MUCH MORE
3. ABOUT THE SAME

What is your average time per talk" .=in
IOC

YOUR HABITS

In this section we would like to find out about some ofyour health habits. (Please
circle your answers or supply a number when asked.)

8. Do you currendy drink coffee?
YES ----lb- On the average, bow many cups of coffee do you drink a day?
NO

cuparday regular

ou

coffee cupsidri decaffeinated

9. Do yon drink tea?
YES ^^'"1. On the average. bow many cups (or glasses) of tea do you
No drink a day'

curs (or &saw a day of regularizes
ti

cups (or glasses) a day of decaffeinated or herbal tea
10. Do you restrict the amount 2f salt you eat?

. YES
SOMEWHAT
NO
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11. What is your current smoking stellar? (Please circle all that apply.)
I HAVE NEVER SMOKED ON A DAILY BASIS.
I NOW SMOKE CIGARETTES, AND I SMOKE CIGARETTES
PER DAY.
I NOW SMOKE A PIK, CIGARS, OR CIGARELLOS.'
I AM NOW AN EX-SMOKER. I Qua SMOKING IN

mama ^ yam

12. Do you currently in alcoholic beverages?
YES people who drineilcoholic beverages may not do so
NO every day, please tell row many drinks you usually have in

a week
WINE (1 glass es 4 oz.)

glasses per week
SPIRITS OR HARD LIQUOR (I drink 0, 11/2 oz.)

drinks per week ,

BEER (1 kettle or can as 12 oz.)
bottles ar cans per week

What is the pattern of your weekly alcohol intake?
(Please circle your answer.)
SPREAD OVER THE WEEK
CONSUMED MOSTLY IN ONE OR TWO DAYS

13. What percentage of the time do you wear seat belts and/or a shoulder strip
while you are in a car?

1. 0-25%
2. 26-50%
3. 51-73%
4. 76.100%

14. How much time do you spend riding in aver each week?
bouts per week

15. How much time do you spend watching TV each week?
boon per week

CURRENT HEALTH STATUS

In this section we want to know about your health status, pin illnesses, and other
health indicators.

16. How do you rate your overall health?
1. POOR
2. FAIR
3. GOOD
4. EXCELLENT,

a,

DaI5
6

--1(erorrIntconiilinlk
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17. Please examine the following list of illnesses or conditions. If a doctor ever
told you that you had the problem.-circle YES and write in (as accurately as
you can remember) the year hi which the diagnosis was first made. Please
circle your answer.

Myocardial infarction or heart attack
Angina pectoris
Abnormal ECG
Hypertension or high blood pressure
Stroke
Chronic bronchitis

, NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

) NO

Glaucoma
Akoholism
Cancer (specify sit=
Orthopedieuvumblems

Foot
Knee trouble
Back trouble
Shoulder trouble
Elbow trouble ,

Hip trouble

. Year of Oat

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YP-c
YES

NO YI.S
NO YES
NO YESNO YES.---NO YES.---
NO YES..

May we contact your doctor for additional medical information?
Doctor's Name
Address

IS. Have you had coronary angiography done?

YES '40' What was the result? NORMAL
Nf ABNORMAL

19. Have you had a coronary bypass operation?

YES

NO

20. How do you consider your emetic occupation in terms of stressfulness?
1. LOW

2. MODERATE
3. HIGH



21. How well motivated do you consider yourself to awry out activities or
projects to completion? Please rate yourself on the following scale by circling
your response.
1. POORLY MOTIVATED

2. SOMEWHAT MOTIVATED, INCONSISTENT
3. MODERATELY MOTIVATED, USUALLY DEPENDABLE
4. WELL MOTIVATED. QUITE DEPENDABLE
5. HIGHLY MOTIVATED, STRIVE TO EXCEL

22. How would you classify yourself lfon the following tension and anxiety scale?
1. NO TENSION, VERY RELAXED
2. SLIGHT TENSION
3. MODERATE TENSION
4. HIGH TENSION

5. VERY TENSE, "HIGH STRUNG"

23. Please rate your general emotional outlook on life on the following scale by
circling your Imposes.

1. tirEN DEPRESSED OR "DOWN IN DUMPS"
2. GENERALLY SAD

3. HAPPY AND SAD EQUAL AMOUNT
4. GENERALLY HAPPY
5. USUALLY ELATED

24. How often do you expaience difficulty sleeping?

1. NOT MORE THAN 1 OR 2 TIMES A YEAR
2. ABOUT ONCE EVERY COUPLE OF MONTHS
3. ABOUT ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH
4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
5. SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK

25. About how many days last year did you miss work or have your regular
activides curtailed due to illness?

days missed

26. How many visits did you make to the doctor in the last year other than for a
routine check-up?

doctor visits

27.. What is your aurent body weigh( and your height?
pounds inches

D 7
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ZS. Did you visit a dentist during the past year for preventive purposes or a regUlar
check-up?

YES

NO

29. Were you hospitalized as an in- patient for at least one night during the last
Year:

,

YESfto. How, niany.days did you spend in the hospital during the
last yew? days

NO'' What was the reason for your hospitalization/

30. Do you regularly take any of the prescribed medicines listed below? (Please
.

circle YES or NO for each medication listed.)
Medicine for heart pain (angina Pectoris) NO YES
High blood pressure medicine do YES
Heart rhythm medicine .(NO . YES
Medicine for shortness of breath NO YES
Insulin NO YES
Other medicine (please specify): 1

FOR WOMEN ONLY: ,Birth control pills NO YES
Premarin or other estrogen , NO YES

,.

Are you pregnant at this time? NO YES

* ,

'DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Finally, in this last SeCiii.49 we would like to ask you a few qiiestioni,about yourself
to help interpret the results and to maintain ,contact with you: Your responses to
'these questions will be held completely offfideruial just like your medical data.
and this information will be used only for medical research puzposes. Your address

. will not be given to any other group, for any purpos.
31. What is your- current marital status?

I. NEVER MARRIED 4. DIVORCED
2, MARRIED 5.. WIDOWED
3.. SEPARATED .

32. Are you currently working, retired, or unemployed?".
I. WORKING 4. KEEPING HOUSE
2. RETIRED 5. STUDENT
3. UNEMPLOYED

D-8 271
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33. Please circle the highest educational level you have attained.
1. HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS 4. MASTER'S DEGRpE
2. SOME COLLEGE 5: DOCTORAL DEGREE
3. COLLEGE GRADUATE

34. What is your redid/ethnic identity?
I. BLACK

'2. WHITE
3. OTHER

Whit is your social security number?

36. Whit is your current telephone number?

(=ammlw.)
ants cede

37. Please give us the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of two people not
in your household who will always know your whereabouts.
Name. Name
Address. ,Address

(---.)
mis cods area cads

38. Is your nametaddress listed below correct? Ifnot, please make the appropriate
changes.

Any other cdmments fal wish io make that you think may help us in continuing
the Aerobics Center Longitudinal Stuay will be appreciated, either Mee or in a
separate lesser.

Although it will rake several months to compile the results of this survey, sok will
be happy to send you a summay, ,

Please check tiere if you wish to receive a sumniarij.
Thank you very much for-completing this survey. Your responses will be corn-

.

bioed with others 'to provide useful and imponant inft*niation on exercise and
health.

4
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NeTh7t7f'd like to ask you some questions about active physical exercise,
exercise which cakes you sweat or makes your heart beat fast.
7. Bow often do you exercise or pirticipate in an active physical. sport,

such as rumiioll, 308ging, swimming, bicycling, etc. ?.

ONLY ONE ANSWER ,

PROBE FOR 'AVERAGE
IF NECESSARY

EXAMPLE:

EVERYDAY /37./6777
2 /WEEK V1T07277
3/MONTR /2/0/31
LISS TRATT.7fromi/T/M
NEVER /8/8/8/ .
REFUSED /9/9/9/

, .

A.

(28 -3O)
DON'T READ LLST

Number of times/week
. OR

B.

',C.

D.

E.

Number of times/month

lass than once /month (Code.00)

Neverh GO TO' POINT H

2 41
. 3

8

9

01111

(Code ., 88)
Refused, GO TO POINT H(Code i 915', IM

aim

11110

E
8. When you exercise or participate in a physical

sport, do you usually keep at it?

PROBE FOR
AVERAGE

READ LIST
A. hot=

B. 45 minutes 2

C. 30 minutes 3

1
D. 15 minutes or less 4

E. Refused . .$.. OOOOOO . 9
9. What is Your primart form of active physical .exercise?

S
ONE ANSWER ONLY

DON'T, READ LIST

A. Running, jogging/fast walking

B. Calisthenics

C. Swimm.ing

Q. Bicycling

E. B.iking

F. Tennis

G. Team sport (soccer,
basketball, fOOthal+, etc

H. Other
Specify

I. Refuied

9'; 274
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POINT H

The nett two (2) questions are .about your recreation,
job. or daily activities, and the level of effort related
to these activities

10. Which of the following best describes the ltiVel of
physical effort in your work or daily activities?

(33)
# READ LIST

A. Light -- such as office work, driving, sitting

B. Moderate -- such as housewoik, carpentry,-walking 2

C. Heavy -- such as pushing or carrying heavy objects 3

D. Undetermined. 7

E. Refuded
9

11. lbw often do you participate in light physical
recreation or hobbies such as dancing, gardening,
golfing, bowling, etc.?

0116

DON'T REAb LIST 4 (3 4-36)
ONLY ONE ANSWER

A. Number of times/week 1
+=MOMSPROBE FOR AVERAGE OR.

IF NECESSARY B. Number of timesimonth 2
MIIMMIMI

Less than once a month 3 ....mo
EXAMPLE: C.

(Code = 00)3/WEEX NA0 3 7 =lommill

1/MONTH /2/0/1/
LESS THAFITONTH/3/0/0/ D. Never (Code'm 88) 8
NEVER Imor 11
REFUSED E. Refused (Code = 99) 9-

.ON/P MMIIN=MED atarmimgml

F.
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.-28. IN )11/4 AVERAGE 24 HOUR PERIOD, ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DO
YOU SPEND SLEEPING?

(Circle one)
8 hours or less 1

7 hours 2
8 hours 3
9 hours or more 4

29. HAS ANY DOCTOR RECENTLY SUGGESTED THAT YOU GET MORE
EXERCISE OR PRACTICE CERTAIN EXERCISES?

Yes 1 Answer 29-A -B
No 2 'Go to 30,

next page

29-A. WHAT IS THE REASON FOR THIS EXERCISE? (Circle one number on
each line.)

To Improve your general health

To improve your athletic ability

To prevent heart disease

To lose weight

Treatment for sprain, acre br broken bon*

Treatment of arthritis

Some other reason

Yes No

1 2

1 2

1 2

1

1 2

1 2

1 2

29-0. HO! OFTEN DO YOU D. THE EXERCISE THE DOCTOR
SUGGESTED?

(Chile one)
never miss 1

of the time 2
About half the time 3
Less than hill the tine 4
Never, don't do it at alt 5

D-12
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30. SOME PEOPLE, IN 'THEIR JOBS OR IN THEIR WORK AROUND THE
HOUSE;' HAVE TO SPEND A GREAT DEAL 010"`TIME DOING HEAVy
OR STRENUOUS WORK UICE LIFTING OR CARRYING HEAVY
LOADS, PUSHING OR SCRUBBINGNGS, OR HANDLING HEAVY
MACHINERY; OTHER PEOPLE DON'T DO ANY STRENUOUS WORK ATALL
IN YOUR JOB, OR IN YOUR WORK AROUND THE HOUSE, ABOUT
HOW MANY HOURS DO YOU SPEND DOING HEAVY OR STRENUOUS
WORK IN AN AVERAGE WEEK? (CIrcie one)

None, don't do any heavy work 1

1 hour or less 2
2 to 3 hours a week 3
4 to 5 hours a week 4
6 to 10 hours a week 5
More than 10 hours a week

31. THEN THERE ARE JOBS OR' HOUSEHOLD TASKS THAT REQUIRE A
MEWL AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LIKE ,B;ING ON YOUR
PEET QUITE A SIT, STOOPING, BENDING, LIFTING OR CARRYING
LIGHTER LOADS, HANDLING UGHTER TOOLS OR MACHINERY, OR
IRONING CLOTHES.
IN YOUR JOB, OR IN YOUR WORK AROUND THE HOUSE, ABOUT
HOW MANY HOURS' DO YOU SPEND DOING THINGS THAT. TAKE A
MEDIUM, AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL Acerivrry iliatLaimmyigiv

(Circle one)
None, don't do any medluin lark 1

,2 hours , or less ' 2
3 to 5 tag a week 3
8 to 10 urs a week 6 4
11 to 15 hours a Week 5
More than 15 hours a week e

*t_

q

32. IN THEIR RECREATI9NL OR i.EISURE ACMMES, SOME PEOPLE.
SPEND A LOT OF TIME IN STRENUOUS ACTIVITY LIKE JOGGING..
OR RUNNING, PLAYING HANDBALL OR TENNIS, VIGOROUS
SWIMMING, CLIMBINGI, -HIKING, pR DOING HEAVY WORK AROUND
THE HOUSE. OTHER PEOPLE DON'T ENGAGE. IN THIS KIND OF
STRENUOUS ACTIVITY AT ALL :

r., ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DO YOU SPEND, IN AN AVERAGE -WEEK,
IN STRENUOUS LEISURE TIME 'ACTIVITIES LIKE THESE? -

0 (Cjrckt one)
None, don't do strenuous activity . l' 1-
1 hour or less . v., 2
2 to 3 hours-a week 3

. .

,4 to 5 hours a week 4
6 to 10 hours a week . . , 5
More than 10 houii i week .L. 40
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33. THEN THERE ARE LEISURE ACTIVITIES THAT REQUIRE A MEDIUM
OR MODERATE AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LIKE DANCING,
PLAYING GOLF,' GARDENING, OR WQRKING.WITH HOME TOOLS.

ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS 100 YOU SPEND, IN AN AVERAGE WEEK,
IN MEDIUM OR° MODERATE \XISURE TIME ACTIVITIES LIKE THESE?

(Circle one)
None, don't do medium vity 1

2 hours or less 2
3 to 5 hours a week 3
6 to 10 hogs a week 4

ae

11 to 15 hours a week
More than 15 hours a week

34. WHICH ONE` OF THESE STATEMENTS BEST DESCRIEES YOUR
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, IN GENERAL?

(Circle one)
Not very active physically,
usually just sitting or walking t. 1

Fairly active physically, moderate or refluous
activity several times a . week . 2

. Quite active physically, at least modera activity
every day 3

Extremely active physically,
strenuous activity most days 4

SAFETY'

35. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, ABOUT HOW Y MILES DID YOU
DRIVE OR RIDE IN A CAR OR TRUCK?

it Ircle one)
None 1

22,000 s'\.000 miles or lass
More than 2,000 to 5,0(0 3
More than 5,000 to 10,000 \,4
Mare than 10,000 to 15.000
More Ulan 15,000 to 20,000 6
More than 20,000 miles 7

36. WHEN YOU RIDE IN A CAR OR TRUCK, HOW MUCH OF THE \TIME
DO YOU USE A SEAT BELT?

(Circle one)
All of the time 1

Most of the time 2

Some of the time 3
A little of the time 4

None of the time, 5

Never ride in car or truck 79 6

D -1 4
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5. IF YOU WANTED TO, COULD YOU PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVE SPORTS
SUCH AS SWIMMING, TENNIS, BASKETBALL, VOI.LEYBALL, OR
ROWING A BOAT?

Yes 1 Go to 237,
Rage 69

Yes, but only slowly
2 WHY?

No, I can't do this 31

(Circle number
then answer
pages 59-88)

for one main cause,
227 through 238,

Chronic bronchitis, emphysema or phlegm 01

Chest pain, heart attack. or angina 02
Overweight 03
High blood pressure (hypertension) 04
Anernia (low blood) 05
Shortness of breath, enlarged heart,

or heart failure 06
Severe stomach pain or stomach ache (ulcer) 07

gadney, bladder, or urine Infector 08
'Joint problems (arthritis, gout, rheumatism) 09
Cancer 10

Hernia, rupture, herniated navel 11

Varicose veins 12
Hemorrhoids 13

Goiter or thyroid trouble 14

Hay fever or other allergies to plants
and grasses 15

Eyesight problems 16

Hearing problems 17

Diabetes or pre-diabetes (sugar in blood
or sugar dIseatie) 18

,Cholesterol (high blood cholesterol), 19
Tuberculosis 20
Trouble with' drinking 21

Somi other problem
{Whir?

D13



225. IF YOU WANTED TO, COULD YOU PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVE SPORTS
SUCH AS SWIMMING, TENNIS, BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL, OR
ROWING A BOAT?

r

Yes 1 Answer 227-236,

Yes, but ,only slowly 2 t

pages 59-68

W HY?3fNo, I can't do this

(Circle number for one main cause.
then, answer 227 through 236,
pages 59-88)

Chronic bronchitis, emphysema or phlegm 01

Chest. pain, heart attack, or angina 02
Overweight 03
High blood pressure (hypertension) 04
Anemia (low blood) 05
Shortness of breath, enlarged heart,

or heart failure
Severe stomach pain or stomach ache (ulcer) 07
Kidney, bladder, or urine infeon 08
Joint problems (arthritis, gout, rheumatism) -. 09
Cancer 10

Hernia, rupture, herniated have! 11

Varicose veins r 12
Hemorrhoids 13
Goiter or thyroid trouble 14

Hay fever or other allergies to plants
:and grasses 15

Eyesight problems 18
Hearing problems 17

Diabetes or pre-diabetes (sugar in blood
or sugar diseafe) 18

Cholesterol (high blood cholesterol) 19

Tuberculosis 20
Trouble with drinking 21

Some other problem
(What? 22
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SECOND NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTION
EXAMINATION SURVEY BY THE NATIONAL ,CENTER

FOR HEALTH STATISTICS (DHHS)
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lissesess
isurneser

a? IMO
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41a. Ds yea drink coffee?.

. ' .
i.229 ' i.:3 Yoe

2 No (14ei

(230, Cups or glasses

.
b. Ow Phi virreg. hew way cups eases a

ay de you drink? '
4

-
.

.

,--
. o 0 Less than one per day

c. Do you usually drink dirceffsiseted or
regular cff..?

(ill) , Decaffeinated
z Regular .

3 Both

.

11.13...'yeer EVER advised by d.cter is use .
decaffeinated calk: ? (For exontote, Bran,
Decal. or .ItigOt

.,..

6j2, i 0 Yes
2 No J

e. Nev. you EVER U. advised by &maw te step
drinking rspIs gaffe.? ;013) 1 YgS

I 2 No .

!Se. De yee drink tee? qt) 1 0 Yes
z 0 No I)Scl

b. 0. Wu avenge; hew luny caps es glasses
dilly de you drink? i

,

& Cups or glasses'
-

,

o Les; than one per day

c. Have you EVER bee. advised by . skates to sup
drinking tee? 5. I Yes ,........,

2 0 hio

16.: During the pest if months, did you loss any aspirin\
es eapiriiityp pills?

.
wi

gf) 1 0 Yes
20 No (i7)

b. On the oversee, de you 'me those pills ewe 4 more
times pas "reek?

..
.. .

lic i Yes

I 0 Ns ,
i

1T. In things you do far RECREATION.-f« callositiv,
sports, hiking, dancing, and so forth, de yew get
luck ...seise, madam *narcissi, or link er
es exercise?

Gij 1 Much_ exercise -' .2 01.10dg:fate eirCaSe

3 0 Little or no exams.
:4 -

,
18. In veer usual iffy, ASIDE FROM RECREATION,

Ira you physically wort active, isschprataly
active, we suit. inactive?

(276, a Very active
--...,

2 0 Moderately active
3 Quit. tolletivir f

..

18n. What is the most fast yaps' haws roar weialtaill
IDO,o0t ,riVo011 !ha Viral you were pregnant. , 2 Patina....." .....--

b. Now old were-yitu thew?
672; Years old

Notes
.

.

. ;

e e

.
1

I
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The next group of questions asks your
personal opinions about health-related
matters.

44. Bay good a job do you feel you are
doing intaking care, of your health.?
Would you say . (BEAD LIST)

41-

Excellent

Good

Fair 2

POO:. 1

IDO NOT READ Don't Know*

43. Nov would you compare your level of
physical activity with other people
your age? Wolld you say you are . . .

CKEAD LIST)

42-
Much mareiphysitally active 4

.

. Do you feel that you get as much
exercise asyou need, or less than
you need?

Somewhat more active 3

Somewhat loss active 2

Much less active

DO NOT
READ

Don't Know

46. Compared to your level of physical
activity two years ago, would you 'say
you aril now more physically active,
less physically active, or about the
same?

More physically active

1443..

1

Less physically active 2

SKIP TO Q. 48 About the sane

47. ,Ia this! because of a *Pacific health -
/ related problem or condition that
you had7

I!es
Dio

As such as you need 1.

Less than you need Asok 2
11,1=11

Don't Know 8

In genaral,ehow satisfied,are you
with your overall physical condition?
Would you say . . . (READ LIST) .

4k-

Very satisfiad

Somewhat satisfied

Not too satisfied

4

3

2

Not at all satisfied

D* NOT IUD Don't Knoi

50. Compared with two years ago, that is, r

sines 1977, would you say that your
health is now better,=worse or*aboot
the Rams?

Utter

Worse 2

Same 1

Don' t Know

31. Over the past year has your health
caused you a graateisal of worry,
some worry, hardly,any worry, or no
worry at all?

4

A great dea1of worry 4

Some worry 3

Hardly any ..,wobiy

worry at

Don't Know 8

D -20 287
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A

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
WHAT YOU DO AT WORK OR AT SCHOOL OR IN THE HOME, PLUS YOUR ACTIVITY
IN YOUR LEISURE TIME ALL CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR CURRENT LEVEL OF FITNESS.
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WILL PROVIDE A COMPLETE PICTURE OF ALL YOUR
ACTIVITIES.

TO HELP YOU DESCRIBE YOUR ACTIVITIES, WE HAVE DESIGNED FOUR
QUESTIONS ONE FOR THOSE YOU DO, DAILY, ONE FOR THOSE YOU DO EACH
WEEK, ONE FOR THOSE YOU HAVE DONE IN THE1AST MONTH, AND THE FOURTH
FOR THOSE ACTIVITIES YOU HAVE DONE IN THE LAST YEAR.

1. DAILY ACTIVITIES
For those activideswhich you do moat days of the week (such as work, whool and
housewollt), how much *no do you spend. .

Mawr About 3/4 Mame 1,2 . Nog 114 Alamo mos
10 las Imo al as Oa at Ma am at to Om M am am

Sitting 50 0 0 0 0
Standing a . G:1 0 e Ci:1

Walking .0 El 0 to El
waidngupstairs CD 0 0 0
tiding Or tortYing Mawr obiltett a III 12 ED 0

I. .,2. WEEKLY ACTIMIRS ..

Please refer to the reference card for a list of activities. Answer the following for the physical
activities you do each week. .

Light housework and handywork: washing dishes, ironing, trebling beds. mowing lawn, etcIn tn oily
famdiam news*mew sowson. few

gorm SWF 010.811 Mor
t4"riern = MI000 camp AMEN miat

lam am ken wool 0100
GOO moms, ammo 14.4mas laammeJ F M A IA ,J J A a 0 AI D gyros

, 1 , . 1 1 , 1 . 1.11.I. I G3-Ii 4.1.4.L1 ,L1Lil NCO GI

Heavy housework and handy/sock: washing end %eating floors, pointing_ etcintnsity
LIM Maims MawMama lameamo Maw

WO 1110* immo*.p atammians OPII110/ N Aim. ammoMit fresne SNOW. Van ammo 0001r
100 UMW 0000 warreas wassma.1 F M AM J J A f 0 N D

1.,1,1,11,1%,1L11.1. ,11,11_1.1 Ca
* *

Kerne of activity 1 I f.11
a

tiviatim of somisms awns. intensity weals
Caleamt

asels mama sae WI Madam* /Maw *a asp* Campalaws

a v at aY.Pn 1:15
.1,1.1,11,1,171 Un.E1 GI CO if 1]

I J Al 0 11

Norse of activity 1
I .1-"-A-IX

Novae at acamiana 0640/a intnsity
.111M AM J .1 a 1 0110 ***1644 No CenliftlisYsa14.

MC0 IMMO NM Lists Moduivo ~ay
i I t,_11. lit ,11.I. 1,11. 1.1.1 ULI_I n G 3 a 1 :La 13 1 1 II CZ )a a a s a a 2 0

I 1.LL..1-1Marne of activity
41
i

Maas& d =wow
um mane

J ntf.1 J A $ Ono

Pismo of activity 1

4 Alarm. Intensity,,
am Ulm 441saura Nam* 01110411141

CO"Ln..c30 n isn

I

*N Mat0030U1r AwF/F9F intnsitv
IIIM0 MOM 1.1.11 WOW WWI Of SWIM. Cill".0.11",F M A a J .1 A 11 0 * sr* mar

se
i . 1 1 . 1 . 1 4.1..1 12 n Yti )
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- 3. ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST MONTH . .
.

, Please refer to the 'affronts card fat a It of activities. Anoint the4ollovving for the ahysissi
activities you hive done at least once in the last month. (Do not include activities already
listed in Weekly Activities.)

Gardening end cultiveting Poch &sending. drawl:, waseing
tetaneit

Wawa
kalli *we essay
SW ININIIIN. WOW

ISM 1110116.011aSaa "awl am A011111Pvis *Wm ems
0 11111111111111 8011011111110111 mama erica 1.104VMIMI eitaNNI ammo me . ammo Iona%I Ma lans

LIJ ..LJ .L.J n al El
IS

ShoWeiling snow,
1 i asity

Ilaaall
Laa Soft lira
alas Peals. MOM
dew aro 041100-Osmium *mewOM One Mews

Is Ea lea sanalo mot savaa mama miry
Nana am= amom ma imally lanai.Me hasLI U LI 0 0 a1a a a illt

idealism the lawn taushing a paver naavari

0111111111111111111

a VW WS
mates

4011

Masiga aaaas tan
onaly ism anal
coraewara

Nue RAM

LI L..1a /I a

Intaity
Wawa

Now
mew mew
sew ONNIP.
Mae MINN
MOW MEN"

lanalog liamag

D ED

-

Fame al activity
a

dessisas
Is w.as
aria lama. Ina

we Nes

U
NI tilt

latWiltY
Up* Mem Mow

Parcae of activity I

Camponi*an= latasity
mesub Memo Om Wee laelew Meow Clogookee CempeSereb

Mos Was Vas Ma 'he NeLI LI M M ,G:]U a

Name of activity at

Donlials
in MOON
am* awaseeme

Ma We

Li
Noes of streaky

U

o
mow am
we Minn

LJ L_J1-11

ilitasity
ups Mialsa Sea, Orlawsig

D
Ceassrael

Vse

I

a

Intensity
ups Mae e Haim Oa lmilal

Phase of activity. I

4100.11111P11
Wawa. Intensity
ewe* Awn. arm We healion away theepead

OW ....LJ .LJ L.J. ,p M ED , CT] p na

Neese of activity

0.......
wear caw I nta s'i.ty

Lisa Maim am" Commillari

a

I

. =,I-

L

D-- 2 2
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN YOUR LEISURE.,:.TIME
5. Hero is gist at ratscls why Sante P01314 d.p.phYsical activities during their leisure time. HOW

important is se= of these to you?

To feel bensr mernale sett plwicsits

To be with other pewee

For pisnours, fun at nneininent

To controi weight or toil:sok blow

To moss haw Of 10 iff10f010 fladblity

As s chelenoo nvf shied.

To m or reduce miss

To Wien new dew

amuse of flows weeciellsee Mehls for frnproeing hoWth in general

issuso of doctor's anion for dermal or rohstailltstion

Other

et

n

6. With whom do you usuely do your physical activities in your *sure time

Is MINIM . Alm*

if0 C000loof * row-
Impolles took

u MOSIM.

OMNI

7. When do you usuary do your physical activities? Ilhdicate one only.)

.0 IN noloode ONO

4

8. At what anus do you /may do your physical activities? (Indicate more than one it you usually
do activitiesmore then pace a day.)

op In Ole oomos. sO fa foololuff

ari km Oup soulio JD Msno amodal Om

ire ofoosof

9. When do you =us* do yak physical activities? (Inclicate on: ar mix e.)

NE) MOM

210 Po&

12 SONIA new or
sr waft .2 lionowlool folio o Offor
r-i 110 rood". as

a 1....I osolii WOO

\ ,ISISA P

10. How long have you been doing some physical activity in your leisure time at least once ;week?
rn lawt..., 2 foe Monloo r-t nova ammo of Soma gums ofa LJ ovisoff fusolook 3 ouswo 3.1-1 aremassr Owls mof wows 1 low

hem 1 'tor fo
wow

poi *so 3 moo of . flutorosio3 ono jot logo how wow

11. Comparing yourself to others of your own age and ass, would you say you NIL -

faiwo Wm* 0M*

D-24 ti 92 iptrP Ita 1, )



if you want to participate more in physical activities that? you do now, why aren't you able to?
(Cluck at most 3 reasons.) .

.E3
drors vow lo

OoM000ro

a0 MMO

orCI ONO or awsdiatop

Lace of soggy

sOat mark (achao0
LAO re loodoroome

*Ow *sumaroMODO

LIO al ma Doom*

1,0 Cams Ion moo*

w0 koWoos now*

.0
Areambla ficairo aroordoorsie

Mo *Ow evalolsie

Ilemusras me an* aelkiimPial

cast Oo sommtsne aunt

13. If you wanted to participate more in physical activities, which of the following would increase
the amount of physical activity you do? (Check at most 3./

7.0 Naas

*0 BOW waloowloaniO

Olfteitballike

tarta..rar teaks
upMoo NMrwrogr tawOrbtrraft
of doing otaroirai WO*

rn averow or ijammouli
aoikeillso /Webb

01.011.14 slots eflial*
Clopileme Om= Gloms
swilmbis

14, Which of the following have ypu heard of?

,10 moose How now Ten

r0

,0
310

Cando Omar

Coma Raw **mods

4

PVT IC1T

INFORMsaisse

PaJITICWomion

J

1

Sloasahrog Tan noon

al0 Rom mg Amaelut Seen

110 Maur cantor

sZI 5acne sic

.0 c.d. R.. lyric

15. What is the name of your provincial fitness program?

e.

293
25

V





19. What physical activities would you like to start in order to improve your fitness and health?

0 vim or Ammer I J
warer Ow man Nemo vas saws nog rag soffung Vag?

L_L1.1

Offices tau/

L_,J
Office Um

.1_ a
colas Ulm

1...4..L.J
Mot aim clan maw vat two nog act alma' aid

Office Use

LA_J
O

AMON

Natoa re rnao rowan vachae nava aunal

20. How important are each of the following to you in gaining a feeling of well being?

Aftwina mot awl imp

A imp* fast

Lae oriariosuraga boargoo(agiols

14** klaCarareaor Mw air val.(

Pailapollos a saki oral anagal apiltala

Cogiftsf arm
4

%mar plcolgaracariffr such as aawato, awns or pow

Using aloololagaglogorlaravines nandrifiar

leas fgarteasam

Adogosaa malkor and NNW cam

Pads" Oadiganagelagaign

Vow . Of mom Or Ma Of no
ignannligg ngacolgogro arisolora impanicao

.9

.0

.9
T1

.0

.0

DOD

4.12

LIFESTYLE AND YOUR HEALTH 1

21. What do you usually sat for breakfast? (Usually means ar lust kur daysa was& ) Check all
that cm*.

3.0 f Coal sof logragfast 310 linen or acig On

a0 -- a0 At bra Gamma af mak

DO Sagan or Maar rarig. fhb ar away 110 Pular

J.0 Ilama. amain a Oman as0 ."'Crareg

a Oran** a0 Toe or colfair

'.0 Oilier magr

22. In the last year, have you been sating . . .
,

MUM fools arra maim .0 him 0 Lao
G3 Sams saaang

as Wham

twang cambia; D Mg"- 0 Lao
[i] gam anchor

ea Woe

foe and Moo tondo 3.0 Nam 0 f....
0 Savo *mann

at Wm*

agla act nano goal .30 Mao CO Los
171 Una ammo
LI! as Wawa

masa an weft Moo is" oleos 0 Las e Saw ammo

i
as isran

ED Saga angiangfra mama agmocat al WO. Worm 4, 0 Ns. MA 'as Mom

A D-27
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23. About how often do you usuaity drink alcohol&

ISO /Nue Me anis

*is 7 aims soak

I is 3 imps& weak

IPA IllalilMitalls1111

About how many drinks áo you usually have at &time?

Where one drink Is: one pint at best 12 =non
owe Wilal OM etWile
Calash= at Swotor soiree
Ls. 1 1 1/2 ounces with or without is*.

0
Tao fa Same

hay yr Ste

Simasima

Isla wawa

24. Which of the following best describes your exparignoe with tobacco. Cheek ail that apply.

em I
Arsan't
--sal monsuip almost

eisomusemsimp
rn Sue Wasiak of

skowiradala

171 sopa.IWO et
uJ elosilielMv
11 ass tarassesiaks

aipaplaidsly

f71 lima. Ow*tapas
1.1.1 01111111010,

rn 611W or stillwak

25. Here iss list that deuxibes some of the *eye people feel at different times. During the past
law weeks, how often hays you fait . .

Oa siiiilsa Nola'

May ism* ammo awe saw piaals?

Paillialief swift et ilawasiiiTap?

aimusal iiviips?

Plum' Oast Map aimaialilisiallINI*10

WON

Aura Imers apassie einsamosail mg asimalas yet Mil
IOW c:i

296

lissoloasa

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Ci]
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I

26. About how many hours of sleep dotou usuatY get each day?

SS hos or lam

50
G3 Sag 4

[LI Mho

a".I Two

21 ibis hos or num ,

27. Are you !hiked in the type or amount of work you can do4or school you can attand) because
of an illness, injury or hendloaP?

rn Vat. Warm ea -
Lit alflialara

© 'MOM Ws shaft
r Ioltrom Imo

Vs. Immo et it
Issons

in Va. bolas Of
IsusSItnist/ MOM*

41,

28. Asa you *rifted In the type or &mount of physics! activity You out do during' your leisure dm'
'because of an Mesa, injury or handicap?

alD No
. e v.., amigo ye a

ImPller it Om
. . . tI.1,.+0 ,4

rri Vat. Imemosof a in Ys beass el a manimentLLI isses, limo LL1 Ws/ vit Amiss
t

29. in

Vs Isims aPeamis
4.1.1 or

vwr

hew would you tined* your state of health?

a I

SOME FACTS. ABOUT YOU
30. Were you born in Canada?

.® vas la N.

4. 4 Y. 4 .1 t 4. 4 t

31. What language do you use all or most of the time? Check one only.

IVO 12 IMMO

ignitt 111 LIMOS",

21 a oM.. I

32.1s there another language that you are In the habit of using?0.Ela Uhreiriss

ate, ov.« 1

Gomm

44* 297
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Jr.

33. Ai you

0

34. Haw old aro you?

4

if YOU ARE 14 YEARS OF AGE OR YOUNGER,
YOU HAVE SWISHED THE ClUESTKINHAIRE.

THANK YOU!
WE WOULD RE GRATEPU I. FOR YOUR COMMENTS.

A SPACE FOR THIS HAS BEEN LEFT ON THE LAST PACE.

IF YOU ARE 15 YEARS OF AtlE OR OLDER.

36. Whet Is your present modal smug? Aro you moon* . .

issorm4

11118.44

q".1

11) Slap Nstror

36. What is the highest Wei of education you how method?
permasenumnowe

sci3 Ilmosimv Ms 1..LJ WI IMO

IOWID $101111111101WWW1
171

w OSP essole

1411111M 411111111

WOO 1110141111/1111,

37. AreyOU . . ICheck ail that MOT.)

11001 NsionsmiorMours

El*owe=
tksrmayammo

0 .

[i] imilsout amain

00.

Isoi.mr.s.

NommonslorMommabrisvdav

timmolooll or so wen

38. How many Mum a weak do you spend doing your main activity? iwaitetgaing sto school,
houeoweici

min

39. Sowmany Nan a week do you spend doing mbar ohms?

How many hours a weak do you have for doing leisure activities?

itramhml 298
.

/"."

, Poi or oirire i
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41. Hawyou waked or had a job in OW past 2 weeks?

No Go so aussoon 43

,

What kind of work do you doh poadno invoices. soiling show am) Massa prowler as much Wails'possible.

0

1

For whom do you work? Manta of business. oovammont department. agony, Pomo, or aro you seemployed?)

1
1si

I
I _ 1 1 A I

.

Whitt kind of business., industry or setvias is this? WS. Peer boot mimulacturing. kI snot Nom twirl**board of oducaidon.)

42. is there an opportunity for physical recreation where you work?

E1Yds. Rotolo

G3Yes. as softie book

GIY.. ohm walk

at
No

43. Approximately whatwas your family's total income last year, before taus?

r2 as its NMI El] sattsousows

*COO sr 16,111 12 1313.00111,4310C13

12 1110,000 is 14,N5 rii Char 1311,000
.

0 INS.000 so MIN 0 DWI lam

299
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NATIONAL HISPANIC HEALTH PROMOTION SURVEY OF
THE NATIONAL COALITION OF HISPANIC MENTAL
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS
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COSSMHO'S
NATIONAL HISPANIC

HEALTH PROMOTION SURVEY

MAJOR STUDY GOALS: This health promotion program/activity survey is one segment
of a broader effort to develop a network for training people to
deliver health promotion services in the areas of:

Smoking cessation;
Alcohol and drug abuse;

. Nutrition;
Fitness and exercise;

Stress managemerit;*
Safety;
Hypertension control;
General lifestyle skills

related to health

The major purpose of this survey is to determine what health
promotion- services (programs/activities) in theabove areas are
being provided by Hispank health and human services
organizations. Health promotion will be defined as teaching
people the skills they need to adopt healthier habits of living.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES: Through this survey, we expect to gather preliminary data on
health promotion. programs and activities throughout the
country. Variables such as service approaches; staffing; perry
populations serviced, etc., will be compiled and disseminated to
encourage replication.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Name of the organization which conducts the health promotion program/activitt

/N

Addrehs

City State Zip

Telephone

Name and position of person completing questionnaire*

Day-time telephone * of person completing questionnaire:

We realise that :nervy mental health centers include urea managensent as part of the therapies they provide. but for the
purposes al this proiect we are looking only for programs/activities that locus exclusively on teaching suns management
tedmiques. P-46
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CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFICATION FOR A PROGRAM/ACTIVITY:
011111111116

Please duplicate and complete questions 1-8 for each separate health promotion
program/activity that your agency conducts. Return this information so that COSSMHQ has it by.
Monday, March 15, 1982.

Name of the health promotion program/activity this survey pertains to:

Listed below are our criteria for a health promotion program. Please place a
check next to those statements which apply. if you check all the statements listed
below, we will consider your service to be a program. If you check only some of
the statements, we will consider your service to be an activity.

Our health promotion program/activity has a
specified budget and staff assigned to it.

Our health promotion progiam/activity has a
record of enrollments and coryOletions.

NOin
Our health promotion program/activity is
conducted at a regular identifiable site.

Our health promotion program/activity has
written materials describing its approach,
objectives and goals.

Our health promotion program/activity has
maintained a record of its developmental
history during FY 80.-

4.

1. Which of the following health promotion 3. In FY 80, *hat budget amount was allocated for
services does your program/activity sponsor: this health promotion1 activity? -

Health fairtype events

O One-to-one counseling

Hand-out literatu e

1.3 (Please estimate)
(Please specify)

4. Where do funds for this program/Ictivity come
from?

2. What/where is Ihe primary site of the
program/activity? federal funds locals

state funds fund-raising events

Other
(Please specify)

up to $1,000 0 $10,000- $75,000

$1,00045,000 515,000420,000

$5,000410,000 over 620,000

D-47 323
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Please answer all multiple choice questions by lacing a check mark (V) next to the appr

A. Type of facility which sponsors the health
promotion program/activity:
(Please check)

CMHC

Hospital

Worksite

E3 School

El Clinic

Other
(Please spedfy)

B. Pleas, rank the following health promotion
categories; one being the category which your
agency gives the highest priority to, and eight or
nine given- the least priority.

C

Akohol and Drug
Abuse

Fitness and Exercise

Hypertension
Control

U Lifestyle skills

Nutrition

Safety

Stress

Smoking
Cessation

Other
(Please specify)

Are you h aware of health promotion
programs / activities in your community
conductd by

American Red National Urban
Cross League

1:1 YMCA

Other
(Please specify)

e response(s):

e.

D. Do you refer agency 'clients to any other health
promotion services?

Yes
if yet,

No

Name of Agency

State Zip

Ares Code Phone =

E. is/are there individuals in your community that
you consider expeit(s) skilled in health
promotion for Hispanics? (Please attach a list of
any additional names and addresses)

E3 Yes 0 No

Name

Address

City State

F. What kinds of health promotion activities do
you feel are needed by the Hispanic community
you serve?

'40



Nicr.

.5 Which segMent of the population Is considered 6.
most at risk in this area by your agency? Please
rank; one being the population which your
agency considers most at risk, and seven being
the least at risk.

Infants
(Up -to 1 yr)

Children
(1 to 12 yrs)

Adolescents
(12-18 yrs)

1.3 Elderly
(65 and older)

Young adult
(18-24 yrs)

Adult women
(24-65 yrs)

Adult men
, (24-65 yrs)

7. Describe factors which your program/act
Hispanic population.

Approximatelywhat percentage of those served
in this program/activity are Hispanic?

1.3 10% - 2596

El 25% - 50%

Co 50% - 75%

75% - 100%

y feels make it culturally relevant to the

8. How does your agency determine the success of its health promotion program/activity?

If you have any questions please all Diana C. Torres at: (202) 638-0505

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please used the enclosed self-addressed, stamped
envelope and return to:

COSSMHO
1015 15th Street, N.W.

Suite 402
Washington, p.c. 20005

Attrp Health Prompt Survey 325
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NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

F.EALTH marrnm QUESTICLAIRE

1. Please give the name of this affiliate

In Fiscal Year 1981181 (July 1, 1980 to June 30, 1981) did your
affiliate conduct any programs covering any of these subject areas:

hypertension control ,_yes no
nutrition (WIC) ...yes no
alcohol and drug abuse -.Yes no
stress management & crisis intervention _yes no
fitness and exercise yes no
smoking cessation =yes no

. safety ...yes no
fir family planning and parenting yes no

cancer detection _yes no
dental health _yes ( no
venereal disease information _yes no
other (please describe), ...yes no

a

Please give the full names of your health promotion programs and
indicate what type of service each program offers.

If you have more than one budgeted health promotion program to describe,
please duplicate the rest of this form and fill it out separately for
each program.

If you do-not offer any health promotion programs, please answer questions
12, 13, 14, IS, 16, and 17 only.

3. Do you offer a general health promotion program that encompassei several
of the areas listed above to encourage healthier lifestyles? ...yes no

If so, please give the name of this program

4. Does'the program have an assigned staff? _yes no

If yes, how many paid emlayees?
How many volunteer staff?

S. Do programictivitiei take place in a, regular, identifilble facility?
no

If yes, what type of facility is it?

Nalk

community center
---urch

school j

----agency facility .

other (eg. YMCA, please give names of other/ acilities)

Dr" 327 ,
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6 Does the program have an assigned budget? ___yes no

If yes, how inch is the budget?
510, 000 or 'less.
125,000 or less,
I50,000 or less

7 What is the source of funding for' the program?
state government

local government
kited Way

other private funding source (please describe)

8. Does the program Include use of written materials? __yes no

What are the .titles of,these materials?

Does the program include use of audiovisual materials? __yes no

What are the titles of these materials?

Who produced these materials?
Federal Government

"National Urban League
=local staff

9. Is a record kept of participant enrollments' and completions in
the program? ...yes no

How many participants are presently enrolled?tless then 15
less thin 25
-less than 50

more (haw manYn
How My, participants have completed the program?

less than 15
--less than 25,__less

than SO
more (haymow?)

D-5I
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10. What types of records are kept on program participants?

attendance
__progress (number of pounds lost)

medical history (eg. use of medication)
other (plase describe)

11. Has a survival history of the program been kept, recording its
development over time? ___yes no

12. What other agencies in your community conduct. health promotion
programs that aie 'highly utilized by Blacks?

)CA
YWCA

--Community health centers
' Red Cross

an agency that serves predominantly spanish speaking
Cople or an agency which is a member of COSSMHD
spital

-Church
Other (please describe)

13. Do you refer people regularly to other agencies so that they can
receive health promotion services? no

Which agencies do you recommend most often?

YMCA
--YWCA

community health centers
--Med Cross

an agency that serves predominantly spanish speaking
le or an agency which is a member/of COSSMHO

church
other (please describe)

14. What types of health promotion services do the people that you
come in contact with request most frequently? (see list at
beginning of the questionnaire)

15. What types of health promotion programs would you be interested
in operating at your affiliate? (see list at beginning of the
questionnaire)

16. Please give the name of the person who is completing this
questionnaire and describe his or her relationship to this
affiliate.

17. Does your affiliate operate another type of health program?

If so, please describe this progrant

D -52 329
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Sports and Recreational Programs of the Nation's Universities and Colleges
A epestionesaire of the National Collegiate Athletic Associa,s
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